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Abstract  
 
Collaborative Learning is the pedagogical approach that considers social 

interactions as key means to trigger rich learning processes. Collaborative 

Learning Flow Patterns define best practices to orchestrate collaborative 

learning activity flow mechanisms (i.e., group formation, roles or 

resources allocation, phase change). Flow patterns have been 

experimented and evaluated as effective in small scale settings for 

decades. Directly applying these pedagogical methods to large learning 

scenarios is challenging due to the burden that scale represents in the 

orchestration load or the difficulty of keeping a dynamic meaningful 

progression when flexible changes are required in a large classroom or in 

a MOOC. Some attempts have shown positive results, but research around 

scalable collaborative learning approaches, models and technologies for 

large classes is scattered. This dissertation conducts a systematic literature 

review of collaborative learning applications on large classes and analyses 

the social learning potential of diverse technology-supported spaces in 

massive courses. Then the dissertation focuses the study on how 

collaborative learning could address key challenges (i.e., scalability and 

dynamism) identified in large collaborative learning contexts.  

Consequently, the thesis proposes a Pyramid flow pattern instantiation, 

composed of a model with a set of algorithmic rules for flow creation, 

flow control and flow awareness as well as a PyramidApp authoring and 

enactment system implementing the model. Experimentation across 

diverse learning contexts shows that, on one hand, the contributions 

support meaningful scalable and dynamic collaborative learning and on 

the other hand, learners and educators perceive the experiences as 

engaging, with learning values and effective from the perspective of 

orchestration.      
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Resumen 
 
El aprendizaje  colaborativo es el enfoque pedagógico que considera las 

interacciones sociales como un medio clave para desencadenar procesos 

de aprendizaje ricos. Los patrones de flujo de aprendizaje colaborativo 

definen buenas prácticas para orquestar mecanismos de flujo en activida-

des de aprendizaje colaborativo (es decir, la formación de grupos, la asig-

nación de roles o recursos, los cambios de fase). Los patrones de flujo han 

sido probados y evaluados como efectivos en entornos de pequeña escala 

durante décadas. La aplicación de estos métodos pedagógicos en grandes 

escenarios de aprendizaje supone un reto debido a la carga que representa 

la escala en la orquestación, así como a la dificultad de mantener una pro-

gresión dinámica con sentido pedagógico cuando se requieren cambios 

flexibles en un aula grande o en un MOOC. Existen algunos intentos in-

teresantes, pero la investigación en torno a enfoques de aprendizaje cola-

borativo escalables, y modelos y tecnologías para entornos educativos con 

muchos estudiantes está dispersa. Esta tesis lleva a cabo una revisión sis-

temática de la literatura sobre aplicaciones de aprendizaje colaborativo 

con muchos estudiantes y analiza el potencial de aprendizaje social de 

diversos espacios apoyados por la tecnología en este tipo de contextos. A 

continuación, la tesis se centra en el estudio de cómo el aprendizaje cola-

borativo podría abordar desafíos clave identificados en contextos de 

aprendizaje colaborativo con un gran número de estudiantes (es decir, la 

escalabilidad y el dinamismo). En consecuencia, la tesis propone una ins-

tanciación del patrón de flujo Pirámide, compuesto de un modelo con un 

conjunto de reglas algorítmicas para la creación, el control y la conciencia 

del flujo de aprendizaje, así como un sistema de creación e implementa-

ción del modelo. La experimentación realizada en distintos contextos de 

aprendizaje demuestra que, por un lado, las contribuciones apoyan un 

aprendizaje colaborativo escalable y dinámico, y que, por otro lado, los 

estudiantes y los educadores perciben las experiencias como amenas, con 

valor para el aprendizaje y efectivas desde la perspectiva de la orquesta-

ción. 
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Chapter 1  

 

Introduction  
 

This chapter discloses the general research context of the dis-

sertation, the goal, derived partial objectives, the research 

methodology followed, the main evaluation studies carried out 

and a summary of the results obtained. The general context of 

the research is framed along scalable collaborative learning ap-

proaches and collaborative learning flow patterns’ applicability 

in large class scenarios. Particularly, this work proposes con-

ceptual models and a Pyramid pattern inspired technological 

solution to implement collaborative learning in scalable and 

dynamic learning contexts. A Design Based Research method-

ology was followed with iterative processes at different stages 

during the thesis life-cycle. Apart from the thesis contributions, 

the chapter also explains the limitations of the work, main con-

clusions and future research lines that can be devised from this 

work. The chapter concludes with a structure of the thesis.    

 

1.1 Introduction   
 
Mutual interactions positively reinforce the way humans learn (Bandura, 

1971) and since early years concepts like social constructivism, activity 

theory, conversational learning have been causing educational approaches 

to emphasize on collaborative rather than individual learning (Naismith et 

al., 2004; Scardamalia & Bereiter, 2006; Stahl, Koschmann, & Suthers, 

2006). In education, collaboration is a coordinated process by which indi-

viduals construct and maintain shared conceptions where knowledge is 

co-constructed socially (Roschelle & Teasley, 1995). In collaborative 

learning, situations are created in which particular forms of interactions 

among learners are expected to occur and that would trigger learning 

mechanisms (Dillenbourg, 1999). Computer-Supported Collaborative 

Learning (CSCL) is the field of study which contributes with mechanisms 

and technologies supporting creation of such collaborative learning situa-

tions (Dillenbourg, Sanna, & Fischer, 2009; Roschelle & Teasley, 1995; 

Stahl, Koschmann, & Suthers, 2006). Hence, CSCL environments should 

be carefully designed and implemented incorporating interaction genera-

tion and regulation mechanisms. 
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Free collaboration does not necessarily result in fruitful learning out-

comes (Dillenbourg et al., 2009; Hernández-Leo, 2007). Therefore strate-

gies are required in the design process to scaffold productive interactions 

and/or to facilitate activities by monitoring and intervening when required 

(Dillenbourg, 1999). In CSCL, shaping up the way that collaborations are 

desired to happen with technology-mediation is known as “CSCL script-

ing” (Dillenbourg, 2002; Hernández-Leo, 2007). More precisely, scripting 

is aimed to trigger specific types of interactions beneficial for learner cog-

nition while achieving educational objectives. Scripts structure the collab-

orative process by defining the activity sequence, creating roles in groups 

and constraining interactions among peers in social and cognitive activi-

ties that would otherwise occur rarely or not at all (Dillenbourg & 

Tchounikine, 2007; Kobbe et al., 2007). In this notion, scripting is possi-

ble with an emphasis on individual learner’s activities with finer granu-

larity and scaffolding, known as “micro-scripts” whereas “macro-scripts” 

are defining desired interactions in coarse-grained activity flows 

(Dillenbourg & Tchounikine, 2007; Kobbe et al., 2007).  This dissertation 

work falls under macro-scripting in CSCL. 

 

Flow orchestration refers to the real-time management of CSCL scripts 

(Dillenbourg, 2013; Dillenbourg & Jermann, 2010), regulating multiple 

activities, actions and processes in the CSCL scenarios. Dynamic or flexi-

ble orchestration is the combination of design and real-time adaptation of 

the script with a freedom to modifications (Dillenbourg & Jermann, 

2010). Collaborative Learning Flow Patterns (CLFPs) are examples of 

macro-scripts that reflect best practices to orchestrate collaborative learn-

ing that are broadly accepted and repetitively utilized by practitioners 

(Hernández-Leo, 2007). Examples of such patterns are Jigsaw, Pyramid or 

Snowball, Think-Pair-Share (TPS) and Thinking Aloud Pair Problem 

Solving (TAPPS). Each pattern is driven by its own pedagogical rationale 

and constraints (see Table1.1) imposed by the governing pedagogy that 

should not be modified during the learning design. On the contrary, a pat-

tern implementation and the collaborations can be enriched further by 

introducing additional parameters such as group formation characteristics 

or role allocation requirements. These additional factors are flexible to be 

satisfied since those do not violate the underlying pedagogy of the pattern. 

Consequently, effective and meaningful CSCL script design requires ef-

fort, understanding the pattern definitions and types of constraints 

(Dillenbourg & Tchounikine, 2007; Hernández-Leo et al., 2006). Previous 
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work in the field had demonstrated extensive knowledge in designing pat-

tern based collaborative activities effectively (Hernández-Leo, 2007; 

Pérez-Sanagustín, Burgos, Hernández-Leo, & Blat, 2011; Rodríguez-

Triana, 2014), yet applicable mostly either at small-scale or co-located 

learning settings. Script modifiability is also non-trivial, due to unex-

pected situations like learners not being present or leaving the classroom 

in the middle of an activity, spoiling on-going collaborations. Considering 

above aspects, script designing and managing orchestration manually re-

quire lot of effort and time (Dillenbourg & Tchounikine, 2007; 

Hernández-Leo, 2007; Sharples, 2013). Therefore, technology mediated 

or semi-automated orchestration services are beneficial in managing group 

formation, phase changing, role allocation and rotation, resource distribu-

tion, mediate communication and coordination like flow controlling and 

group awareness. An ideal CLFP orchestration service (either automated 

or semi-automated) needs to incorporate mechanisms to design meaning-

ful, flexible scripts while facilitating dynamic changes to pre-created 

script designs and re-implement.    

 
Table 1.1 Jigsaw and Pyramid pattern descriptions 

Jigsaw pattern Pyramid pattern 

Relates to a situation where several small 

groups of students (‘Jigsaw’ groups), each 

trying to solve a complex problem that can 

be divided into sub-problems. Each group 

participant studies one sub-problem indi-

vidually. Then participants from different 

Jigsaw groups who studied similar sub 

problems, meet in temporary ‘Expert’ 

groups to exchange ideas about their 

common sub-problems. Finally, partici-

pants return back to their Jigsaw groups to 

share knowledge and solve the global 

problem. This pattern fosters individual 

accountability and personal responsibility.  

Starts individually or forming initial small 

groups (usually pairs) to study a common 

problem and propose initial solutions. Then, 

students are grouped into small groups to 

compare and discuss their proposals and, 

finally, propose a new shared solution from 

the group. Students are guided so that the 

groups join with new groups to form larger 

groups in order to generate new agreed 

proposals. Likewise this will iterate till the 

whole group reaches upon a global consen-

sus. This pattern fosters positive interde-

pendence and individual accountability. 

 

Script design and orchestration of CSCL activities are required in dif-

ferent scales varying from small face-to-face classroom settings to mas-

sive online learning communities. Predicting potential dynamic conditions 

or (re)designing scripts on-the-fly in a large face-to-face classroom  and 

managing the orchestration load by the practitioner is not practical 

(Sharples, 2013). Moreover, how large virtual learner communities or 

Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs) communities engage in collabo-

rative learning activities is gaining research attention more, attributing to 

the rapid growth and popularity of MOOCs (Saadatdoost, Sim, 
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Jafarkarimi, & Mei Hee, 2015; Tsai & Kyle, 2013). Most large learner 

communities are not static unlike traditional classrooms, dynamic learner 

behaviours are inherent and diversified culturally, socially and even geo-

graphically, that large multidisciplinary efforts in practices are required. 

Strategies that work well in a conventional classroom cannot extrapolate 

to such learning contexts directly. Pre-defined or rigid scripts will not be 

able to apply upon diversified large learner communities to derive mean-

ingful interactions. Therefore, collaborative learning models need to be 

redesigned not only to be effective under a range of settings, but to be 

packaged and used everywhere (Stahl, 2015).   

 

Though, social and collaborative learning with peers in forums have 

been fruitful (Dragon et al., 2013), in large learning contexts such thread-

ed discussions become mass and difficult to follow (Scardamalia & 

Bereiter, 2006). Hence, novel scalable pedagogies capable of offering 

collaboration opportunities are required (Ferguson & Sharples, 2014; 

Saadatdoost et al., 2015; Siemens, Gasevic, & Dawson, 2015). Some at-

tempts have shown interesting results by enabling collaborations in 

MOOCs via social media tools (Alario-Hoyos, Perez-Sanagustin, 

Delgado-Kloos, Parada G., & Munoz-Organero, 2014; Knox, 2014). Yet, 

such scenarios neither harness benefits that structured CSCL opportunities 

have to offer, nor address issues related with dynamic conditions like in-

consistent student participation (drop outs or late joiners). Attempts like 

audience response systems (clickers) (Herreid, 2006), shared displays 

(Infante, Hidalgo, Nussbaum, & Alarcón, 2009) have shown positive col-

laboration results in synchronous large class contexts. But these examples 

are more contextualized, not easily applicable in distance learning con-

texts and do not adopt sound macro-scripts to structure collaborations.       

 

Considering aforementioned themes and circumstances, the main mo-

tivation recognized in this research is enabling structured CSCL orchestra-

tion in large learner contexts where scalability and dynamism are essential 

concerns. Within the context of this dissertation “scalability” is defined as 

the means of elastically accommodating growing numbers of learners 

while being pedagogically effective, and “dynamism” is defined as the 

means of keeping activity progression while maintaining enthusiasm and 

versatility. Thus, the challenges of the dissertation are framed across 

CLFPs, meaningful orchestration support, large classes (both face-to-face 

and distance) with active participation, dynamism and scalability. More 

precisely, study the literature and pattern definitions to extract a potential 
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pattern with scalability essence and further study its compliance and tech-

nological viability to be suitable for large learning scenarios.  

 

Remaining sections of this chapter are arranged as following. Section 

1.2 explains the main research goal and the partial objectives of the thesis, 

section 1.3 describes the research methodology and section 1.4 summariz-

es the main contributions. Section 1.5 provides the limitations of this 

work, section 1.6 explains the conclusions and section 1.7 describes future 

research directions derived from this thesis followed by a final subsection 

describing the structure of the dissertation.  

 

1.2 Dissertation goals  
 
Considering above research context and challenges existing in the domain, 

the global aim of this dissertation is formulated as, “how collaborative 

learning flow patterns can be instantiated and technologically supported 

to implement scalable and dynamic CSCL scenarios?”. Figure 1.1 illus-

trates the research context, the goal of the dissertation along with the con-

tributions and the evaluations conducted. As depicted in Figure 1.1, above 

global aim is sub-divided into partial objectives which were addressed 

along the line of the dissertation.  

 

[OBJ_1] To identify how CSCL scenarios have been designed to sup-

port large scale learning contexts in the literature 

The current CSCL body of knowledge is mostly known for its contribu-

tions in small learner groups (Stahl, 2015). How this visible body of 

knowledge has been applied in large learning contexts, which collabora-

tive learning methodologies have been experimented upon which educa-

tional settings are some interesting factors to further investigate. Also un-

derstanding different technological approaches implementing CSCL in 

large classes and the level of orchestration support provided is critically 

important to propose novel CSCL technologies. A synthetization of the 

extent that current CSCL practices are involved in the design and enact-

ment of collaborative learning in large learning communities is essential 

to this dissertation context.         

[OBJ_2] To model flexible conditions in CLFPs to implement scripts 

effectively   

Generating effective scripts with desired interactions can be time consum-

ing and require prior experience (Dillenbourg, 2002; Hernández-Leo, 
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Asensio-Pérez, Dimitriadis, & Villasclaras-Fernández, 2010). Differenti-

ating between intrinsic and extrinsic constraints in macro-scripts is vital in 

the learning design since that defines the flexibility of the macro-script 

(Dillenbourg & Tchounikine, 2007; Pérez-Sanagustín et al., 2011; 

Rodríguez-Triana, 2014). Diverse learning contexts and their parameters 

introduce new constraints to be considered to fine-tune orchestration as-

pects (e.g. group formation, role or resource allocation). Articulation of 

such additional elements and the level of flexibility in CLFPs without 

spoiling the pedagogical rationale is the key to design effective scripts. 

Hence, modelling these multiple constraints in a CLFP constraint frame-

work along with parameters is equally important for the implementation 

of orchestration services to be adapted by practitioners easily.   

[OBJ_3] To model types of social and collaborative learning spaces 

for MOOCs.  

Forum discussions being prevalent and straightforward in implementing 

are widely available in MOOCs. Thus, such learning platforms lack in 

offering a wide range of social or collaborative learning opportunities 

(Rosé et al., 2014; Siemens et al., 2015). As MOOCs are diversified, less-

predictable, dynamic learning contexts with massive amounts of partici-

pants with varied motivations, traditional CSCL scripts are not easily ap-

plicable. Therefore, it is crucial to study what are conceivable social learn-

ing opportunities existing or potential to implement in future. In that con-

text, formulation of a social learning space grid modelling types of social 

and collaborative learning spaces followed by a relevant case study apply-

ing such spaces can direct to address this objective favourably.  

[OBJ_4] To propose an instance of CLFP addressing scalability and 

dynamism challenges.  

CSCL activities can be structured for desired interactions to occur in large 

classes also, if those are designed considering scalability and dynamism 

elements. A synthesis of flow pattern definitions and their scalability as-

pects can lead to identification of potential scalable CLFPs. Pyramid 

(a.k.a. Snowball) flow pattern (Hernández-Leo et al., 2006) can be charac-

terized as potentially scalable; thus a Pyramid instantiation along with 

required algorithm mechanisms to address scalability and dynamism can 

guide to tackle this objective.  
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[OBJ_5] To facilitate authoring and enactment process of the pro-

posed CLFP instantiation.  

To address this objective and to provide technological orchestration sup-

port for the identified Pyramid particularization, a novel implementation is 

required. This novel implementation (PyramidApp) would be composed 

of two aspects as flow enactment, to deploy Pyramid inspired activity 

designs and flow authoring for the learning design process of such activi-

ties. Evaluation studies across different learning settings of PyramidApp 

are useful to learn the feasibility and the appropriateness of the novel au-

thoring and enactment technology.   

        

It should be noted that due to the nature of the research methodology fol-

lowed, Design Based Research (DBR) (Amiel & Reeves, 2008) in this 

dissertation, above partial objectives emerged and evolved throughout the 

process during different iterations. Further information about the research 

methodology adaptation is discussed in section 1.3.  

 
1.3 Research Methodology 
 

The main research question and the partial objectives addressed in this 

dissertation are framed in a CSCL multidisciplinary problem domain 

(Stahl, Koschmann, & Suthers, 2006). Rather than following traditional 

experimental design where parameters and influencing factors are known 

in advance and controlled, this thesis work demands a hybrid approach of 

exploring and understanding ways on how design variables make sense in 

real learning settings. The process demands iterations where stakeholders 

(learners, educators and researchers) are engaged, throughout, not purely 

data driven and the theoretical background is evolving and facilitated by 

informal observations. As a result, Design Based Research methodology 

(Amiel & Reeves, 2008) is adopted for this work inculcating repetitive 

iterations and refinements of the solutions as a systematic process in 

which stakeholders are inclusive. 
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Context:  Design for dynamic and scalable Computer Supported Collaborative 

Learning  

 

 
Computer Supported Collaborative Learning 

- Scripting CSCL scenarios to elicit desired fruitful interactions  

- Collaborative Learning Flow Patterns define well-known best practices to 

implement CSCL scripts 

Large classes and Massive Open Online  

Courses 

- Possible types of social learning activities  

- Diverse learner behaviours  

CSCL Orchestration 

- Technological support to (help teachers) 

coordinate CLFP scripts 

- Flexibility in the scripts 

 

 

 

 

Dynamism in CLFPs to keep activity 

progression while preserving  

meaningful orchestration 

Scaling CSCL scripts to suit growing 

numbers of participants while being 

effective 

 

Research Question: How CLFPs can be instantiated and  

technologically supported to implement scalable and dynamic 

CSCL scenarios?   

Partial Objectives 

 To model flexible 

conditions in 

CLFPs to 

 implement 

scripts 

 effectively 

To propose an 

instance of CLFP 

addressing  

scalability and 

dynamism  

challenges  

To facilitate  

authoring and  

enactment process of 

the proposed CLFP 

instantiation  

To identify how CSCL 

scenarios have been 

designed to support 

large scale learning 

contexts in the  

literature  

To model types 

of social and 

collaborative 

learning spaces 

for MOOCs 

 

Contributions 

Evaluation 

A conceptual 

model of  

multiple  

constraints 

framework for 

CLPFs 

A) PyramidApp, authoring 

and enactment tool of the 

particularization 

B) Analysis of possibilities 

and challenges with  

PyramidApp   

A) SOS case study 

implying different 

constraints  

B) Cross evaluation 

with the literature 

for model  

compliance   

Multiple face-to-

face classroom 

and distance   

contexts enacting 

PyramidApp  

activities 

   

A) Particularization of 

Pyramid / Snowball flow 

pattern addressing 

 scalability and dynamism  

B) Algorithm of the  

particularization 

 

A) Four hands-on workshops with 

slightly different teaching profiles 

using PyramidApp 

B) Several classroom contexts 

enacting Pyramid model without 

technological orchestration  

 

A social  

learning space 

grid for  

massive open 

online learning  

A literature   

review in the 

field of CSCL 

applications in 

large learning 

contexts 

MOOC case 

study (2 rounds) 

adapting diverse 

social learning 

spaces  

Figure 1.1: Schema of the research context, global research question, specific research objectives, 

contributions and evaluation studies of the dissertation  
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Design Based Research defines a cycle of reflective and long-term foun-

dation between practitioners and researchers systematically (see Figure 

1.2). It begins with identifying and negotiating research goals with re-

searchers and proposing novel designs (i.e. new strategies or derived from 

existing principles) to the learning environment which will undergo sever-

al iterations of verification across authentic settings and refinements. Such 

rigorous re-examinations lead to development of solid theoretical and 

practical perspectives enriched with proper descriptions (Amiel & Reeves, 

2008; Design-Based Research Collective, 2003). 

 
Figure 1.2: DBR model (Amiel & Reeves, 2008) 

 

For the simplicity of understanding and explanation, we categorised the 

whole thesis process into four iterative cycles, within each, Design Based 

Research methodology was incorporated. Figure 1.3 shows these cycles, 

individual research questions that were set for each stage, which solutions 

were introduced or built-up to address the gaps identified, iterations of 

testing and refinements along with some timeline information and result-

ing reflections on the practices. How the Design Based Research method-

ology and the iterative process were embraced within the dissertation is 

explained in detail for each cycle in this section. The main research ques-

tion and the partial objectives mentioned in section 1.2 are listed as a se-

ries of research questions in Table 1.2 that are used within each cycle. The 

sequence of cycles was not completely linear in time since some of the 

evaluation rounds had to consider temporal requirements of planned stud-

ies. Therefore, some cycles overlapped where the evaluations of the pre-

vious cycle were on-going, yet we had to initiate a new cycle. But within 

the cycles, DBR iterations were sequenced in way where a new iteration 

was instantiated only when the previous iteration was finalized with suffi-

cient results and reflections.   

 

 Cycle 1: At the outset of my work, scalable active pedagogies tar-

geting large learner communities was spotlight due to the impact 
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of Massive Open Online Courses and other open learning spaces 

(Ferguson & Sharples, 2014; Kay, Reimann, Diebold, & 

Kummerfeld, 2013). This shed the light to investigate how and to 

which extent existing research had addressed massiveness in po-

tentially large learning scenarios ([RQ1] in Table 1.1). After dis-

cussing with an expert researcher, it was decided to conduct a sys-

tematic literature review (Kitchenham, 2004) to learn existing in-

sights and research gaps. More concretely, to understand the types 

of activities and experimental settings supported by collaborative 

learning technologies in large learning scenarios, as well as the 

types of mechanisms and technological facets considered to 

support collaboration. After defining the search criteria to filter 

research articles, the most relevant article batch was gathered in 

multiple iterations, to analyse. These articles were coded using a 

qualitative data analysis tool and clustered in different directions 

like the quotient of sample, CSCL techniques used, educational 

context of the research, technological approach and types of col-

laborative activities experimented. The coding style was refined 

several times to fine-tune diverse analysis factors during the anal-

ysis process. Ultimately the study exposed contemporary under-

explored avenues to apply collaborative learning in large learner 

communities. Further details and the analysis results of this litera-

ture study are available in Chapter 2.   

 

Table 1.2: Research questions addressed in the context of this dissertation 

Main research question 

How collaborative learning flow patterns can be instantiated and technologically 

supported to implement scalable and dynamic CSCL scenarios? 

Specific research questions 

[RQ1] How CSCL scenarios have been designed to support large scale learning 

contexts in the literature? (related to [OBJ_1] in section 1.2) 

[RQ2] How to identify flexible conditions in CLFPs in order to design CSCL 

scripts effectively? (related to [OBJ_2] in section 1.2) 

[RQ3] Which are potential social and collaborative learning spaces suitable for 

massive open online learning? (related to [OBJ_3] in section 1.2) 

[RQ4] How Pyramid (a.k.a. Snowball) pattern can be instantiated to address 

scalability and dynamism challenges? (related to [OBJ_4] in section 1.2) 

[RQ5] What possible effects from such pattern instantiation can have when it is 

introduced as a novel technological approach? (related to [OBJ_5] in section 1.2) 

    
 Cycle 2: During this cycle, we focused on [RQ2]. Next challenge in 

the dissertation was to study how CSCL scripts can be designed ef-
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fectively; essentially how patterns can be scripted realizing the ex-

tent of flexibility. After studying CSCL script design based on con-

straints, a generic framework of CLFP constraints is proposed. 

Constraints defined by the pedagogy (or CLFP definition) 

(Dillenbourg, 2002; Hernández-Leo et al., 2006) are presented as 

the “conceptual model for CLFP hard constraints” whereas adjusta-

ble extrinsic factors that are preferred to be satisfied are presented 

as “generic model for soft constraints”. The models were tested and 

refined in two iterations: 1) conceptualized constraints were applied 

on a Jigsaw pattern (Hernández-Leo et al., 2006) inspired techno-

logical representation called “Signal Orchestration System” 

(Hernández-Leo et al., 2012) and experimented in a classroom set-

ting, 2) examined similar studies considering constraints in collabo-

rative learning contexts and validated against the proposed models 

to evaluate the model compliance and to recognize any absent fac-

tor. Proposed conceptual framework and other related research 

work in this cycle are further explained in Chapter 3 including de-

rived reflections upon the design principles.  

 Cycle 3: After recognizing existing research gaps in the domain of 

CSCL in large learning scenarios and further studying how pattern 

constraints can be applied while achieving flexibility to effectively 

design scripts, the next stage was to propose a scalable, pattern in-

spired algorithm [RQ4]. Commonly used CLFPs like Jigsaw, Pyr-

amid, Think-Pair-Share, TAPPS (Hernández-Leo et al., 2010) were 

extensively studied to understand the scalability aspects that each 

pattern has (see Appendix A), which then was discussed with an 

expert researcher for additional insights. Pyramid CLFP was seen 

intuitively scalable while being pedagogically meaningful with ac-

cumulated interactions. Pyramid flow pattern is structured in a way 

that individuals attend a given task and suggest an initial solution. 

Then they are assigned with small groups to discuss on initial sug-

gestions and agree upon a common suggestion from the group 

which will be propagated to the next level where much larger 

groups are formulated enriching collaborations and consensus 

reaching. At the global level, all participants agree upon one or few 

selected suggestions that are reflected or debriefed with the whole 

class. Pyramid pattern promotes individual accountability and posi-

tive interdependence among peers. While preserving the essence of 

the pattern definition, an algorithm, feasible of scaling and preserv-

ing dynamism, was proposed (see Appendix B). The algorithm cre-
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ates multiple pyramids following similar configurations (such as 

number of levels, group size at level 2, timing values, etc.) to ac-

commodate large numbers of learners. Addressing [RQ5], a novel 

technological representation of the Pyramid instantiation, named 

PyramidApp was implemented based on existing CSCL principles. 

This instantiation implements a rating feature as the integrated con-

sensus reaching mechanism and an integrated discussion space for 

collaborations. PyramidApp has been evaluated and refined itera-

tively in diverse perspectives from application features to algorithm 

scalability and dynamism. Hence, this process had numerous minor 

iterations of application testing and refinements though Figure 1.3 

summarizes it into two main iterations only. During the second iter-

ation, PyramidApp was integrated in the Integrated Learning De-

sign Environment (ILDE) (Hernández-Leo, Asensio-Pérez, Derntl, 

Prieto, & Chacón, 2014) allowing sharing and reusing once created 

pyramid designs. Moreover, an authoring functionality was imple-

mented considering Pyramid design requirements and tested with 

real practitioners in several CSCL workshops. An expert researcher 

shared PyramidApp experiences in those workshops that shed light 

to participants on applicability within real practice as specified in 

DBR methodology. Chapter 5 and 6 give comprehensive report 

about this stage and the synthesised reflections.      

 Cycle 4: MOOCs are essentially known to be massive learning sce-

narios and MOOC researchers highlight the absence of enhanced 

collaboration opportunities (Rosé et al., 2014; Siemens et al., 2015). 

To address [RQ3] from Table 1.1, within this thesis, existing social 

learning instruments were studied considering major MOOC plat-

forms like edX, Coursera, FutureLearn. Furthermore, a three 

months research stay at the Institute of Educational Technology, 

Open University, England with Professor Mike Sharples provided 

an extensive knowledge and experience sharing space as the Aca-

demic Lead of FutureLearn platform. As a result of this collabora-

tion, a conceptual model, “Social Learning Space Grid” for 

MOOCs is proposed. Using PyramidApp with other social learning 

spaces like conversational flows and study groups in FutureLearn, 

one MOOC case was designed and enacted. Reflections from this 

exploratory study were reported to be incorporated in subsequent 

MOOC runs, emphasising on impacts for actual practices. Chapter 

4 expresses details about the work carried-out during this cycle.           
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Figure 1.3: Dissertation process and the iterative cycles  

Analysis of practical 

problems by  

researchers  

Development of  

solutions using existing 

principles and  

technologies 

Iterative cycles of testing 

and refinement of 

solutions in practice 

Reflections and  

enhance solution  

implementation 

Diverse design aspects 

of existing large 

CSCL scenarios  

 

Systematic  

literature review 

Reflections on novel 

avenues for large scale 

CSCL design principles                

(Aug, 2014) 

Review literature to see how CSCL 

scenarios have been designed to  

support large scale learning contexts 

[RQ1] 

 

 Review literature to identify flexible 

conditions in CLFPs in order to de-

sign CSCL scripts effectively [RQ2] 

 

Conceptual model of 

multiple constraints 

framework for CLPFs 

 

Testing (May, 2014) 

 - Model compliance across literature  

- Real class use (SOS experiment)  

Study pattern adaptability to 

address scalability.  

Instantiate and technologically 

support Pyramid pattern  

addressing scalability and  

dynamism [RQ4] [RQ5] 

 

-Scalable Pyramid algorithm  

- PyramidApp  

 

First iteration evaluations 

(Oct, 2015 – Feb, 2016) 

 

  

Enhance PyramidApp 

based on the results and 

implement authoring   

PyramidApp 

- Enactment & Authoring 

- ILDE integration  

 

Second iteration evaluations  

- Classroom (July – Dec, 2016) 

- Distance (Feb – Aug, 2016) 

- Authoring Workshops  

(July, 2016- Mar, 2017) 

  

Reflections on the 

impact from  

evaluation rounds  

Review literature and collaborate 

with researchers to identify social and 

collaborative learning spaces suitable 

for MOOCs [RQ3] 

 

Conceptual model for 

social learning space 

grid for MOOCs 

 

Distance mode testing  

(Feb – Aug, 2016) 

  

 Social learning space 

grid and reflections  

from MOOC design 

Constraint  

framework and  

experimental results 



In cycle 1, we employed more qualitative analysis approach as the eval-

uation methodology. Two researchers filtered out around 100 journal arti-

cles systematically to study current state-of-the-art. A coding structure 

was defined in order to be able to categorise filtered article contents for 

gaining better insights. The coding structure was refined iteratively con-

sidering research questions addressed in the cycle. One researcher (author 

of this thesis) utilized a qualitative data analysis tool (Atlas.ti
1
) mainly to 

code the articles and to extract other qualitative attributes belonging to 

those articles. We do recognize that using more coders would increase the 

credibility of the research. However, we consider a single-coder is suffi-

cient, given the interpretive nature of the study as we do not aim to quanti-

fy or obtain any statistical significant results among variables in the analy-

sis and we follow a deductive approach (a predetermined and agreed cod-

ing structure with an expert) (Muñoz, 2015). Our aim is to learn which 

research aspects and to what extent these aspects have been addressed in 

the literature. Chapter 2 in the thesis reveals further information about 

cycle 1 systematic process, the coding structure employed and a report of 

derived analysis from the study that laid foundation for the complete the-

sis work.  

 

During the processes of cycle 2, 3 and 4, the dissertation was deviated 

towards a mixed mode of evaluations due to the nature of data gathered in 

extensive rounds of experiments carried-out considering diverse learning 

scenarios, target groups and types of learning activities with related to 

different subjects. For the evaluation stages in these cycles, a mixed 

method design (Creswell, 2012) was introduced since experiments includ-

ed both qualitative and quantitative data sources. As Creswell (2012) 

states, mixed method research design is a procedure for collecting, analys-

ing and mixing both qualitative and quantitative methods in series of stud-

ies to gain better understanding of the research question(s). Hence, in the 

this work, heterogeneous data gathering techniques, data sources and 

evaluation methods (i.e., pilot studies, application feature analysis and 

evaluation studies) were employed during different iterations of DBR ap-

propriately enriching the analysis aspects of the dissertation (see Table 

1.3). Both pilot studies and evaluation studies were conducted upon non-

probabilistic convenience samples (Fraenkel & Wallen, 1993) because of 

the less-constrained accessibility and availability. A comprehensive analy-

sis conducted on cycle 3 experimental cases and the derived results con-

tributing to the main research question directly, are reported in Appendix 

C with further details.           

                                                 
1
 http://atlasti.com/ (Last accessed April, 2017) 

http://atlasti.com/
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Table 1.3: Heterogeneous data sources and data gathering techniques 

Technique Description Purpose 

User generated 

artefacts 

(Practitioners) 

Collection of pyramid designs 

created using PyramidApp  

authoring during the workshops 

and other experimental settings 

by practitioners including values 

for design parameters and   

temporal details about their 

designs 

Workshops were mainly aimed 

to train available possibilities 

of CSCL and to highlight   

PyramidApp as one such in-

stance. Hands-on experiments 

with practitioners provide in-

sights of CSCL authoring  

requirements. Also, workshops 

allowed to evaluate compatibil-

ity of PyramidApp features 

across user requirements   

Activity logs 

(Learners) 

Learner actions using Pyrami-

dApp (e.g., user session details, 

submitted options, rating values 

and details, timing records, 

group structures and pyramid 

structures) are available for both 

pilot experiments and evaluation 

studies 

To measure application       

performance factors affecting 

scalability, dynamism and for 

fault tolerance.  Also to     

measure timing conditions 

leading to feasibility of       

PyramidApp in different    

learning contexts  

Questionnaires
2
 

(Practitioners 

and learners) 

Likert scale based question-

naires were designed iteratively 

during the process, composing 

of 5 point scale (1- I don’t like 

at all to 5- I like very much) and 

few open-ended items 

To learn about learner opinions 

on diverse range of aspects 

(e.g. usability, efficiency,    

reliability, etc.) of                

PyramidApp. Also, to gather 

opinions from practitioners 

about activity authoring aspects 

Observations 

(Practitioners 

and learners) 

Semi-structured naturalistic 

observations by one or more 

researchers depending on the 

situation. Collected data are 

observation notes, audio and 

video recordings, pictures    

during experiments 

To provide further insights to 

data collected by the learning   

activity sequence occurred 

during evaluations including 

reactions and comments by 

practitioners and learners 

   

 1.4 Main Contributions  
 

In this section a summary of important contributions of the dissertation 

including evaluation results is provided. Later in the section it also men-

tions different publications up to the date of thesis submission and the 

research projects within which this work is framed.  

 

                                                 
2
 Generic questionnaire templates are available in Appendix C 
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1.4.1 Contributions 
 
As depicted in Figure 1.2, there are several contributions culminated from 

this work aligned to partial objectives mentioned in section 1.2.  

 A literature review in the field of CSCL applications in large 

learning contexts  

A collection of journal articles
3
 during the period of 2000 to 2013, 

were filtered out systematically and coded by using Atlas.ti, a 

qualitative analysis tool in order to analyse diverse research as-

pects addressed such as technological approaches, experimental 

settings, collaborative learning methods and orchestration support. 

Among the main results obtained from this analysis, the level of 

massiveness considered in top scientific journal papers on collab-

orative learning technologies was low and the scenarios studied 

were predominantly contextualized in co-located higher education 

settings using Learning Management Systems mainly. The most 

common activities considered were open and structured discus-

sions and the most broadly used orchestration mechanism was 

group formation following diverse policies. A detailed report on 

the systematic literature review and results are provided in Chap-

ter 2.    

 A conceptual model of multiple constraints framework for 

CLFPs  

A CSCL scenario can be affected by constraints imposed by the 

pedagogy, namely intrinsic constraints, and external factors 

named as extrinsic constraints (Dillenbourg & Tchounikine, 2007; 

Hernández-Leo et al., 2006; Pérez-Sanagustín et al., 2011). Script-

ing effective collaborative activities realizing the dichotomy of in-

trinsic and extrinsic notions is challenging. Hence, a comprehen-

sive generic framework expressing identification of intrinsic and 

extrinsic conditions related to CLFPs is critical for learning de-

signers, educators and tool developers. As a contribution from this 

dissertation, we proposed 1) Pattern-independent conceptual mod-

el for CLFP hard constraints 2) Context-independent generic soft 

constraint model and validated these models across the attempts in 

the literature to evaluate the model compatibility. Furthermore a 

naturalistic experiment gave more insights to real application of 

                                                 
3
 List of articles is publicly available here: https://goo.gl/Q6n5yM 
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constraint based CLFP implementation. The framework and ex-

perimental details are further explained in Chapter 3.            

 A social learning space grid for massive open online learning  

Forum discussions are predominantly widely exercised social and 

collaborative learning space within MOOCs. We sought out po-

tential social learning spaces that exist or possible to introduce in 

these platforms where learners of diverse nature and behaviours 

are expected. Social learning space grid situates possible social 

learning opportunities along three dimensions as time constrained, 

task constrained and time or task unconstrained. These dimen-

sions and further details about the model along with an explorato-

ry study are explained in Chapter 4.           

 Pyramid / Snowball particularization and algorithm mecha-

nisms addressing scalability and dynamism   

After learning potential scalable and flexible aspects resides in a 

Pyramid / Snowball flow (see Appendix A), an algorithm was de-

signed to address scalability and dynamism. Key rationale behind 

the algorithm includes three main mechanisms (i.e., flow creation, 

flow control and flow awareness rules) introduced to tackle scala-

bility and dynamisms. The algorithm incorporates parameters re-

lated to these three dimensions (see Appendix B). Flow creation 

rules like number of pyramid levels, students per pyramid, group 

size are mainly focusing on being scalable whereas flow control 

rules like timer values focus on the dynamism of the approach. 

Flow awareness rules like current pyramid level, popular options 

contribute to the usability aspects. Rating options are used as the 

process to select more popular options to be promoted to upper 

levels of the Pyramid. Inspired by the discussion bus metaphor 

(Ferguson & Sharples, 2014), where participants can be added or 

removed to on-going Pyramids, the algorithm adds learners to 

once formulated Pyramids. When it reaches maximum allocation, 

multiple pyramids are formulated on demand. Moreover, a discus-

sion space allows learners to share their ideas and collaborate to 

seek most interesting option as the group solution. The algorithm 

and the proposed mechanisms are discussed further in Chapter 5 

and Chapter 6. Also more information about algorithm mecha-

nisms is available in Appendix B.  
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 PyramidApp authoring and enactment systems and the analy-

sis of evaluation studies 

Above algorithm and the three mechanisms (flow creation, control 

and awareness rules) are the underlying logic for web-based Py-

ramidApp application, implemented mainly using technologies 

like JavaScript to serve the front-end, PHP and MySQL at the 

back-end. PyramidApp is integrated in Integrated Learning De-

sign Environment (ILDE) (Hernández-Leo et al., 2014) which 

supports cooperation within learning design communities where 

members share and co-create multiple types of learning design so-

lutions covering the complete lifecycle from conceptualizing to 

authoring and implementation. Since PyramidApp is composed of 

both authoring and implementation systems, it was seen very rele-

vant to be integrated in ILDE that provided more additional fea-

tures to the application like easy sharing, publishing and duplica-

tion of Pyramid designs in communities. Practitioners can create 

and enact Pyramid inspired CSCL activities within ILDE for free. 

Activity participants can access such activities using the given 

public URL. PyramidApp incorporates “flow authoring” system to 

design and monitor activities and “flow enactment” system to en-

act Pyramids. Flow authoring system implements flow creation 

and controlling rules mostly where educators are required to pro-

vide appropriate values for Pyramid design parameters. Parameter 

tooltips and default values in the fields can guide educators in the 

design process. PyramidApp flow enactment system uses peer rat-

ing as the consensus reaching mechanism in the activity, in which 

rating is accompanied by peer discussions supported via an inte-

grated text-chat within PyramidApp. More details about the appli-

cation, cross-case analysis of pilot and evaluation studies are 

available in Chapter 5 and 6. An extended case-by-case analysis is 

available in Appendix C.  

 

1.4.2 Main evaluation studies  
 

This dissertation comprises of a number of pilot and evaluation studies 

executed in different cycles and iterations following DBR methodology. 

Figure 1.3 depicts these cycles.   

 In cycle 2, a naturalistic high school Art classroom was used to 

evaluate the validity of a Jigsaw pattern based system inspired by 

the CLFP constraint framework imposing both intrinsic (follow-
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ing Jigsaw rules) and extrinsic constraints (constraining homoge-

nous group formation for the type of the device used). Students 

enjoyed the activity, preferred to repeat such collaborative activi-

ties again. Orchestration devices like lamps and wearable devices 

(Hernández-Leo et al., 2012) were used well and students pre-

ferred integration of such devices with the Jigsaw activity. Chap-

ter 3 provides further information about the experiment.  

 Several small iterations improved PyramidApp up to the latest 

version during cycle 3. Initial prototypical PyramidApp and small 

group (10 – 20 students from a first year undergraduate course) 

pilot studies laid foundation to recognize potential issues related 

to the key challenges; scalability and dynamism. Based on the pi-

lot studies and the results, the algorithm was enhanced and 

changes or new features were incorporated to the system prior to 

next round of pilot studies. Moreover these pilot studies assisted 

in identifying default parameter values for flow creation and con-

trol rules in the algorithm. Three different experimental settings 

(undergraduate students from an engineering school, secondary 

school students and students from a vocational training centre) 

were employed in the initial round of evaluation studies. The aim 

was to evaluate whether the rules and mechanisms of Pyrami-

dApp offer scalability (being able to accommodate increasing 

numbers of participants) and preserve dynamism (being able to 

keep activity progression) in face-to-face classrooms while main-

taining pedagogical, practical effectiveness and preserving enthu-

siasm and usability. A cross-analysis of these settings contributes 

with better prospects of scalability and dynamism in classrooms 

within fair time durations (between 5 to 16 minutes) complying 

to the desired time requirements of the teacher involved, with 

multiple pyramids running. Utility of the discussion feature is a 

contextualized factor, so as the pedagogical value of the discus-

sions occurred. System features such as viewing winning options, 

rating peers and levelling up denoting Pyramid progression of-

fered gaming effects that were perceived with higher satisfaction 

across all experimental settings. Further descriptions of pilot and 

evaluation studies along with respective analysis are provided in 

Chapter 5. Data sets from two of these evaluation studies (sec-

ondary school and vocational training settings) are openly availa-

ble for any interested party as PyramidApp configurations and 
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participants behaviour dataset (Manathunga & Hernández-Leo, 

2016b).       

 Next milestones to be evaluated were enhanced PyramidApp 

flow enactment and flow authoring systems during the second 

major iteration of thesis cycle 3. A series of evaluation studies 

was conducted across diverse educational settings (first, second 

and third year engineering undergraduate students and Masters’ 

students) either in face-to-face classrooms or in distance mode 

with different epistemic tasks like question formulation after 

group presentations, problem solving activity, case study analysis 

or open-ended opinion seeking using PyramidApp. Moreover, 

some activity rounds emulated Pyramid pattern, structuring the 

activity by the educator rather using PyramidApp. Such emula-

tions helped to understand the feasibility of the proposed model 

and to understand practicalities or challenges existing with or 

without PyramidApp. A cross-analysis of three experimental set-

tings (first and second year students and the Masters’ level) re-

vealed that higher the education level, higher the perception of 

activity enjoyment while realizing the usefulness of novel tech-

nological applications in the class. Once PyramidApp is familiar-

ized after enacting several rounds, passing the novelty effect, 

learners enjoyed more the activity. It is very important to consid-

er such repeated attempts of novel tools when evaluating for 

more potential successful activities rather considering only the 

initial attempt. Enhanced PyramidApp flow enactment evalua-

tions are reported in detail, analysing case by case in Appendix C 

whereas a cross-case analysis from diverse perspectives is pro-

vided in Chapter 6.     

 PyramidApp flow authoring system was evaluated in four teacher 

training workshops, addressing CSCL and examples of collabora-

tive learning activities. Practitioners from primary to higher edu-

cation levels participated and created Pyramid designs using 

ILDE. Once an activity is designed, it is crucial to publish that 

design to make it public. Hence, it is important to evaluate au-

thoring and publishing aspects. Also, number of attempts to de-

sign equally matters to result in potentially successful activity de-

signs. Practitioners enjoyed designing pyramid activities. Majori-

ty of the workshop participants were enthusiastic about its impli-

cations and usage. Some of managed to enact Pyramid activities 
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successfully after the workshops (see Appendix C). Many inter-

esting suggestions emerged, like introducing evaluation mecha-

nisms to PyramidApp or enabling blended mode with different 

timing values. Chapter 6 includes the analysis of flow authoring 

workshops.         

 During thesis cycle 4, evaluation studies were acted-out in dy-

namic distance large learner environments like MOOCs using the 

enhanced PyramidApp flow enactment. An exploratory MOOC 

case study (3D Graphics for Web Developers MOOC) was con-

ducted in FutureLearn platform comprising of two runs which in-

cluded several PyramidApp rounds in the course design. Yet, Py-

ramidApp was integrated as an externally linked application that 

MOOC participants had to access using a separate login due to 

the MOOC platform policies. Some key results obtained were 

PyramidApp was capable of accommodating learners in the col-

laborative activity irrespective of the instance they join with the 

course, discussion content was very relevant, leading to further 

discussions though it was not heavily utilized. Some preferred 

rating similar to up-voting in Stack Exchange (Posnett, Warburg, 

Devanbu, & Filkov, 2012) whereas some did not like the concept 

of filtering-out their individual submissions. Pyramid progression 

email notifications helped participants to return to on-going ac-

tivities, but some learners did not pay attention for these. Within 

MOOC context, it was learnt that more structured pyramid activi-

ties should be designed and embedded within the main course 

outline to expect higher engagement. Chapter 4 reveals more in-

formation about this MOOC exploratory study. 

 

1.4.3 Publications 
 

This dissertation is organized and presented as a compendium of research 

articles published and submitted for review as given below.   

   

[Pub1] – Manathunga, K. & Hernández-Leo, D. (2015). Has Research on 

Collaborative Learning Technologies Addressed Massiveness? A Litera-

ture Review. Journal of Educational Technology & Society, 18 (4), 357–

370. 
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[Pub2] – Manathunga, K., & Hernández-Leo, D. (2016). A Multiple Con-

straints Framework for Collaborative Learning Flow Orchestration. In 

Chiu D., Marenzi I., Nanni U., Spaniol M., Temperini M. (Eds.), Advanc-

es in Web-Based Learning: Proceedings of 15
th
 International Conference 

on Web-based Learning, ICWL 2016 (pp. 225-235). Rome, Italy: Springer 

LNCS (volume 10013). 

 

[Pub3] – Manathunga, K., & Hernández-Leo, D. (2016). PyramidApp: 

Scalable Method Enabling Collaboration in the Classroom. In K. Verbert, 

M. Sharples, & T. Klobučar (Eds.), Adaptive and Adaptable Learning: 

11
th 

European Conference on Technology Enhanced Learning, EC-TEL 

2016 (pp. 422-427). Lyon, France: Springer LNCS (volume 9891).   

 

[Pub4] – Manathunga, K., Hernández-Leo, D., & Sharples, M. (2017). A 

Social Learning Space Grid for MOOCs: Exploring a FutureLearn Case. 

Accepted to be presented at 5
th
 European Stakeholder Summit, EMOOCS 

2017. Madrid, Spain: Springer LNCS (to appear).    

 

[Pub5] - Manathunga, K., & Hernández-Leo, D., Authoring and Enact-

ment of Mobile Pyramid-based Collaborative Learning Activities. Submit-

ted to journal [Under review] 

 

[Pub6] – Manathunga, K., & Hernández-Leo, D., (2017). Towards Scala-

ble Collaborative Learning Flow Pattern Orchestration Technologies. Ac-

cepted to be presented at 9
th
 International Conference on Education and 

New Learning Technologies, EDULEARN 2017. Barcelona, Spain: 

IATED (to appear).    

 

1.4.4 Projects  
 
Part of this dissertation work contributes to certain objectives of several 

projects and some workshops mentioned in the above section 1.4.2 were 

conducted for the fulfilment of partial objective of these projects.   

 
1. EEE (Educational Reflected Spaces) and RESET

4
 (REformulating 

Scalable Educational ecosysTems). Date: 2012 – 2017. Funding 

entity: Spanish Ministry of Science and Innovation (TIN2011-

28308-C03-03 and TIN2014-53199-C3-3-R). Participant entities: 

                                                 
4
 http://reset.gast.it.uc3m.es/ 
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UC3M, UVA, UPF. Principal Investigators (UPF): Josep Blat and 

Davinia Hernández-Leo. 

 

2. MDM (Maria De Maeztu) – Educational Data Science (EDS)
5
. 

Date: 2016 – 2019. Funding entity: Spanish Ministry of Science 

and Innovation (MDM-2015-0502). Participant entity: GTI-

Learning group at Universitat Pompeu Fabra. Principal Investiga-

tor of EDS sub project: Davinia Hernández-Leo. 

 

3. CoT (Communities of Teaching as a data-informed design science 

and contextualized practice). Date: 2016 – 2019. Funding entity: 

RecerCaixa, Catalonia. Participant entity: Universitat Pompeu 

Fabra. Principal Investigator: Davinia Hernández-Leo. 

 

1.5 Limitations  
 
In this dissertation we proposed a generic framework to model CLFP con-

straints and a social learning space grid for MOOCs as theoretical frame-

works which we assume will open up innovative research avenues for 

other interested researchers. Throughout this work we conducted number 

of evaluation studies (see section 1.4.2) using the Pyramid instantiation 

and its technological implementation. By sharing information on such 

studies and our experiences we hope any other interested party could ben-

efit when conducting similar studies and evaluations. Moreover the collec-

tion of publications mentioned in section 1.4.3 can be considered as first 

indicators of the relevance and originality of our proposals. Here we note 

down the limitations and challenges we encountered that can guide for 

potential future research work as explained in the subsequent sections.                 

 Application usability limitations 

The existing monitoring view of PyramidApp is informative, yet primitive 

in terms of user-friendliness; thus further improvements in the monitoring 

view are required. As with any piece of novel technology, initial introduc-

tion round of PyramidApp did not provide the best results. But after stu-

dents are familiarised with the application, they enjoyed the activities (see 

Appendix C). In some case studies, students were neither taking the ac-

tivity seriously nor being actively engaged in discussions due to the nature 

of the task being too general like, “propose a question about the curricu-

                                                 
5
 https://www.upf.edu/web/mdm-dtic/projects 
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lum of the school” or “propose an outdoor activity that you would like to 

do”. In multiple cases, PyramidApp discussion section was not utilized 

extensively, instead casual greetings and getting-to-know messages were 

ample. On the contrary, many rich discussions occurred within some face-

to-face classrooms outside the application. The reasons may be that the 

natural instinct of easy conversing with your neighbour/friend rather than 

chatting through a discussion board or may be due to the time limitations 

or nature of the task or the learning setting. Hence, some mechanisms are 

required to be incorporated to improve the usability of the discussion 

space of PyramidApp.  

 

With several cases it was also noted that the notifications (timer or 

email notifications) were not given attention properly, thus learners could 

not complete the intended task for those levels. In the distance mode, 

some had valued these email notifications whereas others have expressed 

it as a burden to access email to view the notification. Thus improving the 

notification system for better awareness in the application is required. 

PyramidApp activity enactment system is already employed with visuali-

zations of pyramid progression, levelling and group awareness. Yet, it was 

seen that further improvements in these aspects could enhance user-

friendliness and ease of understanding. In the two rounds of the MOOC 

case study, the level of participation was not relatively high due to the 

presentation manner of PyramidApp (as an external link within the course 

page) or activity being mentioned as “optional”. At the initial MOOC 

round Pyramid activity, we noticed that some options of some groups did 

not receive any rating and there was no option to be selected as highly 

rated due to lack of participation. Also in both classroom settings and dis-

tance mode of the application, some had commented that the allocated 

waiting times were too long and that they were bored after sometime. 

Within internal iteration of the thesis cycles, some of these limitations 

were addressed with new proposals as explained in the following section.    

 Pedagogical limitations  

Currently PyramidApp only supports for sharing text-based options or 

links to some creative artefacts and we evaluated these aspects for differ-

ent types of activities (see Appendix C). PyramidApp algorithm and the 

implementation aspects could be extended to support more types of epis-

temic tasks to suit diverse subject ranges. While practitioners appreciated 

PyramidApp flow authoring features and capabilities during the work-

shops, they suggested additional possibilities too. Suggestions include 
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incorporating assessment techniques, improving monitoring view and 

embedding different types of learning tasks at different levels of the Pyr-

amid. Some asked to enable blended mode of PyramidApp where one type 

of task is done at home in distance mode and another task is enacted in the 

face-to-face class in the same activity.   

 Interoperability limitations 

PyramidApp is a web based application, integrated in ILDE (Hernández-

Leo et al., 2014) currently. This version of the application is not designed 

anticipating compliance with standards like IMS-LTI
6
. Interoperability 

among collaborative learning tools is critical for better prospects like easy 

exchange of data (Harrer, Pinkwart, McLaren, & Scheuer, 2008). Pyrami-

dApp also has the potential capabilities to make it compatible with LTI 

specification, so that it’s interoperable across any LTI complaint tool pro-

viders such as Learning Managements systems, and other learning plat-

forms.    

 Methodological limitations 

As mentioned in section 1.4.2 and in Appendix C, PyramidApp evalua-

tions were conducted across diverse experimental settings. Yet, there are 

some methodological limitations in this research work such as lack of 

repetitive studies, motioning students for a longer time period using novel 

technology, evaluating learning gains and student performance before and 

after introducing novel collaboration approach. How successful the col-

laborations were could not be derived with the current series of experi-

ments due to either those experiments were intended for evaluating other 

aspects or due to varied practical reasons like time restrictions and diffi-

culties in reaching out for naturalistic learning settings to be experimented 

throughout longer time periods.      

 

1.6 Conclusions 
  
As mentioned in the section 1.2, the goal of the dissertation was to address 

“how collaborative learning flow patterns can be instantiated and techno-

logically supported to implement scalable and dynamic CSCL scenarios”. 

In order to reach our intended goal, we defined several partial objectives 

deduced from the main goal asserting diverse challenges in the domain.  

                                                 
6
 https://www.imsglobal.org/activity/learning-tools-interoperability 
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[OBJ_1] To identify how CSCL scenarios have been designed to sup-

port large scale learning contexts in the literature.  

To tackle this objective we conducted a systematic review of the relevant 

corpus of research publications from the literature of CSCL and large 

learning contexts. Findings from the analytical study reveals that 55% of 

articles considered a portion of less than 100 students as the sample size 

of the study and most studies are predominantly contextualized into higher 

education using mainstream technologies like Learning Management Sys-

tems or Web 2.0 tools. Most widely used collaborative activities were 

open or structured discussions, but comprehensive orchestration support 

for CSCL design and enactment was not addressed frequently. Research 

findings are reported and published in a JCR-indexed journal as men-

tioned in section 1.4.3. This knowledge acquired is very relevant and use-

ful to propose novel CSCL technologies to large class contexts.        

[OBJ_2] To model flexible conditions in CLFPs to implement scripts 

effectively.  

We proposed a generic conceptual framework of CLFP constraints com-

posing of two sub models as Conceptual Model for CLFP Hard Con-

straints and Generic Model for Soft Constraints. The models were cross-

analysed with similar attempts from the literature which provided insights 

to what extent hard or soft constraints had been considered and how pre-

vious approaches are compatible and expressed within our proposed 

framework. Jigsaw based classroom experiment inspired by the frame-

work using SOS and orchestration devices (Hernández-Leo et al., 2012) 

illustrates constraint extraction and automatic orchestration support ensur-

ing feasibility of the framework while preserving activity enjoyment. The 

proposed framework is beneficial for educational technologists when de-

signing pattern-based CSCL technologies.    

[OBJ_3] To model types of social and collaborative learning spaces 

for MOOCs.  

In order to address this objective we proposed a Social Learning Space 

Grid introducing potential social and collaborative learning spaces after 

considering current approaches available in major MOOC platforms. By 

referring to the grid, practitioners can know about possible collaboration 

spaces considering three dimensions as time constrained, task constrained 

or time and task unconstrained to choose the most appropriate space as 

preferred. Also novel technologies, inspired by the grid, can be proposed 

enabling enhanced collaboration opportunities in MOOCs. From the grid, 
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three collaboration spaces (PyramidApp, study groups and conversational 

flows) were offered in two rounds of a MOOC by UPF presented in Fu-

tureLearn platform. The exploratory study provided insights on how di-

verse social learning spaces can be offered in a MOOC and suggests in-

cluding more structured and engaging activities to improve the learning 

design and learner engagement of MOOCs.        

[OBJ_4] To propose an instance of CLFP addressing scalability and 

dynamism challenges.  

To tackle this partial objective, commonly used CLFPs and their defini-

tions (Hernández-Leo, 2007; Hernández-Leo et al., 2010) were further 

scrutinized in order to devise scalable pattern instantiation. Pyramid CLFP 

devised showed potentially scalable prospects, which then further studied 

to realize an algorithm and related mechanisms to overcome practical 

challenges (i.e. scalability and dynamisms) when implementing for large 

contexts. Flow creation, control and awareness mechanisms were seen 

critical to address these challenges; thus such mechanisms were incorpo-

rated to the Pyramid flow pattern definition to accommodate large leaner 

communities while preserving a pedagogically meaningful flow. For each 

mechanism, set of design parameters with default values, either proposed 

by the developers or derived from the pilot studies were identified. Num-

ber of initial experimentations led to refine the proposal several times fi-

nally contributing to a full-fledged application called, PyramidApp.      

[OBJ_5] To facilitate authoring and enactment process of the pro-

posed CLFP instantiation.  

PyramidApp, the technological solution of the proposed Pyramid instanti-

ation, is contributing directly to the core research question that this disser-

tation was attempting to solve. By incorporating both Pyramid flow au-

thoring and flow enacting systems, we managed to launch PyramidApp as 

a full-fledge educational application supported by both web and mobile 

platforms. Diverse evaluation studies revealed how learners and practi-

tioners perceived PyramidApp. Cross analysis of PyramidApp flow en-

actment evaluations showed activity enjoyment in most of the cases but 

the efficacy in terms of perceived usability and perceived impact of learn-

ing relied upon many other factors such as type of task, education level 

and the mode being distance or face-to-face classroom. Results from prac-

titioner workshops about the authoring system were very positive in terms 

of perceived relevance and usefulness. Some workshop participants creat-

ed and enacted PyramidApp activities in their classrooms, after the work-

shop and many stated that they prefer using such applications within their 
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teaching. These contributions lead to conclude that PyramidApp proposes 

a pattern-based, scalable CSCL mechanism enduring growing numbers of 

learners while preserving dynamism of the flow meaningfully.                 

 

The global aim of the dissertation was subdivided into aforementioned 

partial objectives. We addressed each derived objective and accomplished 

affirming that this dissertation managed to achieve its global aim. The 

models proposed, the algorithm for the Pyramid instantiation along with 

the mechanisms introduced during the process have correctly guided the 

formulation of PyramidApp as a full-fledged system capable of authoring 

and enactment of CSCL activities. Supporting open science movement, 

we have already made some evaluation study data openly available (Man-

athunga & Hernández-Leo, 2016) and also PyramidApp code is available 

in a Git repository shared as free software, possible to download, modify 

or use under GNU Affero General Public License. Yet, there are number 

of challenges faced and lessons learned during this process, as expressed 

in section 1.5 which lead to further research directions, to some of which 

we already have proposed solutions as mentioned in the following section.   

 
1.7 Future Work   
 

Section 1.5 categorises and describes the limitations of the thesis that lead 

to interesting future lines of work as discussed below.  

   

 LTI compliant pluggable constraint-based CSCL services   

We proposed two models for hard and soft constraints representation 

which can lead to design flexible orchestration services more meaningful-

ly. The social learning space grid expresses many different combinations 

of collaboration mechanisms that can be implemented within MOOCs. 

CSCL services can be developed considering both flexibility and scalabil-

ity considering different constraints that can enrich learning. If such 

CSCL services are made available as pluggable independent services, 

educational designers of large learner communities can adopt such ser-

vices depending on individual course requirements, learning contexts and 

the level of orchestration load that can be managed by the educators. Es-

pecially in collaborative learning, tool interoperability and data exchange 

between tools are crucial (Harrer et al., 2008). Thus, PyramidApp needs to 

be modified to be an interoperable independent service complying with 

standardizations such as LTI specification.    
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 Study other possible instances of Pyramid and other possible 

CLFPs at scale 

Detailed analysis of CLFPs for their scalability (see Appendix A) provides 

insights to more scalable approaches. Among other use cases proposed in 

Appendix A, we implemented one particularization as PyramidApp. It 

would be interesting to instantiate other possibilities as proposed in the 

use cases. Moreover, other patterns like Thinking Aloud Pair Problem 

Solving (TAPPS) (Hernández-Leo et al., 2010) with potential scalable 

aspects can be further considered to be implemented in large learner 

communities. 

 Improve usage of discussion feature  

To mitigate the discussion reluctance that was observed with some evalua-

tion cases, we introduced sentence opening cues (Weinberger, 2003)  like 

“I propose” or “these aspects are not clear to me” to the chat feature. It 

would be worthwhile to evaluate the value of these cues which we could 

not assess during this thesis time limit. Also it is possible to modify the 

algorithm and implementation aspects to enforce discussions by blocking 

the rating feature till a particular student discusses within the group.     

 Improve engagement in the distance mode  

With the MOOC evaluation studies carried out in the thesis cycle 4, we 

learnt that some Pyramid groups did not receive any participation or rating 

values. To overcome such issues, we modified PyramidApp logic to select 

one random option from such groups to be selected in the distance mode. 

Also, when formulating groups for the next level, the algorithm is modi-

fied to apply a condition of grouping inactive groups with active groups 

based on the participation received in the current level. Furthermore, Py-

ramidApp would be extended with additional features such as providing 

artificial intelligent student models to take over the roles of actual stu-

dents, if they are not active or struggling in the activity. 

 Lessen the issue of long waiting times 

Some initial evaluation studies revealed that students were waiting be-

tween Pyramid levels for too long that led to boredom. After recognizing 

this problem, we incorporated options from the other peer groups to be 

visible in the waiting screen, so that students can acquire an idea about 

their peer group status while waiting. Further, the application can be mod-

ified to enable discussions or to engage in another learning activity while 
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they are in the waiting state, till the other group members or the peer 

group finishes. 

 Improvements for visual and pedagogical appealing  

PyramidApp authoring system incorporates activity monitoring view for 

practitioners and currently this functionality is average. Further modifica-

tions to this would increase the usefulness of the functionality. Also, it 

would be beneficial for students, to allow proposing completely new op-

tions after collaborating and reaching upon consensus if they don’t agree 

on the already proposed options. By following suggestions gathered 

through practitioner workshops, PyramidApp algorithm and the imple-

mentation can be extended to include assessment components and differ-

ent types of activities. Moreover, enabling blended mode Pyramid activi-

ties that function with different timer values for different levels in the 

same Pyramid flow would also be interesting. PyramidApp authoring can 

be enriched by integrating recommendation services for practitioners to 

guide then in the design process. When a practitioner provides basic de-

tails about his preferred learning scenario, the system can provide sugges-

tions acquired from similar successful collaborative learning contexts, 

thus providing easy adaptation for practitioners.    

 Methodological improvements 

It would also be interesting to measure the quality of interactions occurred 

and the success rate of collaborations happened in this type of pattern-

based collaborative activities. If repeated evaluations can be conducted 

and further analysed for above factors, perceived efficacy of learning and 

improved performance using PyramidApp can be ensured.   

 

1.8 Structure of the dissertation 
 
This section is devoted to express the dissertation structure in the subse-

quent chapters. Each chapter is composed of a publication or a submission 

for review as mentioned in above section 1.4.3, as this thesis is presented 

as a compilation of five articles: One JCR-indexed peer-reviewed journal 

article and another is submitted for reviewing in another JCR-indexed 

peer-reviewed journal. Moreover the dissertation is composed of two full 

papers, a short paper from Springer LNCS and another paper from IATED 

international conference proceedings. When expressing each publication, 

we have provided a synopsis of the chapter at the beginning and illustrated 
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the relationship of the paper with the thesis process and contributions fol-

lowing the format suggested, as in (Muñoz, 2015).  

    

 Chapter 2 – This chapter includes initial foundation for this work, 

i.e., an extensive literature review on how massiveness has been 

addressed in the CSCL community and the results of the analysis. 

The chapter contents are from the [Pub1] mentioned in section 

1.4.3.    

 Chapter 3 – This chapter presents the proposed conceptual 

framework for CLFPs, a cross-analysis of the framework with the 

literature and a Jigsaw based case explored in a naturalistic class-

room setting. Chapter contents are from the [Pub2] in section 

1.4.3. 

 Chapter 4 – A social learning space grid for massive open online 

contexts is proposed within this chapter. Further, an exploratory 

case study applying social and collaborative learning spaces inter-

twined in a MOOC, offered in the FutureLearn platform provides 

more insights of grid application. This work is the [Pub4] from 

section 1.4.3. 

 Chapter 5 – This chapter explains about the scalable particulariza-

tion of Pyramid flow pattern proposed in this dissertation. Primi-

tive critical algorithm mechanisms, first iteration of PyramidApp 

enactment system and the first iteration of evaluation studies fol-

lowed by the results are explained here. The chapter contents are 

from the [Pub3] in section 1.4.3.     

 Chapter 6 – Here more comprehensive, matured iteration of Py-

ramidApp (both authoring and enactment systems) and an aggre-

gated analysis of diverse evaluation studies are presented. The 

chapter contents are from the [Pub5] from section 1.4.3.    

 Appendix A – Analysis of the potential scalability of the CLFPs. 

This section reveals detailed analysis of widely used patterns and 

illustrates set of potential use cases to be inspired as pattern-based 

scalable orchestration services. This section complements to the 

contents in Chapter 5 and 6. The chapter contents are from the 

[Pub 6] from section 1.4.3.    

 Appendix B – PyramidApp design and algorithm mechanisms. 

This section explains the Pyramid particularization algorithm 
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mechanisms (flow creation, control and awareness rules) intro-

duced and the underlying rationale of the mechanisms followed 

by the PyramidApp design. This section is useful for further un-

derstanding contents of both Chapters 5 and 6.   

 Appendix C – Analysis of PyramidApp evaluation studies. This 

sections reports different experimental settings and related infor-

mation, a case-by-case explanatory analysis, evaluations from two 

MOOC rounds and finally general templates of the questionnaires 

used. Contents of this section are complementing mainly with 

Chapter 6, but some aspects are related to Chapter 4 also.      

 Appendix D – Additional related publications resulted from this 

dissertation work is provided in this section.  
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Chapter 2  

 

Has Research on Collaborative 
Learning Addressed                 
Massiveness?  
A Literature Review  
 
This chapter describes the research work carried out during the first cycle 

of the thesis process (Figure 2.1). Following research question [RQ1] in 

Chapter 1 (section 1.3), the main intention of this literature analysis was 

to gather knowledge about the CSCL literature addressing large learning 

contexts. The key contribution of studying and analysing a corpus of re-

search articles is a detailed analysis report on how CSCL has been ap-

plied upon such educational settings (Figure 2.1) and the related publica-

tion is expressed in this chapter. We followed a systematic approach 

(Kitchenham, 2004; Webster & Watson, 2002) consisting of stages as (1) 

identify research objectives (2) search articles (3) filtration and evaluation 

of data set (4) coding and analysis (5) interpretation of results obtained. 

Article corpus was coded using a qualitative data analysis tool (Atlas.ti) 

to categorize based on a coding structure defined. We considered five key 

classifications as quotient of learners, educational setting, collaborative 

learning activity, collaboration mechanism and technological facets con-

sidered. The analysis served to identify number of challenges like pre-

serving activity enjoyment and enthusiasm while maximizing social in-

teractions, technological, cultural and lingual barriers, minimize the com-

plexity of technologies in large learning communities. Some key findings 

are 55% of top journal articles had considered sample sizes less than 100 

students, predominantly contextualized to co-located higher educational 

settings and practicing either discussions or peer-reviewing.  

 

The content of this chapter was published in a journal article as follows: 

Manathunga, K. & Hernández-Leo, D. (2015). Has Research on Collabo-

rative Learning Technologies Addressed Massiveness? A Literature Re-

view. Journal of Educational Technology & Society, Volume 18, Issue 

No 4, October 2015, Pages 357–370, ISSN: 1436-4522 (online) and 

1176-3647 (print). (http://www.ifets.info/journals/18_4/27.pdf) 

http://www.ifets.info/journals/18_4/27.pdf
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Figure 2.1: Part of the research process and contributions covered by Chapter 2 
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ABSTRACT 

There is a growing interest in understanding to what extent innovative 

educational technologies can be used to support massive courses. Col-

laboration is one of the main desired elements in massive learning ac-

tions involving large communities of participants. Accumulated research 

in collaborative learning technologies has proposed and evaluated multi-

ple models and implementation tools that engage learners in knowledge-

intensive social interactions fostering fruitful learning. However, it is un-

clear to what extent these technologies have been designed to support 

large-scale learning scenarios involving arguably massive participation. 

This paper contributes with a literature review that aims at providing an 

answer to this question as well as offering insights about the context of 

use, characteristics of the technologies, and the types of activities and 

collaboration mechanisms supported. The main results point out that till 

2013 the level of massiveness considered in top scientific journal papers 

on collaborative learning technologies was low, the scenarios studied 

were predominantly contextualized in co-located higher education set-

tings using Learning Management Systems, the most common activities 

considered were open and structured discussion, followed by peer as-

sessment and collaborative writing, and the most broadly used mecha-

nism to foster fruitful collaboration was group formation following di-

verse policies. 

 
Keywords 

Literature review, Educational technologies, Collaborative learning, Large 

classes, Massive courses 

 

Introduction  
 

The interest in educational technologies for massive numbers of learners 

has recently increased because of the impact that Massive Open Online 

Courses (MOOCs) are having in the Media and the Society (Sonwalkar, 

Wilson, Ng, & Sloep, 2013). This impact is shaping a turning point in 

educational technologies research as it offers an excellent opportunity for 

the adoption of previous research achievements while creating new scala-

bility research challenges for massive teaching, learning and assessment 

models (Kay, Reimann, Diebold, & Kummerfeld, 2013). Aligned with 
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existing research evidences, MOOC initiatives recognize the importance 

of social interaction among learners. Many of them incorporate activities 

based on discussions and peer-review assessments (Tsai & Wong, 2013). 

The potential for different pedagogies and collaborative learning method-

ologies in massive class teaching is prospective and highly concerned. 

Yet, we envision that this potential is still in its infancy though undoubt-

edly relevant open discussions and peer-assessments are the main two 

examples of collaborative learning techniques with current practice in 

massive courses (Kay et al., 2013; Sonwalkar et al., 2013; Tsai & Wong 

2013).  

 

Collaborative learning techniques support the construction of joint 

knowledge and sharing of meanings by means of fostering potentially 

effective social interactions (Dillenbourg, 1999). Accumulated research in 

Computer-Supported Collaborative Learning (CSCL) has proposed and 

evaluated multiple models and implementation tools that engage learners 

in knowledge-intensive social interactions (debate, conflict resolution, 

artefact co-design, mutual explanation, etc.) with identified significant 

learning outcomes (Dillenbourg, 1999; Stahl, Koschmann & Suthers, 

2006). These models involve the application of collaboration-triggering 

mechanisms such as group formation according to specific policies, role 

allocation and rotation, distribution of knowledge, etc. and the use of di-

verse collaboration spaces (shared boards, wikis, etc.) and implementing 

communication and coordination mechanisms (flow control, group aware-

ness, etc.). However, the standout body of CSCL research is mostly 

known for its contributions focused on supporting small groups of learners 

(Stahl, Law, & Hesse, 2013). And the research around scalable collabora-

tive learning approaches, technologies and issues for large classrooms or 

large learning communities is scattered across scientific publications 

without explicitly embracing a comprehensive visible body of knowledge.  

 

This paper contributes with a systematic literature review (Kitchen-

ham, 2004; Webster & Watson, 2002) synthesizing a framework that ex-

plains existing insights and gaps in the context of applying collaborative 

learning aimed at massive or large groups. This framework will serve as a 

foundation for advancing knowledge and uncovered areas (Webster & 

Watson, 2002) where further research in above aspects could be conduct-

ed accordingly. Hence, the rationale for the paper is not to identify CSCL 

as a branch of MOOCs providing collaboration aspects, but to understand 

to what extent previous research in CSCL has involved in the design 
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or/and use of technologies suitable to support massive or large-scale par-

ticipation. The ultimate aim is to characterize which technologies and ap-

proaches could be potentially used in MOOCs (or, more generally, in 

massive learning actions) to support collaboration - because its use with 

relatively large learner communities has been proved and studied. As a 

secondary aim, the paper also discusses challenges and promising avenues 

emerging from the literature review.  

 

Therefore, a first aim of the analysis is identifying the context types for 

research works that have considered arguably (or potentially) massive / 

large quantities of learners in the concerned technology-supported collab-

orative learning scenarios. Then, the concrete focus is on understanding 

the types of tasks or activities supported by collaborative learning tech-

nologies in those scenarios, as well as the types of mechanisms and tech-

nological facets considered by these technologies to support collaboration. 

A systematic approach is followed consisting of stages as (1) identify re-

search objectives (2) search articles (3) filtration and evaluation of data set 

(4) coding and analysis (5) interpretation of results obtained. The coding 

of the data is done using a qualitative data analysis tool (Atlas.ti), whose 

features facilitate researchers a systematic management and coding of text 

instances in articles. As the research objectives, following specific re-

search questions were formulated: 

 

In research involving arguably or potentially massive technology-

supported collaborative learning environments,  

   RQ1: to what extent the scenarios considered are massive?  

   RQ2: what are the types of educational sectors and settings considered?  

   RQ3: what types of activities are proposed? 

   RQ4: what collaboration mechanisms are implemented? 

   RQ5: which are their technological facets? 

 

Educational sectors or levels (from primary to adult education and in-

formal learning) and the types of settings (co-located, remote, in physical 

or virtual spaces) characterize the context of the learning scenarios in 

which research on collaborative learning technologies have been framed. 

The literature review will provide insights about in which contexts these 

technologies have been applied with many learners. As mentioned above, 

collaboration environments have been proposed for a number of diverse 

activities (from debates to product co-development), the review will pro-

vide light about to what extent these environments have been used in mas-
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sive situations. Group formation following specific policies and distribu-

tion of roles and knowledge are design techniques used in pedagogical 

methods and technologies (such as collaboration scripts) seeking poten-

tially fruitful social interactions (Dillenbourg, 2002; Hernández-Leo et al., 

2006; Dillenbourg, Järvelä, & Fischer, 2009). A potential research ques-

tion is whether these approaches have been designed for massive scales 

also.  

 

A realistic educational scenario could have multiple educational tools 

and technologies involved, including Learning Management Systems 

(LMS), generic tools, devoted tools, pervasive and ubiquitous devices 

(Harrer, Pinkwart, McLaren, & Scheuer, 2008; Suo, Miyata, Morikawa, 

Ishida, & Shi, 2009; Calvo, O’Rourke, Jones, Yacef, & Reimann, 2011). 

Therefore, inquiring about the technological platforms considered, the 

interactions between tools and to what extent they are seamlessly connect-

ed also has a scientific interest corresponding to massive learning situa-

tions. Also from the technological facets perspective, seamless learning 

implies certain type of interoperability between tools or an enabling tech-

nology that acts as a mediator to allow learners to feasibly switch and 

flow between diverse physical and virtual spaces (Chan et. al, 2006; Pé-

rez-Sanagustín et al., 2012). 

 

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Next section de-

tails the methodology followed, including the procedure applied to identi-

fy possible similar reviews, the search criteria for the literature considered 

and the method of analysis. Then, a results section is organized as subsec-

tions, based on the structure of the research questions. This is followed by 

a discussion section, which explains requiring concerns on the research 

aspects with prevailing challenges. The paper concludes with a conclusion 

of the main findings.  

 

Methodology 

 

Originality of the literature review 

 

A first phase was devoted to identify if a similar literature review attempt 

was already available. A search clause was formulated including set of 

keywords denoting the focus of the targeted research topic (Webster & 

Watson, 2002). The search clause comprised of “review” or “state of the 

art” or “bibliography” or “survey” (as the nature of the targeted contribu-
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tion) covering key aspects like “learning” or “education” in “collabora-

tive” or “cooperative” “computer” or “technologically” supported envi-

ronment targeting “large” or “massive” classes or even “communities” or 

“MOOCs.” 

 

The resulting search clause with the complete criterion for title search 

was: (review OR state of the art OR bibliography OR survey) AND (edu-

cation* OR learning) AND (collaborat* OR cooperat*) AND (large OR 

massive OR MOOC OR communit*) AND (comput* OR technolog*).  

 

Databases including IEEE Xplore, Web of Science, ACM, Scopus, 

SpringerLink, ScienceDirect and GoogleScholar were considered for the 

search since they cover a significant wide range of Computer Science, 

Education and interdisciplinary scientific publications. The comprehen-

sive search query returned 0 results indicating that this specific topic had 

not been studied so far. There were no journal articles (either peer re-

viewed or not), no conference publications neither any text available for 

that specific topic at the time of writing this article as search query did not 

present any specific time period. 

 

Literature selection 

 

The next iteration of the search process was to seek the relevant literature 

to consider in the review (Webster & Watson, 2002). Based on the above 

formed research questions, a series of keywords were recognized and 

search was extended up to title, abstract and keywords. Subset of key-

words were (education* OR learning) AND (collaborat* OR cooperat*) 

AND (large OR massive OR MOOC OR communit*) AND (comput* 

AND technolog*).  

 

For this literature selection Scopus was selected as the database source, 

given its wide scope that includes the relevant Educational Technology 

publications (Falagas, Pitsouni, Malietzis, & Pappas, 2008; Chou, 2012), 

such as those ranked in the “top peer reviewed journals with high impact 

factors” by Google Scholar (under “Engineering and Computer Science” 

or “Social Sciences” sub-field “Educational Technology”). Also Scopus 

gives the facility of maintaining lists of selected papers and provides a 

graphical view of publications over time. To select the most appropriate 

and accurate work, few limitations/criteria were implied; such as sources 

being either peer reviewed journal articles or conference proceedings, 

published date fallen between 2000 up to December, 2013 and concerned 
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fields are being physical sciences and social sciences while eliminating 

life and health sciences as they are not related directly with technology 

enhanced learning. We decided to include aforementioned timespan (start-

ing in 2010) since research on technology supporting collaborative learn-

ing was emerging at that time (Dillenbourg, 1999; Stahl, Koschmann, & 

Suthers, 2006).     

 

Initial screening in Scopus resulted of 6514 papers containing above 

key terms in topics, abstracts or keywords in only peer-reviewed journal 

articles and conference proceedings. 3118 articles of them were journal 

papers. The temporal distribution of the publications is shown in Figure 1. 

Years from 2007 to 2011 experienced the highest rates of increase in 

terms of numbers of publications in the topics, reaching certain equilibri-

um as of 2011. Out of the articles potentially relevant it was required a 

solid logical filtration for the final selection. Two researchers participated 

in the final selection phase. As for the first stage, top ranked educational 

technology journals according to an intersection of the rankings in ISI 

Journal Citation Report (ISI, 2013) and Google Scholar were concerned 

and this criterion narrowed down the count to 243 journal articles. During 

the next stage of article filtration, 100 articles (out of the 243) were cho-

sen as relevant and appropriate by considering the topic, abstract and 

keywords of each article. The topics of those not considered relevant were 

diverse: e.g., misplaced topic, not addressing collaboration among learners 

but among teachers or other stakeholders, unclear role of technology sup-

porting learning activities, etc. A summary of the selected papers (by 

journal) is presented in Table 1.  

 

 
Figure 1. Temporal distribution of retrieved potentially relevant publications 
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Table 1. Journal papers selected (by journal)  

Journal (alphabetical order) No of selected 

papers 

Australasian Journal of Educational Technology 5 

British Journal of Educational Technology 9 

Computers & Education 39 

Educational Technology and Society 10 

Educational Technology Research and Development 2 

IEEE Transactions on Learning Technologies 5 

Interactive Learning Environments  2 

International Journal of Computer-Supported Collaborative Learning 5 

International Review of Research in Open and Distance Learning 6 

Internet and Higher Education 8 

Journal of Computer Assisted Learning 5 

Language Learning and Technology 4 

Total Papers  

(Complete list of papers available at the online-appendix at 

https://goo.gl/Q6n5yM) 

100 

 

Analysis method 

 
Selected articles were coded using Atlas.ti, a qualitative data analysis tool 

(see http://www.atlasti.com/index.html) that helped the categorization 

process and also the exploration and annotation of articles while providing 

convenient navigation among the article collection. Most articles were 

experimental studies from which the two researchers could capture code 

instances by reading through the methodologies, experimental details and 

their pedagogical approaches. In this qualitative analysis process, thematic 

categories or code structure was formed considering the research ques-

tions and related classifications widely recognized in the educational and 

the CSCL fields. Besides, since qualitative data analysis involves the iden-

tification and interpretation of themes in textual data, additional codes or 

sub categories emerged during the analysis process (Kitchenham, 2004; 

Webster & Watson, 2002). Table 2 collects the structure (or tree) of codes 

used. The root categories relate directly to the research questions and level 

one to its main characteristics (see for instance the codes for RQ2 or 

RQ4). The categories in level two add another layer to the analysis. Most 

subcategories in this level were formulated at the beginning of the re-

search process, in alignment with the research questions and considering 

existing categorizations. Examples are types of educational sectors or lev-

els (RQ2), collaboration mechanisms (or CL mechanisms) - either de-

signed by practitioners or socially by students - (RQ4) or “CL activity” 

type being open or structured discussions or peer assessment (RQ3) or the 

https://goo.gl/Q6n5yM
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technological facets used (RQ5) (Dillenbourg, 2002; Hernández-Leo et 

al., 2006; Dillenbourg et al., 2009). Another set of codes emerged during 

the analysis, in particular, additional types of activities found in some arti-

cles like game/role playing or collaborative presentations (RQ3) and the 

subcategories defined in the quotient of learners derived from the specific 

sample sizes revealed in articles (RQ1). 

 
Table 2. Categories of analysis 

Root  Level one Level two 

Quotient of 

learners (RQ1) 

 Less than 100 

Between 100 and 1000 

More than 1000 

Educational 

setting profile 

(RQ2) 

Co-located (same setting) 

Remote locations (across 

settings) 

 

Primary 

Secondary 

Higher 

Vocational 

Adult 

CL activity 

(RQ3) 

 

 

Open Discussions 

Structured Discussions 

Peer assessment 

Game playing 

Collaborative writing 

Collaborative presenting 

CL mechanism 

(RQ4) 

Designed by teacher 

Decided by learner 

Group formation 

Role distribution 

Grouping based on previous 

performance 

Resource distribution 

Technological 

facets (RQ5) 

 

Platforms and tools LMS or LMS-embedded tools 

Generic tools 

Completely new tool 

 Addressing seams No seams 

Seamful 

Seamless 

 
Regarding RQ5, “platforms and tools” is considered as a code and as sub-

codes the categories considered were “LMS” or “LMS- embedded tools” 

or any “general tool” such as social media like Facebook or Blogger, 

communication tools like Skype or NetMeeting, etc. When researchers 

had suggested a complete new tool, the article was coded as a “complete 

new tool.” Seamless support is another aspect concerned in RQ5. Hence 

the articles were also analysed highlighting such ideas as “seamless” and 

“seamful” (i.e., inflexible switch between learning spaces), if those had 

looked into being pervasive and the remaining as “no seams” where there 

is not a need of being seamless.  
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Results 
 

Level of massiveness and educational setting profiles 

 

The level of massiveness (research question RQ1), in terms of number of 

learners participating in activities supported by collaborative learning en-

vironments, found in the scientific journal papers selected was relatively 

low if compared to the many learners involved in MOOCs (Kay et al., 

2013; Sonwalkar et al., 2013). 55% from the concerned sample have ex-

perimented with less than 100 of participants. 37% involved more than 

100 students, yet these did not exceed 1000 (Table 3). Only 8% papers 

found with a quantity of learners larger than 1000 and this could be rec-

ognized as a practical issue observed with experiments addressing large 

class learning as mentioned in most of the papers. On the other hand sev-

eral researches mentioned that having larger sample sizes of learners in-

volved in the studies would be interesting from a quantitative research 

perspective (Walta & Nicholas, 2013; Junco, Elavsky, Heiberger, 2013; 

Williams, Lewis, Boyle, & Brown, 2011; Ferriman, 2013).   

 

Regarding the types of educational sectors (RQ2), 66.4% of the re-

searchers had experimented collaborative learning technological models 

and tools with students pursuing higher studies like undergraduate cours-

es, post-graduate work or any vocational studies such as training teachers, 

nurse, etc. 20.7% found addressing attempts implementing computer sup-

ported collaborative activities for primary or secondary schools. 7.7% 

articles were evident as attempts to embrace technology into adult learn-

ing context and another. 67.1% of research had been conducted in co-

located situations (same location, physical space) rather than across physi-

cal and remote / virtual locations. A summary of the educational sectors 

by type of setting is provided in Figure 2. Majority (> 50%) from the arti-

cles that had experimented with more than 100 participants had been im-

plemented upon higher educational set up and very few attempts were 

observed for primary or secondary education while another few targeting 

at vocational training. 

 

Table 3. Quotient of learners 

Number of learners Percentage 

Less than 100 55 

Less than 1000, but greater than 100 37 

Greater than 1000 8 
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Only 5.2% was observed as informal learning contexts; e.g., where learn-

ers share knowledge according to their co-interests in a community 

(Huang, Yang, Huang, & Hsiao, 2010; Li et al., 2011) These attempts had 

shown the potential in promoting further collaboration in informal con-

texts as discussed by Li et al. (2011) by providing a sustainable teamwork 

platform for researchers to aid in content sharing and managing 

knowledge resources to build up scholarly communities of knowledge. 

Further they envision on scaling up to larger learner communities using 

teamwork platform, SWiCLE to support lifelong learning (Li et al., 2011). 

Also Huang et al. (2010) article enlightens construction of mobile collabo-

rative learning networks on top of an existing web based platform by the 

provision of intelligent grouping services to recommend users learning 

partners of the same interests and specialties. These studies inspire inno-

vate opportunities of using personal data derived from social networks or 

any other informal contexts for new pedagogical approaches when scaling 

up collaborative learning strategies, for example in the context of 

MOOCs. 

 

 
Figure 2. Percentages of educational sectors by settings 

 

Types of collaborative learning activities supported 

 

The third research question RQ3 refers to the type of collaborative activi-

ties attempted in the literature aiming fruitful social interactions. The 

analysis derived six main types of activities considered in “potentially 

massive” collaborative learning environments as using virtual discussion 

boards like forums and blogs, peer assessments, games and collaborative 

writing spaces like Wiki. Figure 3(a) provides a summary as presented in 

the literature and Figure 3(b) shows the variation of collaborative activi-
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ties across educational sectors. Discussions could be considered as the 

most prevalent activity category with highest number of attempts in litera-

ture and generally every activity category has higher values for students 

pursuing higher studies such as undergraduate or postgraduate students.  

 

 
 Figure 3(a). Total percentages of main collaborative learning activities supported 

by technological environments 

 
Figure 3(b). Percentages of main collaborative learning activities supported by 

technological environments by educational sector 

 
60.9% papers have implemented some sort of discussion forums; either 

structured or open discussions among learners in order to maintain collab-

oration while another 39.1% have attempted different types of techniques 

to implement a collaborative learning environment. The highest percent-

age (38.5%) is inspired by open discussions among learners with no inter-

ference of the instructor or a specified structure (Shaw, 2013; Oliveira, 

Tinoca, & Pereira, 2011; Noroozi, Teasley, Biemans, Weinberger, & 

Mulder, 2013). 22.4% of articles were promoting structured discussion, 

through scaffolding by practitioners along the discussion activity or via 

the implementation of collaborative inquiry models that propose the use of 
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epistemic categories or distribution of roles that condition participation in 

discussions (Walta & Nicholas, 2013; Ferriman, 2013; So, Seah, & Toh-

Heng, 2010; Schellens et al., 2007; Gerosa et al., 2010; Ligorio, Talamo, 

& Pontecorvo, 2005). Ferriman (2013) had let teachers to provide con-

structive feedback in the middle of an essay writing activity to guide 

learners and based on teacher feedback, students post content to the virtual 

discussion threads ensuring quality content. Walta and Nicholas (2013) 

use a Community of Inquiry model in which learners participated in struc-

tured discussions like designated blogs, journal spaces and small group 

tutorial discussions along with open discussions via LMS promoting col-

laboration and reflective learning. Another study uses collaborative in-

quiry-centred pedagogy (So et al, 2010) providing opening cues like “My 

theory,” “I need to understand” or “A better theory is” with the use of a 

collaborative knowledge building tool. Schellens et al. (2007) proposed 

discussion structuring by assigning roles to each participant as “modera-

tor, theoretician, summariser, source searcher” at the beginning of the 

discussion. Another approach was a forum with seminar leaders initiating 

the conversation while group members develop the argumentation accord-

ingly and mediators intervene when required (Gerosa et al., 2010). Ligorio 

et al. (2005) conducted an experiment on collaborative writing of fairy 

tales by two distant primary schools’ kids in which, practitioners monitor 

pupil interventions during the writing and discussion stages, resolve con-

flicts in group work, summarize what pupils stated in discussion flows and 

create space for the pupils with less involvement within activity. 

 

As shown in Oliveira et al. (2011), role of the online teacher/instructor 

varied, according to the activity phase objectives; for example, during first 

phase, teacher worked as a facilitator and a critical observer but during the 

group work stage the responsibility for the discussion leadership was en-

tirely the responsibility of the participants while teacher is a passive ob-

server only. Furthermore, academic moderators had been assigned in cer-

tain learning scenarios to lever the learners and also to ensure ethical eti-

quette and confidentiality in a discussion environment (Walta & Nicholas, 

2103). In another article, instructors had introduced few online activities 

like quick-answer competitions or whole-class ratings as to spark collabo-

rative online learning Zhan, Xu, and Ye (2011) and as in Ferriman (2013) 

and Ligorio et al. (2005), initial guidance, feedback or topic selection had 

been done by the teacher in the collaborative activity.  
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Most of the articles have used technology-mediated discussions such 

as discussion boards or online chat forums while a few had mentioned 

only about face-to-face communication. The hybrid of these techniques 

was also found where learners meet each other face to face as well as they 

meet in virtual environment (Samarawickrema, Benson, & Brack, 2010; 

Ladyshewsky, & Gardner, 2008). Another interesting observation is that a 

significant amount of articles had attempted both synchronous communi-

cations like online chat or video conferencing and asynchronous commu-

nication techniques like blogs, discussion forums within the experiment to 

implement collaborative activity (Samarawickrema et al., 2010; Brett, & 

Nagra, 2005; Wang, 2009; Raymond et al., 2005; Calvo et al., 2011).  

 

Apart from the discussions, the other CL activities observed were peer 

assessments (Saunders, & Gale, 2011; Freeman, & McKenzie, 2002; Li-

gorio et al., 2005) with critical evaluation among peers to construct 

knowledge, collaborative writing spaces such as wikis (Calvo et al., 2011; 

Brett & Nagra, 2005; Oliveira et al., 2011; Li, Dong, & Huang, 2011) as a 

medium for socially mediated learning, or either game playing (Susaeta et 

al., 2010) or role playing (Ioannidou et al., 2010) depending on target ac-

tivity and collaborative presenting of an end-result of a group collabora-

tion (Tsai, 2010; Raymond et al., 2005).  

 

In the case of the article portion that had participants greater than 100 

as the sample size, open discussions surpasses (42.4%) and apart from 

discussions peer assessment (15.3%), a widely used CL pedagogical tech-

nique with larger learner communities, seems prominent too as indicated 

in Figure 4. More than 50% of the experiments had exercised combination 

of collaborative learning activities as explained by Oliveira et al. (2011) in 

the article, after studying and reflecting individually students participated 

in online discussions, small group work, collaborative writing spaces to 

share ideas and played games to find the final solution. Hybrids of virtual 

and physical discussions along with peer assessment are also (Zhan, Xu, 

& Ye, 2011) seen as fruitful to be implemented upon larger groups. Wang 

(2009) shows better collaborations using shared spaces with large classes 

implementing instructional design strategies such as friendship in groups 

and allowing meaningful tasks to improve individual accountability and 

positive interdependence along with certain scaffolding like collaborative 

writing of progress reports and monitoring groups individually. 
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Figure 4. Percentage distribution of collaborative learning activities with experi-

ment samples larger than 100 participants  

 

Collaboration mechanisms 

 

RQ4 refers on how to achieve potentially effective collaboration in a col-

laborative learning technological environment and the corresponding 

analysis code is “CL Structure” either mediated by the teacher or by 

learners themselves. Known collaboration mechanisms are group for-

mation according to specific policies, or the progress along a learning 

flow, the distribution of roles and the distribution of knowledge / re-

sources (Dillenbourg, 2002; Hernández-Leo et al., 2006). These mecha-

nisms orchestrate the elements of a collaborative learning activity with the 

aim of triggering desired knowledge-intensive social interactions. Group 

formation is the mechanism presented more in the analysed papers. 

40.88% of the papers discuss about a mechanism for group formation ei-

ther by an external influence or individual willingness. Another 39.23% 

had mentioned a particular mechanism for distributing learning resources 

like learning materials or hardware devices within groups or any other 

component needed for the collaborative learning activity. Only 18.23% 

performed activity by assigning roles to group members whereas 1.66% 

had considered previous activities attempted by the student when group-

ing for collaborative activities. 

 

Only very few instances were found conducting current learning activi-

ty by considering learner profile and previous performances (Capuruço & 

Capretz, 2009; So, Seah & Toh-Heng, 2010). Research in many areas has 

shown that learning within groups improves students’ learning experience 

by enabling peers to learn from each other (Ounnas, Davis, & Millard, 

2009). Hence, almost all papers had discussed forming groups either by 

students themselves or by the teacher. Forming groups by teacher or by a 
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particular software program have been considered as designed-by-teacher 

Group Formation (GF). This mechanism is used in a high quantity of pa-

pers (43.4%) as shown in Figure 5. Various practices were observed in 

literature for forming groups as GF according to geographical location or 

gender (Samarawickrema et al., 2010; Walta & Nicholas, 2013), using GF 

algorithms (Sancho-Thomas, Fuentes-Fernández, Fernández-Manjón, 

2009), based on the type of activity, experience level or knowledge profi-

ciency (Oliveira et al., 2011; Calvo et al., 2011; Tsai, 2010); but there was 

a considerable trend for random group formation (Shaw, 2013) and some 

articles had not expressed their mechanism. 

 

Figrue 5(a) 

    Figrue 5(b) 

Figure 5. Percentage of use of collaboration mechanisms: (a) comparing if the 

mechanism has been designed by the teacher or decided by the learners, (b) con-

sidering larger learner groups (> 100 participants) 

 
Social resource distribution was encouraged in a collaborative environ-

ment when learners exchange resources over teacher mediation. However, 

in most cases the distribution meant a collective sharing of knowledge. 

Especially when forums or blogs were used, there was a tendency of ex-

changing extra learning materials relevant such as additional reading ref-

erences in web or a link to a video along with the forum or blog post 

(Schellens, Van Keer, De Wever, & Valcke, 2007). The general trend of 
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resource allocation was sharing learning materials in a LMS or another 

shared space to be accessible for all. A more truly fostering-collaboration 

mechanisms based on distribution of knowledge (e.g., to promote positive 

interdependence and individual accountability within groups) was found 

in situations of individual resource allocation when teacher allocates re-

sources due to the requirements of the activity or a specific collaboration 

flow (e.g., Jigsaw activity) (Bochicchio & Longo, 2009; Hernández-Leo 

et al., 2006; Susaeta et al., 2010) or when students select the content ac-

cording to their preferences (Wang, 2009).  

 

Only 18.23% papers had discussed about assigning roles in a collabo-

rative activity. The types of techniques for role allocation vary. While in 

Sancho-Thomas et al. (2009) role distribution was done by using a stand-

ard algorithm, in Schellens et al. (2007) the assignment is random. Be-

sides, a negotiated role assignment between learners is also a valued ap-

proach since students can select their own roles according to their inter-

ests.  

 

     As shown by Figure 5(b), teacher/instructor involvement or providing 

certain scaffolding mechanisms for learner collaboration within the flow 

design was seen as a common practice even with larger learner communi-

ties ( >100) rather than letting learners to decide independently. Zhan, Xu, 

and Ye (2011) had highlighted the significance of different grouping 

mechanisms and the effects on heterogeneous groups vs homogenous 

based on learner style in online learning environment as limitations within 

their experiment with larger learner crowd even though they only had 

used heterogeneous groups and teacher mediated resources and role allo-

cation. Instructor presence has a heavy influence for the interactions dur-

ing group work due to the supportive facilitator role as explained by 

Oliveira et al. (2011) even among massive learner communities. 

 

Technological facets 

 

Following Figure 6 demonstrates usage of different technological facets 

and tools observed in the concerned literature and how past research had 

shown interest for seamless aspects. When considering different technolo-

gies suggested by the papers (RQ5), it was observed that many researches 

had used either the existing LMS at their institutions (e.g., Moodle, 

BlackBoard, WebCT etc.) or a similar platform to a LMS or customized 

the LMS according to the requirements and embed more tools like discus-

sion boards (Shaw, 2013; Noroozi et al., 2013), conferencing or commu-
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nication tools (Williams et al., 2011), podcasting tools (Saunders, & Gale, 

2011) and reflective journal logs (Ladyshewsky & Gardner, 2008), reposi-

tories with required learning materials (Zhan, Xu, & Ye, 2011) or even 

additional assessment or feedback mechanisms (Saunders & Gale, 2011) 

to make the final tool more sophisticated. Hence learners are able to expe-

rience a comprehensive learning environment with asynchronous or syn-

chronous learning tools (Raymond et al., 2005). As indicated by figure 

6(a), total 44.6% from the sample set had used either LMS or LMS-embed 

tools for their experiments. Another 30.9% had used generic tools such as 

Wikis, YouTube, Facebook, Blogs, Skype or Presentation tools like Mi-

crosoft PowerPoint in order to promote collaborative learning and aid in 

the learning activity flow. Some of the researches (24.5) had introduced 

completely new platforms and applications or new hardware devices ac-

cording to their proposed conceptual model of the research (Ferriman, 

2013). It can be derived that a significant number of research work orient-

ed towards relatively high number of participants apply well-known 

LMSs, generic Web2.0 and communication tools, or LMS integrating 

specific tools.  

 

  
(a)     (b) 

Figure 6. Technological facets: (a) types of platforms / tools, (b) achieving across 

seams 

 

Ubiquitous and pervasive computing offers new possibilities to work col-

laboratively mediating social interactions in technology-rich diverse spac-

es and times and across-technologies seamlessly. Novel experiences for 

learners including mobile technologies rises new opportunities for collab-

orative learning (Looi et al., 2010; Suo et al., 2009), also when seamlessly 

combined with other devices and software tools (Pérez-Sanagustín et al., 

2012). Most of the research found in the search had not been able to 

achieve broad seamless features (Figure 6(b)), even though certain at-

tempts have discussed being seamless within their context. 57.4% of the 

papers have not considered being seamless across neither technologies nor 

space or time. 11.1% of the papers had achieved seamless in their solu-
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tions, mostly technologically and the other 31.5% discuss that being seam-

less is advantageous and effective. Also they had convinced productive 

activity flow is achievable across seams with their solutions.  

 

It was observed that the suggestions for being seamless are augmented 

by combining several technologies together and offering them as a single 

solution (Tsai, 2010; Walta & Nicholas, 2013; Saunders, & Gale, 2011). 

In Calvo et al. (2011) cloud concepts are embedded to continue a collabo-

rative writing activity for a group of learners in diverse contexts or con-

ducting physical lab experiments in a remote virtual environment 

(Bochicchio & Longo, 2009). Noroozi et al. (2013) propose the use of 

multiple devices and technologies to conduct an activity involving face-

to-face discussions as well as virtual discussion boards and other commu-

nication facilities extending the learning experience.  

 

Discussion 
 
The analysed papers identify a number of challenges that arise in technol-

ogy-supported collaborative learning environments involving a large 

number of learners. These challenges are related with technological, cul-

tural and lingual barriers (Samarawickrema et al., 2010; Saunders, & 

Gale, 2011; Ferriman, 2013; Tsai, 2010; So, Seah, & Toh-Heng, 2010), 

and also with maintaining interest throughout the learning activity in order 

to promote students’ engagement and maximize the social interactions 

(Walta & Nicholas, 2013; Junco et al., 2013; Ferriman, 2013; Sancho-

Thomas et al., 2009) that would lead to fruitful learning. Also as presented 

in Walta and Nicholas (2013), Wang (2009), Shaw (2013), Yang, Wang, 

Shen, and Han (2007) and Capuruço and Capretz (2009), minimizing the 

complexity of technologies and tools and making those flexible ensuring 

solid flow of learning activities, could be another challenge. Some papers 

had appreciated having a certain scaffolding structure that could also be 

mediated by the teacher or instructor (So, Seah, & Toh-Heng, 2010; 

Wang, 2009). When considering the architectural models proposed, some 

attempts had reused an existing learning management system either by 

customizing it according to the needs or embedding new features/tools 

whereas others had practiced generic tools like Blogger, Skype, NetMeet-

ing or social networking applications like Facebook or Twitter to promote 

learning. One frequent observation of the literature is that more than one 

technological approach had been utilized when designing the collaborative 

architecture as an alternative or complement to traditional LMS approach. 

Building learning communities by embedding more context-aware ap-
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proaches such as artificial intelligent agents or contextualized knowledge 

bases were observed and those are seen as prominent and promising in 

future approaches (Calvo et al., 2011; Yang et al., 2007; Raymond et al., 

2005). 

 

Having homogenous student groups and small sample sizes for exper-

iments had also been reflected as major concerns (Walta & Nicholas, 

2013; Junco et al., 2013; Williams et al., 2011; Ferriman, 2013) by most 

of the researchers and had suggested that the experiments should have 

been extended to heterogeneous groups with larger sample sizes. This is 

interesting from a quantitative research perspective, but also important to 

evaluate the scalability of the technologies. While enabling communica-

tion is satisfactorily achieved by the current technologies, managing coor-

dination and maintaining intense collaboration among many students are 

still challenging. When promoting collaborative activities like group for-

mation, assigning roles or resource distribution teacher intervention had 

been seen as important by certain researchers. More articles recommended 

(Huang et al., 2010; Noroozi et al., 2013) forming groups as designed by 

teachers (manually or with software support), rather than letting students 

form their own groups according to their preferences since it would lead 

for subjective groups or free-passers because of friends. Adult guidance or 

collaboration with more capable peers (Vygotsky, 1978) in problem solv-

ing circumstances is encouraged in the learning sciences in order to 

achieve higher order cognitive levels. Learning being a continuous fluid 

process, when forming groups or distributing roles for activities, it would 

be an additional positive factor leading to potentially finest learning 

groups to be formed if learners’ track record could be considered. But it 

was revealed that only least effort had been taken in literature with this 

regard and future research in embedding student profile to orchestrate 

learning activities will be welcoming.  

 

Conclusion  
 
The literature review presented in this paper has offered an understanding 

of the research situation (till 2013) around collaborative learning technol-

ogies for arguably large numbers of participants. The quotient of learners 

considered for massive classes or large communities was in 55% of the 

top scientific journal papers selected under 100 participants, in 37% be-

tween 100-1000, and in 8% over 1000. The scenarios studied were pre-

dominantly contextualized in higher education settings, followed by pri-

mary and secondary education. Scenarios of adult education and informal 
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learning are less common in the reviewed studies. Overall, mainstream 

software such as general Web2.0 tools and LMS are the main platforms 

being used in the studies; only a reduced number of cases considered per-

vasive technologies and specific tools devoted to support collaborative 

learning. Activities mostly based on communication actions (open or 

structured discussion) are widespread in massive scenarios as well as peer 

review tasks devoted to distribute the assessment workload between 

learners. However, activities requiring higher coordination between learn-

ers (e.g., collaborative writing) are rare. Similarly, group formation tech-

niques of diverse type are considered in those activities. Other collabora-

tion mechanisms like allocation of roles or knowledge distribution among 

group members to structure the collaborative activity are less frequent.  

 

Pedagogical models and platforms for massive courses can benefit 

from existing research result in technology-supported collaborative learn-

ing environments (e.g., application of group formation techniques, consid-

ering different types of intervention by instructors). However, there are 

still important challenges to address in massive collaborative learning. 

These challenges are of different nature, from cultural to technological, 

but its core relies on being able foster knowledge-intensive social interac-

tions. Some of the reviewed papers tackle this critical aspect, and there is 

an additional corpus of research (not considered in the review since it is) 

deliberately oriented towards small groups of learners, that propose a 

number of solutions to that purpose. Understanding how these contribu-

tions for small groups can be scaled up is an interesting future research 

line. A related, but different, perspective is the exploration of innovative 

collaborative learning approaches that may work better at massive scale 

(Ferguson & Sharples, 2014). An analysis of the different perspectives 

and building on top of this literature review will allow the formulation of 

CSCL design aspects for MOOCs. This paper provides a founding frame-

work of conceptual aspects to be considered and a set of discussion point-

ers that lead to further research directions. 

  

The paper has answered the question of whether research on collabora-

tive learning technologies has addressed massiveness. The question is 

answered considering top established journal publications in educational 

technologies. Further literature review is focused on other fora, such as 

new publication venues centred on MOOCs or recent conference proceed-

ings can also provide a complementary view – to the review presented in 
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this paper – of how research and practice on collaborative learning tech-

nologies is now being applied at a massive scale.   
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Chapter 3  
 

A Multiple Constraints Framework 
for Collaborative Learning  
Flow Orchestration 
  
 
The chapter reveals about the research work carried out during the cycle 

2 of the dissertation (see Figure 3.1). Related to [RQ2] from Chapter 1 

(section 1.3), this chapter explains identification of flexible conditions in 

CLFPs and relevant contributions with the evaluation studies (Fig. 3.1). 

We modelled the two types of constraints in CLFPs to learn their dichot-

omy better and to see the flexible aspects in the patterns. “Pattern inde-

pendent conceptual model for CLFP hard constraints” represents the ped-

agogical rationale behind the pattern that should not be modified since 

then the pattern definition is violated. Adversely, soft constraints are pre-

ferred to be satisfied, but not compulsory and those are presented as a 

“context-independent generic soft constraint model”.  We elaborate con-

straint applicability with a Jigsaw pattern case study using a technological 

particularization called SOS (Hernández-Leo et al., 2012) and an Art 

class in a High school context. With positive results for perceived activity 

enjoyment and preferences, we concluded that such pattern particulariza-

tions can guide practitioners to design pattern based CSCL activities fa-

cilitating more meaningful interactions. We also evaluated the framework 

across similar studies from the literature where collaborations were de-

fined based on some characteristics or constraints. This cross-validation 

helped us to observe the level of expressiveness of our proposed frame-

work and also to find missing elements during the initial iteration. This 

chapter consists of a Springer LNCS international conference publication 

of which the details are as follows:       

 

Manathunga, K., & Hernández-Leo, D. (2016). A Multiple Constraints 

Framework for Collaborative Learning Flow Orchestration. In Chiu D., 

Marenzi I., Nanni U., Spaniol M., Temperini M. (Eds.), Advances in Web-

Based Learning: Proceedings of 15
th
 International Conference on Web-

based Learning, ICWL 2016 (October), Pages: 225-235, Rome, Italy: 

Springer LNCS (volume 10013) 
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Figure 3.1: Part of the research process, contributions and evaluation study             

covered by Chapter 3 
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Kalpani Manathunga, Davinia Hernández-Leo 
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{kalpani.manathunga,davinia.hernandez}@upf.edu 

Abstract. Collaborative Learning Flow Patterns (e.g., Jigsaw) offer sound 

pedagogical strategies to foster fruitful social interactions among learners. 

The pedagogy behind the patterns involves a set of intrinsic constraints 

that need to be considered when orchestrating the learning flow. These 

constraints relate to the organization of the flow (e.g., Jigsaw pattern - a 

global problem is divided into sub-problems and a constraint is that there 

need to be at least one expert group working on each sub-problem) and 

group formation policies (e.g., groups solving the global problem need to 

have at least one member coming from a different previous expert group). 

Besides, characteristics of specific learning situations such as learners’ pro-

file and technological tools used provide additional parameters that can be 

considered as context-related extrinsic constraints relevant to the orches-

tration (e.g., heterogeneous groups depending on experience or interests). 

This paper proposes a constraint framework that considers different con-

straints for orchestration services enabling adaptive computation of orches-

tration aspects. Substantiation of the framework with a case study demon-

strated the feasibility, usefulness and the expressiveness of the framework.   

 

Keywords: CSCL, Collaborative Learning Flow Pattern(s), Macro Scripts, 

Jigsaw, Learning Flow Orchestration 

1 Introduction 

Collaborative learning supports knowledge construction and sharing by 

fostering effective social interactions (Dillenbourg, 1999). Computer Sup-

ported Collaborative Learning (CSCL) is the field studying the role of 

technological support to mediate fruitful interactions resulting in effective 

learning. Research accumulated around CSCL have proposed and evaluat-

ed multiple pedagogical models (also called as macro-scripts intended to 

create quality interactions in collaborative learning (Dillenbourg & 

Tchounikine, 2007; Hernández-Leo et al., 2006)) and implementation 

tools that engage learners in knowledge-intensive social interactions (con-

flict resolution, artefact co-design, mutual explanation, etc.) with identi-

fied significant learning outcomes (Dillenbourg, 1999; Stahl et al., 2006). 
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CSCL macro scripts specify required orchestration aspects such as group 

formation, role allocation and rotation, distribution of resources, using 

diverse collaboration spaces (shared boards, wikis, etc.), implementing 

communication and coordination mechanisms (flow control, group aware-

ness, etc.) (Kobbe et al., 2007). These orchestration aspects of a macro-

script introduces set of constraints to shape up desired interactions whilst 

avoiding the risk of over-scripting (Dillenbourg, 2002). Identification and 

adaptation of these constraints to design effective scripts are challenging 

and require proficiency (Dillenbourg, 2002; Hernández-Leo et al., 2010; 

Spoelstra, van Rosmalen, Houtmans, & Sloep, 2015). Having weak con-

straints may lead to loose fruitful collaborations. On the contrary, rigid 

constraints spoil natural peer interaction mechanisms (Dillenbourg & 

Tchounikine, 2007). Hence, scripts should be flexible with no over-

constraining in order to be adaptable in the learning context in operational 

CSCL. To facilitate flexible script design while avoiding over-scripting, it 

is important to understand the notions of intrinsic and extrinsic constraints 

(Dillenbourg & Tchounikine, 2007). A more detailed explanation of in-

trinsic and extrinsic constraints is provided in Section 2. 

 

Collaborative Learning Flow Patterns (CLFPs) like Jigsaw, Pyramid 

capture the essence of well-known techniques in macro scripts to produce 

potentially effective collaborations (Hernández-Leo et al., 2006). These 

patterns introduce set of conditions namely intrinsic constraints to be met 

while shaping up the desired collaborations (Dillenbourg & Tchounikine, 

2007). Previous work in the field (Pérez-Sanagustín et al., 2011; 

Rodríguez-Triana, 2014) had demonstrated extensive knowledge in ex-

tracting such constraints, especially in small classroom contexts. Yet more 

scrutinized insight is required when aggregating CLFP based collaborative 

learning in large learning contexts (Manathunga & Hernández-Leo, 2015) 

like Massive Open Online Courses where learner community grows dy-

namically and constant modifications of pre-created scripts designs are 

required. Discontinuous participation and varied learner behaviour within 

such open learning environments require redefining orchestration mecha-

nisms frequently. These concerns raise need to recognize flexible aspects 

within macro scripts, which types of constraints can be applied and how 

those can be manipulated. Specifically this contribution proposes a multi-

ple constraint framework to facilitate effective CSCL script design intro-

ducing essential parameters. The technological viability of the framework 

is then evaluated with an automated orchestration service applied upon 

real-class case study. Signal Orchestration System (SOS) (Hernández-Leo 
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et al., 2012), an implementation of the framework, is a web-based CLFP 

service provider that facilitates configuring automatic orchestration of 

collaborative activities across different contexts: physical spaces and 

course platforms. SOS orchestration services allow adaptive computation 

of orchestration configurations accommodating dynamic changes like 

absentees, dropping out students providing dynamic modifications to pre-

created CSCL scripts.      

 

Remaining content of the manuscript is spelled out as; section 2 ex-

plaining the principles of the framework and its main components pre-

sented as two models to accommodate intrinsic and extrinsic constraints. 

The section is complemented with a literature analysis across existing 

proposals. Section 3 illustrates a case study including the framework real-

ization along with experimental details followed by concluding remarks 

and future research directions. 

2 Multiple Constraints Framework 

Macro scripts, generally used to structure a collaborative activity to foster 

intended interactions among learners (Dillenbourg & Tchounikine, 2007). 

Hence, generating effective scripts for CSCL is time consuming, challeng-

ing and require expertise knowledge (Hernández-Leo et al., 2010; Ounnas, 

Davis, & Millard, 2009; Spoelstra et al., 2015); these concerns become 

exponential when a large class is considered. Therefore researchers’ inter-

est had drawn for CSCL scripting (Dillenbourg, 1999; Hernández-Leo et 

al., 2006) and computer supported orchestration mechanisms (Sun & 

Shen, 2014) by identifying and modelling both practitioner and participant 

constraints. Intrinsic constraints are guarded by the pedagogical rationale 

behind the script and extrinsic constraints can be induced from diverse 

sources such as educational context, technological factors or even from 

arbitrary decisions (Dillenbourg & Tchounikine, 2007). In CLFP macro-

scripts, set of intrinsic pedagogical constraints bound to the core of the 

pattern pedagogy are already defined (Hernández-Leo et al., 2006; Pérez-

Sanagustín et al., 2011) to be considered when designing the script (see 

Table 1). Contrary, characteristics of specific learning situations, such as 

learners’ profiles, their interests and technological tools supporting the 

activities (course platforms, social media) also provide additional parame-

ters that can be exploited as constraints from a pedagogical perspective 

(extrinsic). Therefore further articulation of the role of context-related 

extrinsic constraints and its operational articulation with intrinsic con-

straints are critical. Automatic or semi-automatic orchestration systems 
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supporting teachers in script design should implement algorithms that 

require considering both types of constraints. Furthermore in real scenari-

os constraints need to be considered with priorities for more realistic con-

straint computations. Intrinsic basis is critical since it lays the fundamen-

tals; if these are not satisfied, the underlying pedagogy is violated; hence 

those should be considered as “hard” constraints. Extrinsic or context-

related constraints are complementary that are preferred to be implied as 

those “soft” constraints add beneficial value resulting in meaningful inter-

actions. Articulation of hard and soft constraints needs to be clearly dis-

tinguished and applied since it defines the flexibility of the macro-script. 

These set the rules on the modifiability aspects within the script 

(Dillenbourg & Tchounikine, 2007). Modelling these multiple constraints 

in a constraint-framework expressing parameters of hard and soft con-

straints is equally important for the implementation of orchestration ser-

vices which can be easily adapted by practitioners when enacting collabo-

rative activities.    

2.1 Model of Collaborative Learning Flow Pattern(s) Hard 

Constraints 

Hard constraints are strictly bound with the pedagogical design of the 

script; hence can be considered as the core of the script design 

(Dillenbourg & Tchounikine, 2007; Pérez-Sanagustín et al., 2011). In pat-

tern based macro scripting, the pattern definition sets the rationale for the 

intended orchestration of the collaborative activity (Table 1). 

 

These hard constraints set the boundary of script adaptability in a par-

ticular CLFP in order to not to kill the guarding pedagogical rationale. For 

instance, in Jigsaw pattern, “each group must have at least one expert who 

had studied each sub task of the activity to collaboratively share 

knowledge”. An analysis of related work (Pérez-Sanagustín et al., 2011; 

Rodríguez-Triana, 2014) on extraction of intrinsic constraints of CLFPs 

and additional revision of the CLFPs have led to formulate hard constraint 

conceptual model (Fig. 1). Pattern elements (denoted by white rectangles) 

and parameters (denoted by ash rectangles) are important to be considered 

when designing the script. As an example, a Jigsaw activity is defined by 

three specific phases as “Individual”, “Expert” and “Jigsaw” phases (Ta-

ble 1) with a task (that has number of sub tasks) that include specific 

number of groups proportionate to the number of sub tasks. Any pattern 

has a number of phases defined by its definition or derived according to 

other variables like the number of participants for the activity. These 
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phases have a problem (either one task or set of sub tasks) to be solved 

and a bunch of groups to solve tasks. If problem > 1, number of problems 

should be specified. For some CLFPs, problems may be presented with set 

of roles inherited which is represented with the number of roles as a pa-

rameter.   

Table 4. Jigsaw and Pyramid patterns hard constraints 

Jigsaw pattern Pyramid pattern 

Relates to a situation where several small 

groups of students (‘Jigsaw’ groups) each 

trying to solve a complex problem that can 

be divided into sub-problems. Each group 

participant studies one sub-problem indi-

vidually. Participants from different jigsaw 

groups meet up in temporary ‘Expert’ 

groups to exchange ideas about their 

common sub-problems. Finally, partici-

pants return back to their jigsaw groups to 

share the knowledge and solve the global 

problem. This pattern fosters individual 

accountability and personal responsibility.  

Starts individually or forming initial small 

groups to study a common problem and 

propose initial solutions. Then, students are 

grouped (usually pairs) to compare and 

discuss their proposals and, finally, propose 

a new shared solution. Students are guided 

so that the groups join with new groups to 

form larger groups in order to generate new 

agreed proposals. Likewise this will iterate 

till the whole group reaches upon a global 

consensus. This pattern fosters positive 

interdependence and individual accountabil-

ity. 

 
Most of the CLFPs have a unique definition for grouping within phases. A 

group has a size specifying a minimum (and sometimes the maximum) 

number of participants when composing the group. Generally the number 

of possible groups is also defined with the pedagogical definition of 

CLFPs along with different group formation policies. Furthermore roles 

are defined according to certain policies (Group policy) such as appoint-

ing team leader based on previous experiences or highest marks or ran-

domly where every odd number becomes a problem-solver and even 

number becomes a listener. Therefore different elements (denoted by 

dashed rectangles in Fig.1) can be attached with group policy parameter 

like phase dependency when group formation technique depends on the 

behaviour of the previous phase, completely random or considering prac-

tical criteria without pedagogical rationale (e.g., alphabetical order in 

names). Further context-based elements or soft constraints can be the val-

ue for group formation policy which is extensively explored in the next 

subsection through soft constraint model.  
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Fig. 2. Conceptual model of CLFP hard constraints 

2.2 Generic Model for Soft Constraints 

As education contexts generate abundant elements that can be considered 

when designing collaborative activities causing further fruitful interac-

tions, a soft constraint model is suggested to make the framework more 

comprehensive. Soft constraints define limitations in a macro-script that 

are “preferred to be satisfied” (Dillenbourg & Tchounikine, 2007) and do 

not violate any pedagogical perspective, if not satisfied; hence these are 

rather flexible in terms of constraint satisfaction. Fig. 2 illustrates a con-

ceptual model that elaborates potential sources to retrieve soft constraints 

within a given learning scenario. Parameters of learner profile such as 

personal details (marks, level of education, country of origin) or individu-

al learning style or previous experiences or interests (skills) are used as 

group formation policies (Spoelstra et al., 2015; Sun & Shen, 2014). With 

the advent of open APIs exposed by different social media such as Face-

book, Twitter, LinkedIn gives an opportunity for educational tool devel-

opers to extract public profile details of the learner (Sinha, 2014). Hence, 

different social media parameters such as number of connections, friend-

ship, preferences, number of likes or tweets, recommendations that had 

been received can be accepted as soft constraints. Learning setting can be 

defined in different perspectives such as the infrastructure used like hard-
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ware devices or other software tools or the location settings like co-

located vs. distant or being in a specific location. Further even individual 

availability can be vital especially in distance learning contexts (Spoelstra 

et al., 2015).  

 

 
Fig. 3. Generic model for soft constraints 

Table 2 demonstrates a literature analysis of various parameters that 

had been considered in previous work to implement collaborative activi-

ties. We studied their approaches and parameters apprehended. The analy-

sis provided insights to what extent hard or soft constraints had been con-

sidered and how their approaches are compatible and expressed within our 

proposed framework (highlighted in bold letters).   

Table 5. Constraints based CL studies (analysis & comparison with proposed 

framework)  

Article  Approach / Methodology Parameters considered  

Spoelstra,  

van  

Rosmalen,  

Houtmans &  

Sloep 

(Spoelstra et 

al., 2015) 

Based on a survey, learners are allocated in Pro-

ject-based Learning scenarios. Learner age, gen-

der, Big5 personality test, knowledge and work 

preferences like language, no of hours, availability 

are concerned. Formed 3 types of teams: produc-

tive, creative and learning teams which were 

validated by teachers.  

Conscientiousness  

(learner style) 

Knowledge (experience) 

Demographics (origin) 

Preferred time slots  

(availability) 

Sun & Shen 

(Sun & Shen, 

2014) 

Using learning styles and genetic algorithm, Jigsaw 

CLFP is applied. Social features of learners had 

been considered. An extended service structure 

with many components (scheduler, inference 

engine and monitoring service) and also facilitates 

cloud hosted MOODLE and mobile access.  

Jigsaw pattern constraints 

(hard constraints) 

Learning style (learner style) 

Comprehensive teamwork 

skills  

(experience or interests) 
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3 Jigsaw pattern based case study  

In this section, a case study is explained illustrating feasible implementa-

tion of the framework and its usefulness. Jigsaw CLFP (see Table 1) was 

adhered and the constraints for the collaborative activity were devised 

following the proposed framework along with technological orchestration 

support (Table 3). Signal Orchestration System (SOS) (Hernández-Leo et 

al., 2012), a prototype implementation of the Jigsaw service with signal-

ling mechanism to notify orchestrations aspects (group formation, phase 

changes and resource allocation) using wearable or smartphones has been 

used in an authentic educational scenario. The activity was enacted in an 

Art class of a Catalan High school with 19 students (age: 13-15). Students 

and the teacher had previous experience of using Moodle. Teacher de-

signed the activity using SOS which allocated students to Expert and Jig-

saw phases with respective orchestration signals. List of students was ex-

ported to SOS via a Moodle plug-in embedded with SOS and two differ-

ent personal devices (9 wearable devices and 9 smartphones) were used to 

retrieve orchestration signals. Five colour lamps were used to identify the 

group location during phase-switching (Fig. 3). 5 Expert groups were 

formed to study different art tendencies: Art-deco, Futurism, Modernism, 

Ounnas, 

Davis & 

Millard 

(Ounnas et 

al., 2009)  

When student name, gender and the learner roles 

are given as the knowledge to a predicate solver, a 

group model is generated considering both strong 

and weak constraints defined by the teacher. 

Algorithm ensures maximum allocation leaving no 

orphans. 

Learner styles, preferred mod-

ules, collaborators, etc. (per-

sonal details and learner style) 
Past track record of student 
(marks or experience) 

Inaba & 

Ando (Inaba 

& Ando, 

2014)  

Groups are formed based on pre-test results. CL 

orchestration is provided with “reciprocal schema” 

script in which learners take turns in different roles 

(preparer, answerer, grader) 

Role assignment (hard con-

straints) 

Same academic level based on 

marks obtained (marks) 

Agrawal, 

Golshan & 

Terzi 

 (Agrawal, 

Golshan, & 

Terzi, 2014)  

Uses clustering algorithm to group criteria being 

the ability in subject. Algorithm groups students 

with similar capabilities to maximize team perfor-

mance, e.g.: highest ability leaders are grouped 

with highest ability followers 

Ability over the subject (marks) 

Sinha 

 (Sinha, 

2014) 

 

A MOOC has been considered as a social network 

and applied Social Network Analysis to form 

groups. Only performed an analysis of an existing 

Coursera MOOC to construct a social network 

graph of 3848 edges acquired from discussion 

forums 

Profile information like inter-

ests (interests) 

Student implicit skills like social 

positioning within discussions 

(Social connections or Friend-

ship) 
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Recycle and Pop-Art and they were allocated into 3 Jigsaw groups repre-

senting Industrial, Graphic & Interiors. Jigsaw groups uploaded their final 

answers to the respective Moodle link. As shown in Table 3, apart from 

the hard constraints, soft constraints were also applied when forming ex-

pert groups (homogenous groups by the device used-wearable or 

smartphone-in order to observe which device type was easier for them to 

recognize the signal received). This distribution of devices was only for 

experimental purposes and there were no pedagogical effects/constraints 

over the experiment. In the table, “P” denotes the total number of partici-

pants and when P is known, the constraint values could be derived accord-

ingly.  

 

When grouping students into Expert and Jigsaw groups, it was com-

pulsorily satisfied that at least one Expert member must be present in each 

Jigsaw group by the grouping service. Every Jigsaw group included Ex-

perts from every sub task and some groups had more than one Expert 

from the same sub task. In addition to phase constraints, students were 

allocated to 5 sub tasks, i.e., more than 2 sub tasks but less than half the 

number of total participants allowing each sub task to have one corre-

sponding Expert group. Fig. 3 shows sample screen devised when enact-

ing Jigsaw phase in SOS and how students were engaged in the activity at 

Expert and Jigsaw phases. These SOS suggested orchestration arrange-

ments can be modified according to teacher’s preference on-the-fly (e.g.: 

group members, resources, signal colours).  

Table 6. Constraints considered in the adaptive orchestration service based on 

Jigsaw CLFP   

Jigsaw  

Phase 

Con-

straint  

Constraints Description 

Phase 1 
(Individual) 
Study 
given sub- 
problem 
individually  

Hard GroupSize_1  >= 1 Each group can consist of an individual or 
in small-sized groups 

GroupNumber_1 >= 2 There must be at least two groups for 
collaboration  

2 <= NumberofProblems_1 <= 
P/2 

Should be at least 2 sub-problems but no 
more than half the number of participants 
to allow collaboration in expert groups 

Phase 2 
(Expert) 
Students 
with the 
same sub 
problem 
are 
grouped 

Hard NumberofProblems_2 =  
NumberofProblems_1 

Same sub problems like in the individual 
phase 

GroupSize_2 >= 2 There must be at least 2 participants in 
expert group to allow collaboration 

GroupNumber_2 => Number-
ofProblems_2 

There must be at least one group of ex-
perts for each sub-problem  

GroupPolicy_2 = Having same 
problem as in Phase 1 

Experts with same sub-task/problem given 
in phase 1 should be grouped together 
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for collab-
oration 

Soft GroupPolicy_2 = Homogenous 
(either device1 / device2 ) 

Homogenous groups using the same 
device are grouped together within con-
text 

Phase 3 
(Jigsaw) 
Different 
experts are 
grouped to 
solve the 
global task. 

Hard GroupSize_3 >=  
NumberofProblems_1 

The group sizes must be large enough to 
gather experts from all areas 

GroupNumber_3 <= 
P/GroupSize_3 

The number of jigsaw groups must be in 
accordance with the number of experts of 
each area 

NumberofProblems_3 = 1 Global task/problem should be solved in 
Jigsaw phase with experts from all areas  

GroupPolicy_3 = Each  jigsaw 
group having at least one 
expert 

Jigsaw groups must consist of at least one 
expert representing each sub-problem   

 

 
Fig. 4. SOS orchestration configurations, devices and activity enactment at    

different phases   

4 Conclusion 

Diverse learning contexts and their parameters introduce different con-

straints to enrich learner collaborations. These suggestions demand appli-

cation of further constraints within macro-scripts to fine-tune orchestra-

tion aspects (e.g., group formation, resource allocation) based on diverse 

constraints such as availability, time-zones, etc. Furthermore CSCL 

scripts need to be flexible within learning context; neither being over-

constrained nor killing natural interaction mechanisms. Careful identifica-

tion of intrinsic and extrinsic constraints without harming the governing 

pedagogical rationale is equally important during the design stage. Hence 

the design of effective scripts requires careful thought-out and expertise 

knowledge.  

 

This article presents holistic conceptual framework illustrating the der-

ivation of intrinsic and extrinsic constraints including respective parame-

ters to be considered in a given CLFP that can emerge efficient interac-
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tions in a collaborative activity. The substantiation of the previous work 

also claims that the models comply with the requirements that any auto-

matic or semi-automatic orchestration service should adhere. Jigsaw pat-

tern based case study illustrates constraint extraction and technological 

application in an authentic class scenario. Further, adherence of diverse 

constraints guarantees the expressiveness and usability of the proposed 

framework. Signal Orchestration System, prototype implementation based 

on the framework enabled automatic orchestration services ensuring fea-

sibility of the framework. Learning technologists can consider the pro-

posed framework when designing more practical technological tools ap-

propriate for collaborative learning. 

 

As future research directions, diverse experimental studies would be 

carried out in authentic learning contexts including Massive Open Online 

Courses satisfying different types of requirements and constraints emerg-

ing from these contexts. Relevant technological tools required for such 

experimental settings are being implemented complying with the frame-

work. Such technology mediated orchestration services based on collabo-

rative pedagogical patterns will be then utilized within authentic experi-

mental studies to support practitioners to configure effective CSCL scripts 

and enact in real class scenarios fostering fruitful knowledge-intensive 

interactions.     
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Chapter 4  
 

A Social Learning Space Grid  
for MOOCs: Exploring a  
FutureLearn Case 

 

 
This chapter discloses the work done during thesis process cycle 4 the 

contributions deduced from this part of the dissertation along with related 

evaluation studies (see Figure 4.1). The chapter complements to the re-

search question [RQ3] from Chapter 1 (section 1.3) that seek potential 

social and collaborative learning spaces suitable for MOOCs. We enabled 

diverse collaboration spaces in two rounds of a MOOC prepared by UPF 

(3D Graphics for Web Developers), which launched in the FutureLearn 

platform. The two MOOC rounds were finished by August, 2016. Main 

analysis and reporting results were done during a research stay at the 

Open University, UK in collaboration with Professor Mike Sharples from 

the Institute of Educational Technology, OU. During the three months 

research stay, the results from the two MOOC runs were triangulated and 

analysed to study how learners behaved when different collaboration 

spaces offered. In Appendix C, in particular in section C.4 more infor-

mation related to the analysis can be found. We proposed a social learn-

ing space grid for MOOCs after studying diverse spaces and leaner be-

haviours. This work and part of the analysis have been accepted to be 

presented as a full paper at the European Stakeholder Summit 

(EMOOCS, 2017).      

 

Manathunga, K., Hernández-Leo, D., & Sharples, M., A Social Learning 

Space Grid for MOOCs: Exploring a FutureLearn Case. Accepted to be 

presented at 5
th
 European Stakeholder Summit, EMOOCS 2017 (May), 

Madrid, Spain. Springer (LNCS)   
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Figure 4.1: Part of the research process, contributions and evaluation studies     

covered by Chapter 4 
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Abstract. Collaborative and social engagement promote active learning 

through knowledge intensive interactions. Massive Open Online Courses 

(MOOCs) are dynamic and diversified learning spaces with varying factors 

like flexible time frames, student count, demographics requiring higher en-

gagement and motivation to continue learning and for designers to imple-

ment novel pedagogies including collaborative learning activities. This pa-

per looks into available and potential collaborative and social learning 

spaces within MOOCs and proposes a social learning space grid that can 

aid MOOC designers to implement such spaces, considering the related re-

quirements. Furthermore, it describes a MOOC case study incorporating 

three collaborative and social learning spaces and discusses challenges 

faced. Interesting lessons learned from the case give an insight on which 

spaces to be implemented and the scenarios and factors to be considered.  

Keywords: Collaborative Learning, Social Learning, MOOC 

1 Introduction 

The fact of putting students into groups does not ensure fruitful learning; 

rather effective collaborative learning must involve structured activities 

(Dillenbourg, 2015; Hernández-Leo et al., 2010). Adapting from Social 

Learning theory, which states that continuous mutual interactions posi-

tively influence the way humans learn (Bandura, 1971), many MOOC 

platforms are moving towards providing social learning opportunities 

(Dillenbourg, 2015). Yet, forum discussions which are the most widely 

exercised collaborative or social learning approach in massive learning 

contexts (Manathunga & Hernández-Leo, 2015), have not seen very effec-

tive due to the overwhelming amount of threaded discussions which are 

difficult to follow (Scardamalia & Bereiter, 2006). Researchers highlight 

the absence of enhanced collaboration opportunities for MOOC learners 

(Rosé et al., 2014; Siemens et al., 2015). In this paper, we look into differ-
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ent possibilities of implementing collaborative and social learning aspects 

in MOOCs along with an exploratory study using three such learning 

spaces with a MOOC launched on the FutureLearn platform.   

 

Computer Supported Collaborative Learning (CSCL) is the process of 

knowledge creation by enabling fruitful interactions mediated by technol-

ogy (Dillenbourg, 2015; Hernández-Leo et al., 2010). Over decades CSCL 

activities have been applied at small scale in classrooms, but not widely 

used with large learning contexts, maybe because the scalability factor has 

not been properly considered  in their design (Ferguson & Sharples, 2014; 

Manathunga & Hernández-Leo, 2015). Social Learning may bring a sense 

of community, avoiding isolation in online learning and providing possi-

bilities to learn from others (Bandura, 1971). Studies highlight potential 

benefits of forming sub communities and learner networks with positive 

encouragement (Alario-Hoyos et al., 2014; Siemens et al., 2015) and un-

derstanding emergent social structures in MOOC sub communities (Rosé 

et al., 2014). Social learning elements, provoking conversational learning 

and CSCL enforcing rich interactions, are not so easily adaptable or appli-

cable in MOOCs, as they have been in a traditional classroom.  

 

MOOCs have shown the possibility of designing learning at scale and 

pedagogy that can be driven by discussion and social networking concep-

tions, where the more people joining, the richer the interactions (Ferguson 

& Sharples, 2014). Existing fruitful collaboration methods such as tutorial 

groups, project teams or action learning sets, that work well in small scale 

settings, are difficult to scale (Ferguson & Sharples, 2014; Siemens et al., 

2015). Difficulties are mainly related to diversity in learner’s motivations, 

expectations and differences in cultural expectations (e.g., how individu-

als should behave in social spaces) and therefore their behaviours when 

taking the MOOC (Alario-Hoyos et al., 2014; Ferguson et al., 2015). 

However, some initiatives offering collaborative and social learning op-

portunities are emerging within MOOCs other than discussion forums, 

given the concern of implementing novel pedagogies and learning theories 

(Ferguson & Sharples, 2014; Saadatdoost et al., 2015). ‘Study groups’ 

provided by FutureLearn are local, private spaces for around 80 MOOC 

participants to discuss and share knowledge, ‘cohort-specific discussion’ 

by edX allows private group discussions visible only for a specific cohort, 

‘meet ups at learning hubs’ by Coursera enable learners from nearby local 

to get-together for further discussions or project based learning and 

‘workspaces’ from NovoEd support learning groups and project teams. 
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Additionally, social networking spaces too provide scalable opportunities 

by allowing strangers to meet up and enhance connections which can be 

exploited in the context of education where social elements are compli-

mented with learning (Alario-Hoyos et al., 2014; Knox, 2014). Learner-

centred groups introduced within MOOCs harnessing the benefits of so-

cial media like Facebook, Twitter, Google+ or Hangout have been seen as 

fruitful while enhancing learner experience (Alario-Hoyos et al., 2014; 

Beaven, Hauck, Comas-Quinn, Lewis, & Arcos, 2014; Knox, 2014). 

Meet-ups, proposed by Coursera, require physical spaces and high levels 

of facilitation. Cohorts from edX lack novel pedagogical approaches for 

further interactions. Social media groups such as Facebook Groups are 

easy to implement, yet very challenging to monitor since interactions are 

free to emerge and many such groups can exist. Educators require more 

effort and additional support to structure interactions in such online spac-

es. Hence, deeper understanding is needed regarding different social and 

collaborative learning possibilities, to explore challenges and consider 

options to design suitable learning scenarios. It is equally important to 

investigate, for massive learner communities, pedagogical methods that 

have been shown to work well in classrooms, by bridging existing techno-

logical challenges.  

 

This paper presents a social learning space grid, organizing diverse so-

cial interaction possibilities with underlying rationale, to be used by the 

MOOC community. We explore the case of a MOOC on 3D Graphics for 

Web Developers offered on the FutureLearn platform by Pompeu Fabra 

University, Spain, in which three different collaboration spaces were pre-

sented to support collaborative and social learning. We describe these 

spaces situating them within a proposed framework, identify learning de-

sign associated and the motive behind the usage of each space, and dis-

cuss examples of use and perceived challenges. Section 2 of the paper 

describes social learning spaces and presents the social learning space grid 

followed by diverse particularizations found from literature. In section 3, 

the MOOC case study is explained along with an analysis of the three 

collaboration spaces (Study Groups, PyramidApp, Conversational flows) 

adopted in the MOOC. The final section includes an accumulated discus-

sion of lessons learned and challenges faced followed by concluding re-

marks and interesting future research directions as contributions from this 

exploratory study. 
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2 Social Learning Space Grid  

2.1 Social Learning Space Grid: Categories and the Rationale 

In order to lay a foundation to address collaborative and social learning 

aspects with their implications, this study proposes a collaboration space 

grid (Table 1), a social interaction framework, categorizing existing and 

prospective scalable collaboration techniques that can be offered within 

massive online courses. Apart from commonly picked collaboration spac-

es such as forums with multiple topic threads, dedicated discussion activi-

ties or cohort specific discussions in massive learning contexts 

(Manathunga & Hernández-Leo, 2015), there can be other possibilities of 

implementing fruitful social interactions. Hence, the social learning space 

grid (Table 1) will be useful to study the dimensions of possible interac-

tions, respective elements and how these can be used in open online 

courses. One important dimension is to study how far collaborations can 

be structured, using which elements. Unconstrained, long-lasting collabo-

rations exist throughout the course lifetime and beyond. Also there exist 

ephemeral collaborations, constrained to an allocated task or for a given 

time period. Another dimension of the grid is the size factor affecting in-

teractions. In a MOOC, all the course participants can interact in a com-

mon space, or it can be drilled down to small group level collaborations 

where 15 to 30 participants are grouped into one collaboration space. 

Moreover, the group sizes can be incrementally growing over the con-

straints like time or task providing cumulative interactions enriching col-

laborations.  

Table 1. Social Learning Space Grid 

 Small Increasing size Whole cohort 

Time and 
Task 
Uncon-
strained 

Groups exist through-
out the course. Partic-
ipants are free to 
interact at any given 
moment, for any given 
task. 

Small groups can be 
joined based on certain 
criteria or behaviour to 
interact at any time, for 
any given task. 

An open space for all 
course participants to inter-
act regarding any topic at 
any time 

Task 
con-
strained 

Small groups formed 
to attend a given task 

Small groups are com-
bined based on task com-
pletion to attend another 
given task 

All course participants 
attend given task in a 
common interaction space 

Time 
con-
strained 

Small groups formed 
to work during a spe-
cific time period 

Small groups are com-
bined based on time expi-
ration to work together for 
another specific time  
period 

All course participants 
attend in a common inter-
action space during a spe-
cific time period 
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2.2 Particularizations of the Social Learning Space Grid   

Table 2 illustrates several examples found in the literature and possible 

novel interaction mechanisms. Meet-ups at learning hubs by Coursera 

suggest local physical locations for learners to engage in collaborative 

learning activities or to clarify content related issues. Such meet-ups can 

be of varying size depending on the number of learners reaching the par-

ticular learning hub. Content-wide and course-wide cohorts on the edX 

platform, offer different types of interaction environments for MOOC 

participants where course designers can decide to allow unconstrained 

cohort experience by opening up cohort specific MOOCs or only certain 

content are made visible for specific cohorts. Most widely used general 

forums can attract all participants, leading to massive amounts of threaded 

discussions if forums are not constrained to tasks or time. In a massive 

community, small groups can be joined based on certain criteria (e.g., 

being active or time allocated or task allocated). Time-constrained weekly 

small groups or weekly forums accessible for all course participants are 

other possibilities of enabling interaction in MOOCs.   

Table 2. Social Learning Space Grid with Examples 

        Small Increasing size Whole cohort 

Time  
and  
Task  
Uncon-
strained 

    

Task  
con-
strained 

   

Time 
con-
strained 

   

 
The FutureLearn MOOC platform has been developed on a social con-

structivist pedagogy that promotes effective learning through conversa-

tions (Ferguson et al., 2015). FutureLearn MOOCs employ several levels 

of conversation flows including discussion steps for topic-related learner 

conversations, a space for comments and replies alongside every activity 

step for content clarifications and Study Groups to enable small group 

discussions or more focused group learning opportunities and such groups 

are consistent throughout the course. Participants are free to leave one 

Active vs.  

Inactive Groups 
 

Meet-up at Learning Hubs 

Study 

groups 
(Open or 

Prompt 

based) 

 

Weekly 

Groups 

 

edX 

Cohorts 

PyramidApp 

Conversa-

tional Flow 

Weekly 

Forum 

General 

Forum 

  

Learner-
centred 

groups 

using 
social 

media 
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group and join the next available, active group. Study groups can be im-

plemented as either open group forums where up to a maximum of 80 

MOOC learners are given the opportunity of sharing their learning experi-

ences in a private local space, promoting free interactions that are not con-

strained by a particular topic, activity or time with no or very little inter-

vention by the educator. Alternatively those can be educator instructions 

or prompts based, project-based or critique groups that differ from Fu-

tureLearn free-flowing discussion steps and focused discussions. Other 

conversation flows of FutureLearn fall into the task-constrained forums 

category which provides a wider collaboration space for the whole cohort. 

Learners are able to comment on and reply to any activity step (task) since 

each step is associated with a conversation flow dedicated to it. Similarly, 

dedicated discussion steps available in the platform, are also in the same 

category since those are connected with tasks. PyramidApp (Manathunga 

& Hernández-Leo, 2016) is another collaboration space instance that per-

mits growing collaborations based on task and time constraints. Pyrami-

dApp is a scalable collaborative pedagogical method inspired by the Pyr-

amid (aka Snowball) collaborative learning flow pattern (Hernández-Leo 

et al., 2006) facilitating small group activity with cumulative collabora-

tions. A Pyramid flow starts with individual proposals being discussed in 

small groups which are iteratively joined into larger-groups till a consen-

sus is reached upon at the global level. Such scenarios foster individual 

participation and accountability (equal opportunity for all, yet with singu-

lar contributions) and balanced positive interactions (opinions of all mem-

bers count). After situating diverse interaction options on the grid, we 

adopted Study groups, conversation flows and PyramidApp complement-

ing the interaction spaces offered by FutureLearn in the following case 

study.   

3 MOOC Case Study 

 
3.1 Description 

“3D Graphics for Web Developers” is a 5-week MOOC, especially for 

web developers to develop high quality interactive 3D applications to run 

natively on a browser. It completed two runs in 2016 (First run from Feb-

ruary-March and the second run from July-August) on the FutureLearn 

platform. The MOOC is mainly aimed at web developers, who have exist-

ing knowledge of JavaScript, with the theoretical and practical knowledge 

to start programming 3D graphics applications to run natively in web 
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browsers. There were around 6000 enrolments in the first run of the 

MOOC and around 4500 enrolments in the second. The MOOC had two 

lead educators and one mentor to mediate the course. In both runs, the 

course had more than 10% fully participating learners who had completed 

at least 50% of all course activity steps. As explained in the social learn-

ing space grid (Table 2), this exploratory study used three diverse collabo-

ration spaces: task-constrained educator prompt based study groups (only 

in the second run of the MOOC); PyramidApp with both task and time 

constraints, promoting cumulative collaborations for small groups to study 

together and conversation flows linked to course step for the whole co-

hort.   

 

As explained in the previous section, FutureLearn platform promotes 

learning through conversations where each video material or article is 

facilitated with a discussion thread alongside. Moreover, FutureLearn 

“Study Groups” were offered to interested learners that were added up to 

groups of 30 when they clicked on the study group tab available once they 

access the course content. In this specific course, task-constrained educa-

tor prompt-based study groups were offered where learners were expected 

to become active within the group when the educator sends a prompt and 

act accordingly. The prompts used were either to discuss a concept or to 

share artefacts created by learners within groups. To enable cumulative 

interactions causing collaborative knowledge building (Scardamalia & 

Bereiter, 2006), PyramidApp (Manathunga & Hernández-Leo, 2016) pro-

vided structured collaborations in a way that individuals proposed options 

(which can be a question, explanation or a 3D artefact) for a given task. 

Then, they teamed up to compare and discuss their proposals and, finally, 

propose a new shared 3D artefact or agree upon most relevant options. 

New larger groups were grown by iteratively combining previous groups 

in order to generate new agreed options. Provision of rating and discuss-

ing in a levelled structure ensured gradual exposure in a collaborative en-

vironment. Educators addressed or commented on the most highly rated 

options and learners are expected to improve knowledge in the critiquing 

and negotiation process. As pyramids are time and task constrained, once 

a set of pyramids reach the global level, another set of pyramids are initi-

ated allowing late joiners to participate in the activity and emails are sent 

notifying about pyramid progression. Educators can easily monitor the 

activity progression, level by level along with the rated options and dis-

cussions happening within groups.  
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Table 3 shows example learning design of these collaborative and so-

cial learning spaces, how those were integrated in the MOOC and the 

steps along with the step identification to recognize the respective week 

that a particular learning step was offered (e.g., 1.10 represents week 1, 

step 10). Initially, there were only task constrained conversational flows 

for the whole cohort and PyramidApp for small group interactions. With 

the second run of the MOOC, the study groups feature was available in 

the platform and ephemeral small group interactions were expected 

through educator prompt-based study groups since those were dedicated 

to share course outcomes and created artefacts. More open-ended activi-

ties were allocated for conversational flows whereas PyramidApp was 

assigned for technical aspects discourse, in order to reduce educator’s 

workload by filtering out the most interesting queries to attend to, rather 

than going through lengthy threads with specific technical issues as the 

course unveils. Study groups and conversational flows are built-in features 

of the FutureLearn platform whereas PyramidApp is an external applica-

tion introduced as an external link within course activity step.  

Table 3.  Step activity design of the 2
nd

 MOOC run, across three collaboration 

spaces  

Discussion steps Prompt  based Study 
group 

PyramidApp steps 

1.2 Tell us about your-
self! 

1.4 Let’s share what we 
know about 3D graphics 
creation 

1.8 Pose questions about 
WebGLStudio 

2.1 What makes a 3D 
scene look realistic? 

2.6 Share your experi-
ments in WebGLStudio 

3.5 Pose questions about 
Three.js API and related utilities 

4.7 Share your insights 
about your realistic earth 
scene 

4.5 Share your final 3D 
earth scene  

5.3 Do you have concerns or 
questions about  
advanced 3D concepts?  

5.7 Your next steps in 3D 
graphics programming 

5.6 Can you create it? 
(Share solar system) 

 

3.2 Results and Observations  

Conversation flows were abundantly used in both runs, since every learner 

is familiar with this due to its presence at every educational step in the 

platform. Yet discussion steps get flooded easily with hundreds of com-

ments /answers and suggestions, so for an educator or another learner, it 

can be challenging and time consuming to follow lengthy threads or to 

filter out relevant comments making knowledge building possibilities lim-

ited (Scardamalia & Bereiter, 2006). But the platform provides social 

networking concepts such as likes, following as filtering mechanisms and 

it was visible that some learners were using such features in the conversa-
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tion flows. As the course content was very practical and programming 

oriented, some learners got lost and frustrated and they were seeking help 

from peers. Experts were offering help to novices by sharing their sugges-

tions/ideas and experiences to solve technical problems they faced. For 

example, when Grant posted a DOMException error, Ihor stated that it 

was a local server issue, Sheila suggested to include images and Fabien 

suggested to try with own webserver to avoid the exception. Also they 

shared knowledge through programming code samples (e.g., what went 

wrong when they were trying to integrate the additional library, “Three.js” 

or which exceptions should be considered when configuring the localhost 

server) in the discussion steps. For late joiners’ queries and comments, 

there were fewer interactions or support, maybe because by the time they 

join most learners had finished the course and left.  

 

In task-driven educator prompt-based study groups, learners posted 

created artefacts and some learners encouraged others by using social fea-

tures (likes, comments), positive critiques and suggestions. Study groups 

are consistent throughout the course and were mostly active upon receiv-

ing the educator’s prompts at the beginning of each week (Fig.1). From 16 

groups formed, 12 groups had 30 members joined whereas another two 

had 29 and 4 respectively. Just as in the overall MOOC, a decreasing 

trend of study group engagement was observed over the course lifetime. 

Fig. 1 also illustrates the participation patterns in each group (shaded areas 

represent amount of activity) over the 5 weeks with respective group IDs 

issued by the platform. The lengths of the shaded boxes are proportionate 

to the number of days that group members were actively participating 

(sharing artefacts or commenting). Apart from the three groups that 

showed no activity in the Study group, other groups showed some inter-

esting clusters of engagement patterns. Most common behaviour (5 out of 

12 active groups) was to engage in activities for three weeks from the day 

the group was formulated. 
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Fig.1. Educator prompts (left-side view) and Study groups behaviour            

(right-side view)  

 

PyramidApp was also presented as another social interaction space, via 

an external link embedded in three different ‘Article’ steps. It allowed 

learners to submit queries individually and then discuss and negotiate 

among themselves on more interesting queries for the attention of the ed-

ucators, leaving behind the ones already addressed or solved at earlier 

stages or during the discussion process. Fig. 2 shows how learners were 

curious and rate the questions. Those two questions were selected from 

the previous level (level 2) and participants in this level (top left hand 

corner in the screen) can rate then. In the discussion board, some had tried 

to answer these questions whereas others used it to discuss queries and 

state their opinions. In this way, the activity can be focused, narrowed 

down only to specific aspects targeted at specific situations that learners 

may require additional guidance related to the topic. As a different Pyram-

idApp activity, learner artefacts were shared in groups to rate and critique 

and it shows that participants appreciated these artefacts and provided 

suggestions for further improvements like suggesting different materials 

to be used. PyramidApp used an email notification system to notify learn-

ers when subsequent levels were ready, notifying them about the timer 

values of that level to keep them updated about the activity. Learners who 

submitted emails received timely notifications. One final notification was 

sent informing about the selected options and where the answers for win-

ning popular were available at the end of each pyramid.  
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Fig. 2. Sample PyramidApp scenario with selected options and discussions    

occurred 

 

4 Discussion on challenges faced 

It is an interesting viewpoint to understand design and implementation 

challenges related with three interaction spaces explored in the case study 

and other aforementioned collaboration spaces (Table 2). In the educator 

prompt-driven study groups, prompts are required to be carefully de-

signed, more structured and precise. A specific prompt such as, “Does 

your first 3D scene look “realistic”, “artistic” and “imaginative”? Share 

links to the work you created using WebGLStudio (or other similar tool), 

within your study group. Also appreciate others’ creations by liking or 

commenting on the aspects that you like about those 3D scenes”, would 

be more meaningful than just asking them to discuss. Course facilitators 

should constantly monitor groups and interfere if required by sending re-

minders as mid-week prompts. A better design of activities can be to allo-

cate specific tasks to be done within the study groups and share the result-

ing conclusions in a related discussion step where the whole cohort can 

access. Synchronous interaction mechanisms in a MOOC can be futile 

because not many learners are present at the same time in a platform. Yet, 

with task and time constraining, to a certain extent, PyramidApp tries to 

achieve a level of synchronicity, facilitating learners at similar paces to 

continue their learning experience enriched by social interactions. Activity 

monitoring is feasible using the PyramidApp monitoring view along with 

groups and levels information. Existing approaches like meet ups incorpo-

rate challenges such as a requirement for physical locations to enact col-

laborative activities, lack of novel pedagogical approaches and activity 

structuring to provoke further interactions. Activity monitoring is also 
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demanding in small open groups, since interactions are free to emerge and 

many such groups can exist, the educator needs more effort to monitor, 

and require additional support to structure interactions. Though techniques 

addressing the whole cohort such as forums, conversational flows or large 

social media groups are easily facilitated, it is difficult to monitor and 

challenging for knowledge building process (Scardamalia & Bereiter, 

2006) due to overwhelming amount of messages. On the contrary, weekly 

forums can be comparatively easier because of the weekly structure. 

Hence, a better strategy is to allow small groups to increasingly grow, 

joined based on certain criteria (e.g., being active or time allocated or task 

allocated) in a way that reduces the number of groups and with provision 

of technological facilitation for regrouping and activity monitoring to re-

duce educator’s workload. 

5 Conclusion 

Implementing scalable pedagogies and novel learning opportunities pro-

moting more learner collaborations in MOOCs is essential and necessary 

for those to become a disruptive innovation in education. Making MOOCs 

more social can lead to enjoyable learning experience and the proposed 

social learning space grid shows potential social interaction methods ap-

plicable with examples. The three interaction spaces (conversation flows, 

study groups and PyramidApp) tested in this case study reveal possible 

practical challenges such as enabling more structured activities, well-

thought out course design and more engaging tasks. Frequently study 

groups deviated from intended tasks to become help-seeking groups or 

spaces to get to know each other. Even the conversational flows were not 

populated equally and late comers were not receiving responses and help 

as early joiners. Though many learners accessed PyramidApp some were 

not really engaging in rating and discussing but it was coping with late-

comers successfully as new pyramids were created for the same task. 

Based on these lessons learnt, the activity design for the studied MOOC 

(e.g., prompts for study groups) has been revised for a third edition of the 

course. Moreover, future research directions include implementing (quasi-

)experimental or experimental designs to study the impact (learning, be-

haviours, facilitation and monitoring requirements) of different spaces for 

potentially effective scalable pedagogy considering the social learning 

spaces and options and combinations of social learning spaces expressed 

in the grid. The Social Learning Space Grid dimensions provide useful 

tips for learning technologists to implement social interaction spaces in 

MOOCs. Based on course requirements suitable social learning spaces can 
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be embedded providing richer interaction opportunities for MOOC learn-

ers. 
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Chapter 5  
 

PyramidApp: Scalable Method  
Enabling Collaboration in the  
Classroom 

 

 
The chapter explains the research work related to the cycle 3 of the thesis 

process and relevant contributions made with evaluation studies (see Fig-

ure 5.1). Mainly relating to the [RQ4] from section 1.3 in Chapter 1, this 

work reveals about the rationale for scalable and dynamic Pyramid in-

stantiation with the proposed algorithm mechanisms (flow creation, con-

trol and awareness rules). A detailed description about these algorithm 

mechanisms can be found in Appendix B. Initial iterations of Pyrami-

dApp evaluations provide an understanding on feasibility of the proposed 

approach and to find threshold values to design Pyramids preserving dy-

namism, allowing progression without freezing. Three experimental stud-

ies were carried out in three different educational settings to assess the 

two main challenges scalability and dynamism when applying CLFPs to 

large learner contexts. Results and analysis of such studies led us to fine-

tune the algorithm and design the authoring system of PyramidApp with 

proper design parameters. This work was published in EC-TEL 2016 as a 

short paper article. But in this chapter, we have given the full length arti-

cle version with more comprehensive details initially submitted for the 

peer-reviewing process. The publication details of the accepted short pa-

per version are as below:    

 
Manathunga, K., & Hernández-Leo, D. (2016). PyramidApp: Scalable 

Method Enabling Collaboration in the Classroom. In K. Verbert, M. 

Sharples, & T. Klobučar (Eds.), Adaptive and Adaptable Learning: 11
th 

European Conference on Technology Enhanced Learning, EC-TEL 2016 

(September) (pp. 422-427). Lyon, France: Springer (LNCS, volume 9891)  
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Figure 5.1: Part of the research process, contributions and evaluation studies         

covered by Chapter 5 
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Abstract. Computer Supported Collaborative Learning methods sup-

port fruitful social interactions using technological mediation and orches-

tration. However, studies indicate that most existing CSCL methods have 

not been applied to large classes, meaning that they may not scale well or 

that it is unclear to what extent or with which technological mechanisms 

scalability could be feasible. This paper introduces and evaluates Pyrami-

dApp, implementing a scalable pedagogical method refining Pyramid (aka 

Snowball) collaborative learning flow pattern. Refinements include rating 

and discussing to reach upon global consensus. Three different face-to-face 

classroom situations were used to evaluate different tasks of pyramid inter-

actions. Experiments led to conclude that pyramids can be meaningful with 

around 20 participants per pyramid of 3-4 levels, with several pyramids 

running in parallel depending on classroom total size. Elastic and adaptive 

creation of multiple pyramids, control timers and flow awareness infor-

mation facilitated scalability, dynamism and overall user satisfaction with 

the experience. 

Keywords:  Computer-Supported Collaborative Learning, Pyramid / 

Snowball Collaborative Learning Flow Pattern, Large Groups, Classroom 

1 Introduction 

Multiple findings from educational research highlight the importance of 

active learning [1]. In particular, sound collaborative learning methods 

foster rich social interactions between students leading to fruitful learning. 

Provision of technological means to support collaboration has enabled 

new or enhanced learning scenarios [2]. Technologies can mediate social 

interactions; facilitate orchestration regarding coordination requirements 

(e.g., group distribution); monitor interactions for regulation. Yet, despite 

the potential of technology, especially effective CSCL methods that fa-

vour equal and meaningful interactions between students -sometimes re-

ferred as macro-scripts [3, 4]-, have been mostly applied upon small 

groups of students [5].  

 

Recently, popularity and social impact of open educational settings 

such as Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs) have driven more re-
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search interest around scalable pedagogies [6,7] and urge to build up ped-

agogical methods based on active learning approaches [8], including those 

that foster social interactions [9]. Unstructured discussion through forums 

and social media helps [10], but its potential effectiveness is limited com-

pared to what can be achieved by more structured CSCL approaches [3] 

[11]. The need for active learning in large classroom settings has been 

acknowledged for over three decades [12]. However, actual teaching prac-

tice in large classrooms is still broadly based on lecturing with passive 

participation of students. Only few remarkable initiatives have offered 

technological solutions to facilitate active learning in large classroom [13, 

14, 15]. These solutions are focused on either supporting interactions be-

tween students and teachers through collective polls using student re-

sponse systems (clickers) [13], interactions of multiple students with a 

single display [14], or self-organized backstage interactions between stu-

dents while the teacher is lecturing [15]. However, there are no approach-

es that extrapolate sound macro-scripts methods that structure the collabo-

rative learning flow for effectiveness in terms of fostering individual ac-

countability, positive interdependence and meaningful interactions be-

tween students [3, 4].  

 

Direct application of collaborative learning methods that work well in 

small groups settings is showing to be challenging in both massive virtual 

learning contexts and large group synchronous classes. This could mean 

that methods proposed do not scale well or practical aspects of a large 

classroom hinder a sensible implementation of CSCL methods in this con-

text. Practical aspects include time and teachers’ load limitations if learn-

ing outcomes of all groups should be measured in a large classroom [16] 

or implications of flexibility issues with large and varying number of stu-

dents [17]. The research line addressed in this paper aims at exploring to 

what extent or with which technological mechanisms, scalability of rele-

vant collaborative learning methods could be feasible. In particular, the 

paper studies the Pyramid (a.k.a. Snowball) method, which intuitively 

suggest reasonable scalability potential [18]. Pyramid method has been 

recognized as a good practice in collaborative learning and formulated as 

a Collaborative Learning Flow Pattern (Pyramid CLFP) that can be par-

ticularized and applied again and again to multiple epistemic tasks and 

educational levels [4]. Other examples of such CLFPs are Jigsaw or 

Think-Pair-Share. The collaborative learning flow proposed by Pyramid is 

structured in a way that students start studying given task or problem indi-

vidually and proposing an initial solution. Then, individuals team up (usu-
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ally pairs) to compare and discuss their proposals and, finally, proposes a 

new shared solution. New larger groups are formed growingly (by itera-

tively joining previous groups) in order to generate new agreed proposals 

until a global consensus is achieved. A Pyramid scenario fosters individu-

al participation and accountability (all have the opportunity and need to 

express a contribution) and balanced positive interactions (opinions of all 

members count) in a collaborative knowledge-oriented negotiation pro-

cess. The specific research question that guides this research is, how can 

the Pyramid flow pattern be technologically-supported to serve as a scala-

ble method for collaboration in the classroom?  

 

To tackle the question, we have iteratively proposed, prototyped and 

evaluated refinements of the Pyramid CLFP following a design based 

research methodology [19]. The initial refinement proposes using peer 

rating as an integrated consensus reaching feature accompanying discus-

sion support. The refined method is implemented in the “PyramidApp” 

tool. Main challenges identified at initial iterations referred to scalability 

and dynamism. With scalability we mean the potential of the method to 

elastically accommodate an increase in the number of participants while 

maintaining pedagogical and practical effectiveness. As dynamism we 

mean the method’s ability to keep activity progression while preserving 

enthusiasm and usability. To achieve scalability and dynamism, iterative 

refinements of method and prototype incorporate flow creation, flow con-

trol and flow awareness mechanisms. A first evaluation of PyramidApp in 

three contexts offers insights about its scalability prospects and suitability 

of the proposed flow mechanisms.  

        

Remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 reveals 

about the PyramidApp, concepts and features with details of iterations. 

Section 3 explains diverse experimental settings and pyramid configura-

tions followed by an explanation on data gathering techniques used for 

evaluation. Section 4 provides analysis of obtained results in these exper-

imental settings compiled with a cross-case analysis and discussion. The 

paper concludes with a summary including further research directions.    

2 PyramidApp 

PyramidApp is a technological tool implementing a scalable method that 

benefits from computational mechanisms to apply Pyramid CLFP princi-

ples [18] for the enactment of collaborative learning activities with large 
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groups of students. The main ideas behind the method are implemented as 

follows. Using the tool, individuals propose their option (i.e. can be a 

question or an answer for a given task, seeking active comprehension [20] 

and the application creates small groups from them. These small groups 

share thoughts and concerns about suggested options to clarify and nego-

tiate before confirming ratings for the options of each member in the small 

group. Highly rated options are promoted to upper levels and groups grow 

larger (by joining previous smaller groups) following a pyramid/snowball 

structure. Rating and discussion propagate till the final level until the 

complete group of participants reach upon global consensus on the best 

options proposed. Everyone, including the educator, see the finally select-

ed options to which the educator comments. In large classes, educators do 

not have sufficient time to comment each individual’s option (questions or 

answers), but can attend for an agreed selection of options more feasibly. 

At the same time, all students have the chance to express and discuss their 

ideas and to critically reflect and assess peer’s contributions, with poten-

tial effects in their negotiation skills and knowledge building process.  

 

Adhering design-based research methodology [19], initial prototypical 

pyramid implementations were developed and evaluated using small 

groups (10-20) of students from first-year engineering undergraduate 

course. Intentions of these pre-experiment rounds were to identify poten-

tial scalability and dynamism issues and iterate options for mechanisms 

addressing them. After several iterative cycles of refinements and im-

provements of PyramidApp, Fig.1 demonstrates the current method struc-

ture with diverse parameters introduced to preserve dynamism while being 

scalable.  

 
Fig. 1. Schema of PyramidApp structure with parameters for flow creation rules, 

flow control rules and flow awareness mechanisms 
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Flow creation rules allow scalability by automatically adapting the 

pyramid structure based on the number of joining participants providing 

an elastic mechanism of multiple pyramid creation. Flow creation rules 

include defining number of pyramid levels and initial rating level group 

size, considering a desired size for a pyramid and, when it is exceeded, 

triggering the creation of another Pyramid flow running in parallel. If 

there is not enough participants to build a desired-size new pyramid, exist-

ing pyramids are increased in size up to a maximum (which is up to an 

almost double sized of what is desired). Flow control rules are proposed 

to benefit dynamism. These rules prevent potential blocking effects in 

flow progression if participants leave the pyramid activity (for whatever 

reason: unexpected situation, technological problem, etc.). The rules in-

clude a satisfaction percentage stating expected rating completions per 

group and timers affecting pyramid progression. Once the satisfaction 

percentage of expected ratings is reached within a group, the rating timer 

is activated waiting for potential additional ratings during a timeout that, 

when reached, automatically triggers the start of the next pyramid level. 

Similarly, during initial option submission, a timer is triggered once the 

satisfaction percentage is reached per group to accept any more potential 

option submissions before initiating rating. Parameters in rules are pre-

sented in Fig.1 with recommended values that are configurable by the 

educator if preferred. They were estimated in the aforementioned initial 

evaluations. For example, it was observed that when number of level in-

creases participants absolve enthusiasm, longer timing values lead to 

boredom, very high satisfaction percentages may froze pyramid branches 

or lead higher waiting time when progressing from one level to another.  

 

Moreover, flow awareness mechanisms are proposed to elevate learner 

engagement and usability. These mechanisms are in charge of providing 

participants with information about progression along the Pyramid flow 

regarding level, group members, timing notifications and selected options. 

Fig. 2 illustrates a sample user-interface at a rating stage from Pyrami-

dApp student view. Interface consists of group peers indicated on the top 

left corner, the current pyramid level and total available levels, instruc-

tions for rating and discussion space and options to rate with a minimalis-

tic learning curve for students. The timer notification is shown to students 

who had not finished discussions and rating, indicating available time 

before next pyramid level and this denotes that the satisfaction percentage 

has been reached (most group members have already submitted ratings) 

and a timer is activated.  
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PyramidApp has evolutionary life cycle adapted from design-based re-

search methodology resulting several iterations of the tool with divergent 

versions and evaluation cycles. The evaluations presented in this paper 

use the current version described in this section (we will call it version 2, 

V2) and a previous intermediate version (that we will call V1). Pyrami-

dApp V1 majorly differs from V2, with incorporation of discussion fea-

ture facilitating reasoning and negotiation. 

 

 
Fig. 2. PyramidApp student rating view with discussion window (Web tool de-

signed to be used in mobile phones, tablets or personal computers) 

3 Evaluation Methodology 

Evaluation methodology is planned to study if the proposed method and 

its technological implementation serve as a scalable method for collabora-

tion in the classroom. We will evaluate whether PyramidApp’s rules and 

mechanisms offer scalability potential (ability to accommodate an in-

crease in the number of participants) and preserve dynamism (ability to 

keep activity progression) while maintaining pedagogical and practical 

effectiveness and preserving enthusiasm and usability. The evaluation also 

seeks understanding about which configurations of the method (values for 

parameters in rules, use or not of discussion feature) achieve satisfactory 

scalability, dynamism and overall impact.  

 

Experiments are conducted in authentic settings, using actual students’ 

classrooms and their teachers being in charge of proposing the epistemic 
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tasks to work along Pyramid flows. This provides ecological validity but 

contextual factors may affect results. This limitation is considered in a 

cross-analysis of results between runs of Pyramid flows and contexts. This 

section explains the characteristics of experimental settings, applied pyr-

amid configuration parameters with values, and data gathering techniques 

used.    

  

3.1 Experimental settings 

 
Three different experimental settings were used. Within each experi-

mental setting that used PyramidApp V2, we conducted several activity 

rounds deliberately enabling and disabling chat feature to compare behav-

iours. Across all experimental settings, 80% satisfaction percentage was 

maintained. Before starting pyramid activities in every experimental set-

ting, researchers delivered an introduction to PyramidApp and the activity 

flow.   

 

Experimental setting 1: Higher education - 45 undergraduate students, 

from two courses, participated in the PyramidApp V1 experiments in 

which discussion feature was not available. 23 students were from 3
rd

 year 

course of Distributed Applications Development and their task was to 

look at a case (software code used in a problem of a previous-year exam) 

and propose a question that they think was asked during that year exam. 

22 students were from a 1
st
 year engineering introductory course in which 

students have to make oral presentations of small projects. Students acting 

as audience (two groups, one with 9 students and another one with 13) had 

to propose and agree on questions for presenters using PyramidApp. 

Mainly they used smart phones and few of them used laptops too.  

 
Experimental setting 2: Secondary school - The student sample consisted 

of three classrooms from secondary school students (11-12 years old) tak-

ing a course on Information and Communication Technologies. Class-

room 1 had 21 students; classroom 2 had 20 students and classroom 3 had 

only 10 students due to an unexpected reason (some students had to attend 

another school activity). They had already learnt about “Scratch” and 

“HTML” concepts and the teacher asked them to propose questions from 

these two topics in all three different groups of students. Students were 

using desktop computers in the school computer lab. Two collaborative 

activity rounds per classroom were enforced using PyramidApp V2 and 
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also the activity rounds varied based on enabling/disabling chat discus-

sions.      

 
Experimental setting 3: Vocational training - This sample had 43 stu-

dents (age >= 16) from a vocational training centre on agricultural mat-

ters. Teachers were interested in three Pyramid flows (rounds) requesting 

students to contribute with questions and suggestions regarding their 

overall training; questions about  future career opportunities;  questions 

about curriculum, exams or projects;  suggestions of outdoor activity or a 

sport preferred. In the first round of PyramidApp the discussion feature 

was not presented whereas in the other two rounds it was enabled. Latest 

PyramidApp version (V2) was used for the experiment and participants 

used smart phones.  

  

Table 1 shows the pyramid configuration parameters and respective 

values used across three experimental settings.  

Table 1. Pyramid configurations across three experimental settings 
Experimental setting Pyramid configurations Values Discussion  

Higher 

education  
setting 

Classroom of 3rd 

year  
students 

(N=23) 

(1 round) 

No of levels 

Students per group in second level 
Question submission timeout 

Rating timeout 

4 

2 
3 mins 

2 mins 

Not 

available 

Classroom of 1st 
year  

students, two 

groups (N=22) 
(8 rounds)  

No of levels 
Students per group in second level 

Question submission timeout 

Rating timeout 

3 or 4 
2 

2 mins 

1 min 

Not 
available  

Secondary 

school  
setting 

Classroom 1 

(N=21) 
(2 rounds) 

No of levels 

Students per group in second level 
Question submission timeout 

Rating timeout 

4 

2 
3 mins 

2 mins 

Enabled 

Classroom 2  

(N=20) 
(2 rounds) 

No of levels 

Students per group in second level 
Question submission timeout 

Rating timeout 

4 

2 
3 mins 

2 mins 

Disabled 

Classroom 3 
 (N=10) 

(2 rounds) 

No of levels 
Students per group in second level 

Question submission timeout 

Rating timeout 

3 
2 

3 mins 

2 mins 

Round1-  
enabled  

Round2-  

disabled 

Vocational 

training  

setting 

N=43 

(3 rounds)  

No of levels 

Students per group in second level 

No of pyramids 
Question submission timeout 

Rating timeout 

4 

3 

2 
3 mins 

2 mins 

Round1- 

disabled 

Round2-
enabled 

Round3-

eanbled 
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3.2 Data gathering techniques 

 
A mixed mode of data gathering instruments was used to achieve a com-

prehensive quantitative analysis enriched with qualitative data also. Es-

sentially, quantitative data was collected to test potential scalability and 

dynamism. Qualitative data was triangulated with quantitative results to 

understand if scalability and dynamism is achieved maintaining pedagogi-

cal and practical effectiveness while preserving reasonable enthusiasm 

and usability. Table 2 indicates various data collected for each setting. 

Log files include activity details such as flow creation values for respec-

tive group, pyramid groups formed, options submitted and other related 

data such as rating timings. Logs were used to calculate complete activity 

durations, average time taken to perform ratings (discussion ena-

bled/disabled) and to identify more time consuming stages in the Pyramid 

flow. All experiments were observed by at least one researcher during 

activity enactment and noted down participants’ reactions when interact-

ing with the tool and any emerging issue. Both students and teachers were 

asked about satisfaction, preferences and opinion about the experience and 

the tool. The level of details asked from students depended on the time 

available in each experimental context, using a more condensed approach 

in some cases (less but holistic questions, e.g., “did you find the interface 

easy to understand?”) and more detailed questions in others (including: 

preferences for rating peer's questions, chat feature, viewing discussions 

or finally selected options, pyramid progression and opinions about timer 

values). In the secondary school setting, it was also possible to have a 

collective discussion about the experience at the end of the experiment. 

Teachers were asked about quality of finally selected options and their 

opinion about overall activity experience.   

Table 2. Different data gathering mechanisms in three experimental settings 
Data gathering instruments Higher education Secondary school Vocational training 

Log files  ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Observations (no of researchers) ✓ (1) ✓ (1) ✓ (2) 

Questionnaire for students   ✓ (general/holistic 

questions) 

✓ (general/holistic  

questions plus a collec-

tive 

 discussion in class) 

✓ (detailed  

questions about tool 

features, experience 

and  outcomes) 
Questionnaire for teachers   ✓ ✓ ✓ 
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4 Results 

4.1 Higher education setting 

Main objectives of this experimental setting and PyramidApp V1 were 

mostly to recognize appropriate values for flow controls (timers and satis-

faction percentage), to understand usability of the proposed student inter-

face and potential utilization of mobile devices to enact pyramid activity 

in an intermediate iteration. Following the configuration mentioned in 

Table 1, 3
rd

 year students group consumed 22 minutes to complete the 

activity since there was a technical fault in the app once the pyramid was 

initiated. Though they consumed only 5 minutes to finish 2 levels of rat-

ing, the whole pyramid consumed more time than expected. More than 

90% of the group rated tool interface very user-friendly and one student 

had commented that it would be better if some communication mechanism 

is enabled to discuss with peers before rating while another two had men-

tioned that the application was simple, easy to use and it can be greatly 

beneficial. The educator stated that students seemed deeply engaged look-

ing at the code to which they should propose questions and finally select-

ed questions were relevant and comprehensive, yet better questions could 

be possible as some of those had been discarded in the process.  

 

Fig. 3 depicts various timing aspects consumed at each stage in the 

pyramid activity process by the 1
st
 year student groups (4 rounds of Pyra-

mid flows with each group). On average it took around 3-4 minutes to rate 

in 3 levels consuming 8-9 minutes in total to do a complete pyramid activ-

ity with 10-12 student groups without facilitating discussions. Pyramid 

flows were not frozen or interrupted thanks to flow control mechanisms 

(satisfaction percentage and timers, which expired 5 times in total) main-

taining dynamism and flow creation rules enabling a scalable addition of 

late-comers (there was one late login in one of the rounds) to the pyramid. 

According to the educator, activity expended bit more time than expected 

(especially in the round that took over 10 minutes), but functioned well 

under considerable limits of time. In contrast to other academic years 

(when only few volunteers posed questions) all students were actively 

thinking and proposing questions. Resulting questions were relevant, yet 

sometimes less comprehensively articulated when compared. At some 

rounds equally important and relevant questions had been eliminated dur-

ing the process. Some students stated that the activity was easy, fast and 

funny voting peer’s questions. Another had said, “I like the utility and 

anonymous condition provided to ask a question”.  
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Fig. 3.Time consumptions in pyramid stages in each round with undergraduate 

first year groups   

4.2 Secondary school setting 

The second experimental setting used PyramidApp V2 with discussion 

feature embedded apart from peer-rating. For all cases, students partici-

pated very enthusiastically, enjoyed seeing their peers and talking not only 

using the chat but also making some noisy environment inside the class-

room where teacher had to interfere to control the situation. In the pyra-

mid rounds in which discussion chat was enabled, an extensive usage of 

chat was observed, but mostly with “off-topic” conversations like greet-

ings (“hi”,“hello”) or meaningless words. Flow control mechanisms (tim-

ers and satisfaction percentage) allowed smooth Pyramid flows irrespec-

tive of multiple timer expirations observed during enactment maintaining 

dynamism. Flow creation rules adhered (see Table 1) were efficiently ap-

propriate accommodating late accessing students permitting scalability. 

Fig. 4 illustrates time consumptions for each pyramid round including 

variations and total number of participants for vital phases. A significant 

time difference between enabling or disabling chat within similarly fea-

tured samples (classroom 1 & 2) for the same number of pyramid levels is 

evident. Discussions had occupied students and had delayed rating phase 

affecting overall activity performance time in classroom 1. When the 

number of levels is reduced (3 pyramid levels in case of classroom 3, see 

Table 1), time spent is reduced and chat enabling or disabling does not 

contribute adversely in terms of complete activity duration. However, a 

shorter question submission time in classroom 3 and that there were less 

off-topic utterances in their discussions suggest that contextual aspects 

observed in classroom 1 (less relaxed atmosphere) could have an effect in 

dynamism.  
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Fig. 4.Time comparisons for pyramid steps among secondary school student 

classrooms 

 More than 95% had stated that the application is easily usable whereas 

none had mentioned it was very difficult. At the end of the experiment, 

the researcher posted some reflective questions for students like “Did you 

enjoy the activity?”, “What features they preferred” as collective discus-

sions and some answers were, “It’s good because you get specific answers 

by teacher”, “You can learn, at the same time voting other peer’s ques-

tions”, “You don’t know who posted which question, so rating is not bi-

ased”. In classroom 3, students were not happy for disabling discussion in 

the 2
nd

 round as they said that they prefer chat, so they can talk with peers 

what to rate. This contrasts with opinions in classroom 1, where few stu-

dents complained that others were not taking discussion in chat seriously. 

Though the chat was not presented for classroom 2, most of them had 

stated that the tool is exciting, funny and they enjoyed. One student had 

suggested including a responding button, so they can answer peer’s ques-

tions and share with the community. Teacher had mentioned that the se-

lected choices were appropriate since those show students’ inter-

ests/concerns and also connected to subject concepts. But he was not hap-

py of enabling chat after seeing kids’ behaviour in classroom 1 and pro-

posed to consider its usage depending on audience / classroom atmos-

phere. Nevertheless, he stated that he finds the tool useful as it allows him 

to discuss with the students more concrete and relevant questions rose by 

them.  

4.3 Vocational training setting 

PyramidApp V2 was used and flow creation rules were enabled to create 

multiple pyramids if desired size of pyramid exceeds using the formula 

given in Fig.1. Students were instructed to use smartphones to engage in 
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three pyramid rounds but faced few practical problems such as poor net-

work connections or slow (or no) data connection resulting some students 

dropping from activity with complaints regarding infrastructure. Pyrami-

dApp usability was 86.05% and 83.72% had enjoyed overall experience 

whereas 14% was neutral in their opinion. 34.88% confirmed that they 

were satisfied with finally selected options while similar amount was not 

sure about their opinion and the remaining 30.23% mentioned that they 

were very dissatisfied. Students’ questionnaire results related with tool 

features are presented in Fig.5. 

 
Fig. 5. Acceptance percentages of PyramidApp features 

Enabling chat was not highly appreciated, only 55.81% preferred while 

34.88% were neutral notably. The second highest voted (69.05%) feature 

is pyramid progression, moving from one level to another facilitating 

gaming effect to the activity. Fig. 6 shows time consumptions at diverse 

activity phases. Though round 2 and 3 had discussions enabled, no signif-

icant time difference was noted opposed to round 1. 

  
Fig. 6. Time comparisons across pyramid rounds at vocational training centre 

student groups 

When participants were asked whether they had adequate time to dis-

cuss and rate, 83.72% stated “yes” and only 13.95% said “not enough”. 

67.44% participants had agreed that the waiting time between pyramid 

levels was too long and 32.56% refuted it. This waiting time could be 
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attributed to the fact of having poor network connections too. Having four 

pyramid levels (three devoted to rating) may have also contributed to this 

perception. Few had suggested that it would be nice if they could partici-

pate in chat even after rating while waiting for the next level. Table 3 

shows structural elasticity of the tool ensuring scalability, as it is capable 

to create several Pyramid flows considering flow creation rules (desired 

size for pyramid) and actual (growing) number of participants managing 

late comers. 

Table 3. Pyramid activity summary of three rounds  

Structural aspects (2 pyramids created) Round 1 Round 2 Round 3 

Original pyramid sizes 20 & 16 20 & 16 20 & 16 
Final pyramid sizes 20 & 19 20 & 27 20 & 22 

 

Nevertheless of the higher percentage for activity satisfaction, students 

had indicated that they were not satisfied with every finally selected op-

tion from the collective classroom. The type of task proposed (quite open 

and not related to a particular subject / course) led to some students to not 

to take the activity seriously and proposed inappropriate options. Several 

suggested inclusion of a filtering option for teachers/students when inap-

propriate options are identified. Engagement in discussion rounds was 

limited. Educators recognized finally selected options were not as relevant 

as others proposed along the flow and were interested in having the com-

plete log of questions and suggestions by students. However, they appre-

ciated the potential of the method for subject-oriented scenarios in which 

students are more committed.  

4.4 Discussion cross-analysing results 

A cross-analysis of results between runs of Pyramid flows and experi-

mental settings offers first evidence regarding to what extent and in which 

configurations, PyramidApp provides a scalable method for collaboration 

in the classroom. The proposed refinement of the Pyramid pattern with 

individual contributions and gradual peer rating, following flow creation 

and control rules, accommodates well groups of up to 20 students in a 

single whole pyramid. The proposed method and its implementation offer 

an arguably interesting scalability prospect. Several pyramids can be cre-

ated to run parallely in larger classrooms (two pyramids in the vocational 

training setting) and late comers can be included. Each Pyramid flow re-

sults on one single outcome that can be commented by the educator in the 

collective classroom. A really large classroom of, for example 100 stu-

dents, will lead to five outcomes, which can be feasibly addressed (com-

mented, answered, assessed) by the teacher. Pyramids of 3 or 4 levels are 
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shown to maintain satisfactory engagement. Flow control rules (timers 

and satisfaction percentage) facilitated dynamism by preserving activity 

progression. Depending on the context, a pyramid activity can take be-

tween 5 to 16 minutes. The effect of using discussion feature in terms of 

time required is unclear and its convenient application depends on con-

text. Relevant learning scenarios (e.g., cases analysed in the higher educa-

tion setting) can be implemented without use of the discussion feature. 

Overall, as with any pedagogical method, pedagogical effectiveness also 

depended on context (e.g., classroom atmosphere) and proposed epistemic 

tasks (e.g., requiring or not active comprehension). Together with the 

achieved dynamism, flow awareness mechanisms contributed to preserve 

enthusiasm and usability. Viewing winning options, rating peers and lev-

elling up denoting pyramid progression offered a gaming effect that was 

perceived with satisfaction across all experimental settings. 

5 Conclusion 

Diverse educational contexts raise requirements for active pedagogical 

methods that can be applied with a large number of participants using 

reasonable time. Time and other practical limitations are important factors 

that hinder application of active methods, such as collaborative learning, 

with large groups of students. In the paper we have identified scalability 

and dynamism as the key requirements to be addressed by those methods 

and their technology-supported implementations. These requirements call 

for methods that are able to accommodate an increase in the number of 

participants and to keep up a flexible activity progression, while maintain-

ing pedagogical meaningfulness, learners’ engagement and practical fit-

ness. We have studied the use of a refined implementation of the Pyramid 

flow pattern. To address scalability and dynamism, the technological solu-

tion implemented is PyramidApp tool, which incorporates flow creation 

rules, flow control rules and flow awareness mechanisms. Results suggest 

suitability of the mechanisms behind the method and open new perspec-

tives that are worth further exploring with other epistemic tasks, contexts, 

larger classroom settings and other challenging settings such as massive 

online courses. 
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Chapter 6 
 

Authoring and Enactment of   
Mobile Pyramid-based                
Collaborative Learning Activities  

 
 
As illustrated in Figure 6.1, this chapter work is related to the second 

major iteration of cycle 3, following Design Based Research methodolo-

gy (Amiel & Reeves, 2008). With related to [RQ5] from section 1.3 in 

Chapter 1, this chapter expresses the main contributions and further eval-

uation studies. ILDE (Hernández-Leo et al., 2014) integrated Pyrami-

dApp is explained with more details about both enactment and authoring 

systems. Three algorithm mechanisms (flow creation rules, flow control 

rules and flow awareness rules) are explained in the chapter, but a de-

tailed description about these rules can be found in Appendix B. With the 

insights gained from the first iteration of cycle 3 (see previous chapter), 

PyramidApp was improved with many major changes. The improved 

version of PyramidApp enactment system was exhaustively evaluated 

across diverse settings using different epistemic tasks both in face-to-face 

classrooms and distance mode. Appendix C shows further information 

and analysis about these individual experiments. This chapter contains a 

cross-analysis of the experiments to answer how the perceived enjoyment 

of the activity across diverse educational levels, epistemic tasks and mode 

of the application. Moreover, few studies were carried out following the 

PyramidApp model without the application in classrooms and the results 

of these are provided in Appendix C. Finally, PyramidApp authoring 

system has been evaluated for its expectations and efficiency across 

hands-on workshops with practitioners from different educational set-

tings. Part of this analysis is reported within this chapter and more details 

can be found in Appendix C. This chapter has been prepared to be sub-

mitted for a JCR indexed, peer-reviewed journal which is still under re-

view process at the time of thesis submission.          
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Figure 6.1: Part of the research process, contributions and evaluation studies         

covered by Chapter 6 
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Authoring and Enactment of Mobile Pyramid-based  

Collaborative Learning Activities 

 

Kalpani Manathunga, Davinia Hernàndez-Leo 

 

Abstract  
Collaborative Learning Flow Patterns (CLFPs) formulate best practices for the 

orchestration of activity sequences and collaboration mechanisms (e.g., dynamic 

group formation, distribution of resources) that can elicit fruitful social interac-

tions. Mobile technology features offer opportunities to support interaction medi-

ation and content accessibility in educational scenarios. However, existing mobile 

collaborative learning research has mostly focused on simple activity orchestra-

tions from the perspective of collaborative flow orchestration and flexibility re-

quirements, predominantly in face-to-face pre-university educational contexts. 

This paper proposes a particularization of the Pyramid CLFP to support flexible 

face-to-face and distance mobile learning scenarios in which learners interact in 

increasingly larger groups along a sequence of activities (pyramid levels). Pyram-

idApp implements this Pyramid CLFP particularization that provides both a web-

based authoring tool and an enactment tool accessible through web or mobile 

devices. The authoring tool was evaluated in workshops where teachers appreci-

ated the design of the authoring tool and the applicability of PyramidApp to their 

educational contexts. PyramidApp flows were enacted in three higher educational 

settings, mostly using mobile devices. Learners enjoyed the activities but usage 

and satisfaction varied depending on several factors like the epistemic tasks giv-

en, the education level and application mode (face-to-face in-class or distance). 
 

Keywords 

Collaborative Learning, Pyramid, Mobile Learning, Authoring, Enactment 

 

Introduction 
 

Collaborative learning scenarios can be designed to trigger desired social 

interactions that can lead to learning benefits (Dillenbourg et al., 2009). 

As mobile devices become part of everyday life (Kukulska-Hulme & 

Sharples, 2009; Sharples & Pea, 2014), various research have shown pos-

sibilities of mobile technologies to impact learning (Lai & Wu, 2006; 

Sharples & Pea, 2014; Sharples & Roschelle, 2010; Zurita & Nussbaum, 

2004) and also to support learning activity design (Jaldemark & Lindberg, 

2014; Zurita & Nussbaum, 2007). Most mobile devices available are not 

designed specifically for learning, instead for personal information man-

agement or communication. How such devices can be utilized in collabo-

rative learning while supporting interaction mediation in formal educa-
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tional contexts is underexplored (Hsu & Ching, 2013; Kukulska-Hulme & 

Traxler, 2005). More specifically, authors study challenging collaborative 

orchestrations incorporating dynamic circumstances in a real learning 

scenario. A flexible collaborative learning approach is proposed and eval-

uated in this paper that supports authoring and implementing structured 

learning designs where learner interactions can either be mediated via 

mobiles or other desktop devices.      

 

Computer Supported Collaborative Learning (CSCL) promotes tech-

nology mediated peer interactions to result in fruitful learning experiences 

(Dillenbourg et al., 2009). A key purpose of CSCL environments is not 

only to mediate remote collaborations, but also to create conditions of 

collaborations and regulate or shape up group interactions (Dillenbourg et 

al., 2009). Mobile CSCL (mCSCL) is the notion of adding the mobility 

feature to collaborative learning with handheld devices (Zurita & 

Nussbaum, 2007). Mobile learning merges flexibly into contexts where 

teachers orchestrate learning activities, trigger and monitor activity pro-

gress while participants access content or enact upon mediation by mobile 

devices (Sharples & Pea, 2014). Many studies in the literature had ex-

ploited the feature of mobility for education successfully using mobile 

devices (Sharples & Roschelle, 2010). Yet, how collaborative applications 

can be extrapolated to suit distance, face-to-face or blended scenarios 

need to be studied further (Jaldemark & Lindberg, 2014). In the literature 

of mCSCL, many studies had experimented upon K-12 settings and there 

exists a need to study the impact of mobiles on collaborative learning in 

different levels of higher education where mobile technologies play sig-

nificant roles in students’ daily lives (Hsu & Ching, 2013; Lindell, 

Hrastinski, & Inga-Britt, 2015). 

 

Mobile devices can be utilized as means of coordination for negotia-

tion substituting or complementing face-to-face communication (Naismith 

et al., 2004). Different studies reveal approaches to intersect mobile learn-

ing and collaborative learning in formal education contexts. Handheld 

devices were used by young students to solve mathematical tasks in 

groups to achieve a common goal and collaborative scaffolding like sug-

gesting peers for groups and teacher facilitation was provided in a mobile 

application (Boticki, Looi, & Wong, 2011). In another study, wirelessly 

intercommunicated handhelds were used in maths and language learning 

addressing challenges in coordination, negotiation, organization of mate-

rials and lack of mobility that exist in a non-technology supported collab-
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orative environment (Zurita & Nussbaum, 2004). Students in a nursing 

school used PDAs as supporting tools to share concept maps in a Jigsaw 

collaborative learning activity and the study showed positive results in 

learner perception of using mobile handhelds (Lai & Wu, 2006). These 

studies exploit face-to-face mobile collaborations in particular activities 

that are parts of longer activity flows which are not fully supported by the 

mobile devices; hence those do not facilitate complex orchestrations. 

Challenge exists when dynamic modifications are required in a pre-

created collaborative activity design (Dillenbourg et al., 2009; Hernández-

Leo et al., 2006) due to unexpected situations like increase or decrease of 

activity participants or frequent disconnections of mobile devices. Hence, 

it is required to study how orchestration can be facilitated in a mCSCL 

environment where dynamic flow changes are expected.  

 

In CSCL, collaboration scripts are used to define and orchestrate ex-

pected collaborations in pedagogical scenarios by defining the activity 

sequence and assigning roles (Dillenbourg et al., 2009). Collaborative 

Learning Flow Patterns (CLFP) capture the essence of well-known col-

laboration scripts to produce effective interactions (Hernández-Leo et al., 

2006) by orchestrating diverse aspects such as group formation, role allo-

cation and rotation, resource distribution, etc. Some examples of CLFPs 

are Jigsaw, Pyramid, Think-Pair-Share. Pyramid method (a.k.a. Snowball) 

has been recognized as good practice in collaborative learning that can be 

particularized and applied iteratively to multiple epistemic tasks and edu-

cational levels (Davis, 2002; Hernández-Leo et al., 2006). This paper pre-

sents a prospective viewpoint of Pyramid flow pattern particularized for 

their application to learning scenarios supported by mobile devices. A 

Pyramid flow is initiated by students attending a given task individually 

and proposing solutions. Then these proposals are discussed in small 

groups and agreed upon a common proposal. Such small groups then form 

larger-groups iteratively and discussions in larger groups will continue till 

a consensus is reached upon at the global level. Pyramid flows foster indi-

vidual participation, accountability and balanced positive interdependence 

(Hernández-Leo et al., 2006). PyramidApp is a technological implementa-

tion of a particularization of the Pyramid CLFP in which learners propose 

solutions to a task, discuss and rate the solutions in increasingly larger 

groups. PyramidApp provides an authoring tool for teachers to design 

Pyramid flows and an enactment tool for students to participate. The Pyr-

amid model behind PyramidApp and a preliminary version of enactment 

tool was evaluated in (Manathunga & Hernández-Leo, 2016). Preliminary 
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results showed that important challenges identified in collaboration 

scripts, such as dynamism (flexibility to modify pre-created scripts while 

maintaining effectiveness) and scalability (ability to cope with growing 

numbers of students), are addressed successfully with PyramidApp. This 

paper presents the authoring tool of PyramidApp and a revised version of 

the enactment tool. The specific research question that guides this study is 

how feasible and usable it is to create flexible Pyramid flows using Py-

ramidApp authoring tool and how learners perceive such activities across 

different types of epistemic tasks, different educational levels in Higher 

Education  and in different application modes (face-to-face in-class or 

distance).      

 

In the next section of this paper, a detailed overview about the Pyrami-

dApp is provided starting from the authoring functionality along with the 

underlying algorithm. In the same section, PyramidApp activity enactment 

functionality is described. The third and fourth sections reveal about sev-

eral experiments conducted using three different populations and acquired 

results followed by discussions with an emphasis on the highlighted re-

search questions above. Finally the article is concluded with a summa-

rized discussion proceeded by future research directions along the line.        
  

PyramidApp – Authoring and Enactment 

 
The structured cumulative collaborative activities promoted by Pyramid 

Collaborative Flow Pattern inspired the model behind the conception of 

PyramidApp, which is a web-based scalable, dynamic collaborative learn-

ing application, integrated within the Integrated Learning Design Envi-

ronment (ILDE) (Hernández-Leo et al., 2013). Design of potentially effec-

tive collaborative learning activities should consider offering students 

opportunities for individual explanation, group argumentation/negotiation 

and mutual regulation (Dillenbourg et al., 2009; Hernández-Leo et al., 

2006; Zurita & Nussbaum, 2007). In PyramidApp these dimensions are 

addressed by orchestrating activities in which participants can express 

their individual solutions to a task followed by cumulative negotiations in 

increasingly larger groups (pyramid levels) to select the most appropriate 

solution. The orchestration is done automatically considering the peda-

gogical constraints of the CLFP and a set of mechanisms that achieve 

flexibility in terms of flow “dynamism” and “scalability”. PyramidApp 

has two components: the Pyramid flow authoring (i.e., design and moni-

toring component for teachers to create and observe on-going or previous-
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ly finished activities) and the Pyramid activity enactment for learners to 

engage with the activity. The application was designed and evaluated by 

following design-based research methodology (Amiel & Reeves, 2008). 

Initial findings of a preliminary iteration are briefly described in 

(Manathunga & Hernández-Leo, 2016).  

  

Pyramid flow authoring   

 

Pyramid activity flow creation interface is used to input activity details 

such as task, activity mode (either face-to-face or distance), enable or dis-

able chat feature and other important parameters affecting the pyramid 

algorithm to formulate pedagogically meaningful and flexible activity 

flow. The algorithm uses three types of rules and parameters;  

 Flow creation rules are used to configure the size of the pyramid 

and groupings in each pyramid level. Parameters used are number 

of pyramid levels (2..n), students per group at rating level 1, num-

ber of students per pyramid, maximum number of students per 

pyramid calculated as (students per pyramid *2) -1 

 Flow control rules are used to orchestrate flow progression along 

pyramid levels. Parameters used are time limit for option submis-

sion, time limit for rating and discussion, percentage of minimum 

active users before triggering timer notifications 

 Flow awareness rules are used to trigger signals of flow status. 

Parameters used are level progression, group peers, timer notifica-

tions, email notifications for distance mode, options submitted by 

the other groups in the waiting screen, finally selected most popu-

lar options   

 

These flow creation, control and awareness rules contribute to maintain 

“dynamism” and “scalability” in a tool-supported orchestration of the 

Pyramid CLFP. Scalability is the capability of elastically accommodating 

growing numbers of activity participants while maintaining pedagogical 

and practical effectiveness. Dynamism means the ability to keep activity 

progression while preserving enthusiasm and usability. Flow control rules 

are applied to achieve dynamism while flow creation affects scalability. 

Using the total class size and the amount of participants accessing the 

PyramidApp enactment tool as inputs, the algorithm is capable of creating 

multiple pyramids to accommodate the actual crowd. Therefore, number 

of students per pyramid and maximum number of students allowed to a 

pyramid are contributing to achieve scalability. Number of levels, two 
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time limits (initial option submission and rating time limit) and active user 

percentage help to maintain dynamism of the activity without freezing 

pyramid branches in case participants are not active for whatever reason 

(e.g., they need to leave, they are late to participate or their device batter-

ies are exhausted). Flow awareness rules are useful to elevate learner en-

gagement and usability of the application.   

   

Fig.1 depicts PyramidApp authoring tool view. In the activity design 

component an animated illustration of Pyramid flow is visible depicting 

how a pyramid progresses for novices to be familiarized. Level 1 is the 

individual option submission phase where activity participants attempt the 

given task individually. Level 2 onwards are the collaborative steps, 

where participants are grouped iteratively generating accumulated interac-

tions among groups to enrich the collaborative learning experience. In 

groups, they discuss/negotiate and rate option(s) to put forward a collec-

tive suggestion from the group to be levelled up. Therefore, each partici-

pant has the opportunity to participate (solving the task, rating and dis-

cussing) and to see multiple solutions to the tasks from their peers. Au-

thors have to specify required parameter values to design the desired pyr-

amid progression using the PyramidApp authoring user interface (Fig.1). 

Most of the parameter fields are presented with default set of values as 

configurations which the designers are free to modify based on their re-

quirements. Further description about each field is available as a tooltip 

(see “i” icon) to understand the purpose of the parameter field for the con-

figuration of the pyramid flow. “Advanced settings” button at the bottom 

of Fig.1 loads the timer values and an active user percentage in order to 

trigger timer notifications by the algorithm. Fig.2 illustrates aforemen-

tioned input parameters. Maximum time limits for option submission and 

rating can be specified from minutes or even days (e.g., in a distance or 

blended setting). Countdown timers are used by the algorithm (countdown 

timer at level 1 < time limit for level 1) to add more dynamism. After a 

minimum number of active participants finished the task, timer notifica-

tions are triggered alerting participants about the remaining time. If all 

finished the task before timer expires, activity will proceed to the next 

level quickly. PyramidApp activities can be monitored in real time during 

an enactment using “activity tab” of the ILDE interface. Teachers can 

monitor how many pyramids are formulated, which options are highly 

rated, which are the options in a particular pyramid, list of participants, 

their individual options, ratings and discussion lines.   
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Figure 1: PyramidApp design component (primary parameters and default  

values), accessible at https://ilde.upf.edu/pg/lds 

(new design -> authoring -> PyramidApp) 

 
Figure 2: PyramidApp design component (secondary parameters and 

default values) 

https://ilde.upf.edu/pg/lds
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Pyramid flow enactment  

 
PyramidApp authored designs are accessible via public URLs once the 

design is published in ILDE. PyramidApp activity enactment is available 

as a responsive web application or as a mobile application on Android 

platform. Fig. 3 depicts activity enactment (pyramid level 2) interface in a 

mobile device. After logging to the application by providing a username, 

an initial interface (pyramid level 1) shows the description of a given task 

and a space for individual response. In PyramidApp, individuals propose 

options or solutions to the given task (i.e. an answer to a question, a ques-

tion about a given topic, a created artefact sharable as a web link, etc.) in 

level 1 of the activity. The pyramid algorithm then creates small groups 

(group size is specified in the activity configuration) for level 2, where 

participants share thoughts and concerns about the options suggested in 

the previous level by each member of the group, clarify and negotiate on 

the most interesting option before confirming ratings. Also participants 

can see who are their peers in the group, level indication and timer notifi-

cations (when applicable) at the top of the screen (Fig. 3). Highly rated 

options are promoted to upper levels and smaller groups grow larger fol-

lowing a pyramid/snowball structure. Rating and discussion propagate till 

the final level as the complete group of participants reach upon a consen-

sus. At the end of the activity, finally selected options for each pyramid 

are displayed in the window (e.g., for further discussion in the classroom). 

Consider a class of 100 students (comparatively a large class) in which a 

teacher will not have sufficient time to address individual queries or an-

swers to a question/task. Instead, addressing only 5 queries selected (20 

students per pyramid * 5=100) is more feasible, while each individual still 

has the opportunity to express and discuss their contributions and com-

ments with their peers, and to get to know, critically reflect and assess 

peer’s contributions.  Besides, the teacher can monitor all contributions 

and decide to bring some of them to the discussion or revise them after the 

activity.  
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Figure 3: Enactment view of PyramidApp in mobile devices 

 (rating view and discussion space) 

 

Evaluation: Designer’s Experience 

 

Experimental settings: Teacher training workshops 

 

Four workshops were conducted with 40 teachers (from which the majori-

ty were high school and higher education practitioners). All workshops 

were structured similarly where an expert on Collaborative Learning (CL) 

initiated the workshop by giving an introduction to CL and flow patterns 

proceeded by types of CL activities with examples. Then workshop partic-

ipants engaged in a PyramidApp activity to experience the essence of how 

Pyramid structured activity enactment was possible. Then they were pre-

sented with the authoring tool and each participant had the opportunity of 

designing their own PyramidApp activities suitable to their expectation 

and curriculum requirements. At the end of the workshop, a survey was 

administered to these practitioners, in which section 1 contained Likert 

scale questions from 1 (I don’t like at all) to 5 (I like very much) and sec-

tion 2 was open ended questions about the activity design experience.  
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Results 

 

In all workshops, participants were very positive and enthusiastic about 

the application and some of them expressed their willingness to use it in 

their classrooms straightaway. Some suggested and requested different 

modifications in order to be able to apply it within their own teaching con-

texts. Mean values above 4.0 from the Likert scale indicate positive as-

pects in the authoring tool (e.g., showing default parameter values, pyra-

mid structure animation, view activity summary and pyramid design re-

quirements were met successfully). Over 78% accepted that default field 

values in the design window helped them to design easily (Fig. 4), yet all 

of them had changed more than one parameter value to suit their context. 

Many had overridden default values for basic pyramid settings such as 

number of levels or students per pyramid, but not many had changed ad-

vanced parameter values such as the active user percentage or timer val-

ues. Several mentioned comments like the application is very simple, 

cool, useful and effective. Two had suggested enabling blended mode 

pyramids where initial levels are done at home with different timer values 

and the final levels of the pyramid to be enacted at the classes with differ-

ent timer values. Several others had suggested integrating evaluation 

mechanisms and different analytics to the system, so that they can assess 

students based on activity performance. 87.5% had stated that pyramid 

flow authoring is very easy using PyramidApp authoring system.    

 

Evaluation: Learner’s Experience 
 

Experimental settings:  

 

PyramidApp experiments were conducted across three different education 

levels of engineering higher education studies, each using the Pyrami-

dApp several times / sessions with different types of collaborative tasks. 

The three diverse populations are: first-year undergraduate students (n = 

194) taking Introduction to Information and Communication Technologies 

subject, second year students (n=43) in the subject of Network Protocols 

and Masters’ students (n=46) (several engineering programs), taking the 

Research Methodology course. In almost all these experimental settings 

students were using mobile phones (see Table 1) for activity engagement 

since most of the interactions happened during their usual face-to-face 

theory lectures. Only one session was conducted in a laboratory environ-

ment where they were using desktop machines and in some other cases 

some students used their laptops to access the activity. When the applica-
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tion was administered in distance mode, students preferred desktop devic-

es than mobiles (Table 1). A feedback survey was administered at the end 

of experiments where they had to assess PyramidApp features and their 

learning experience based on a 1 (I don’t like at all) to 5 (I like very 

much) Likert scale and an open space to provide comments. The sessions 

were observed by one or more researchers. Hence results and discussion 

are enriched by triangulating both quantitative and qualitative data gath-

ered.    

 

 
Figure 4: How teachers assess PyramidApp authoring features  

(Likert scale from 1 to 5)  

 

            

Table 1: Device usage across populations during experiments 

Education level 

Face-to-face scenario Distance scenario 

Laptop or 

desktop 

computer 

Mobile 

devices 

Laptop or 

desktop  

computer 

Mobile 

devices 

First year (n=194) 15.3% 84.7% 72.5% 27.5% 

Second year (n=43) 27.7% 72.3% 77.8% 22.2% 

Masters’ class (n=46) 26.8% 73.2% Not applicable 
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Results: Learner behaviours and satisfaction by education level 

 

When a cross-analysis is conducted across these populations, to see dif-

ferent behaviours of using PyramidApp, it can be identified that all pre-

ferred gamification elements presented in the application such as rating 

peer options, pyramid progression (levelling up) and visualizing popular 

(highly rated) options. Furthermore, most of the samples had higher inter-

face comprehension rate indicating that the application was not difficult to 

understand and engage in the activity. Since several rounds of Pyrami-

dApp activities were administered (3-6 Pyramid flows in 2-3 sessions), 

participants were able to familiarise themselves with the application. With 

the Master’s class, very high appreciation of the activity was noted with 

higher values for activity enjoyment while learning. Some of them also 

stated that, “the selection and rating of the questions was self-explanatory 

and entertaining by itself”, “I think the pyramid system was more enjoya-

ble and useful as a whole”. Though the teacher did not explicitly make the 

activity participation mandatory, First year students participated highly in 

the distance mode of PyramidApp flow. As shown in Table 2, results indi-

cate that PyramidApp is easily understandable with a small learning curve 

to adapt and such collaborative learning leads to activity enjoyment and 

better learning opportunities.   

 

Table 2: Gamification elements and activity enjoyment across three populations 

Education 

level 

Measurement Rating 

peer 

contri-

butions 

Pyramid 

Progres-

sion  

View 

highly 

rated 

options 

Inter-

face 

compre-

hension 

Activity 

enjoy-

ment 

Masters 

class 

 

Mean value (Lik-

ert scale - 1 to 5) 
4.3 4 4.4 4 4.2 

Percentage of 

students prefer-

ring the feature  

86% 67% 89% 75% 80% 

Second 

year  

Mean value (Lik-

ert scale - 1 to 5) 
3.8 4 4.2 4.1 4.2 

Percentage of  

students prefer-

ring the feature  

61% 74% 76% 74% 82% 

First year  

 

Mean value (Lik-

ert scale - 1 to 5) 
3.6 3.4 3.8 4.3 3.7 

Percentage of  

students prefer-

ring the feature  

53% 47% 65% 83% 64% 
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Results: Learner behaviours and satisfaction by application mode (face-

to-face or distance) 

 

Most of the PyramidApp rounds were conducted in face-to-face scenarios 

and two sessions (one with the first-year group and the other with the sec-

ond-year group) were enacted using the distance mode of the application. 

In the distance mode, students were receiving email notifications notifying 

about the activity progress avoiding participants be online with the appli-

cation all the time. Comparatively in face-to-face sessions, the discussions 

were rich and ample as stated by observers and a mean value > 4.0 for 

discussions in groups, unlike the distance mode across all populations. In 

the classrooms, sometimes even if the students were not using chat feature 

of the application, they were still discussing with their neighbours. Com-

mon observations of two distance scenarios were that students missing the 

initial submission phase due to either late access to the activity or ignoring 

timing values instructed in the email notification. Irrespective of the activ-

ity being distance or face-to-face, students had rated waiting timer a low 

score showing that they do not like waiting too much till others progress 

along the pyramid (Fig. 5). To address this issue, PyramidApp was modi-

fied to show other groups’ options at the waiting screen providing them an 

opportunity to use the waiting time to reflect about the options submitted 

by their peers. 

 
Figure 5(a) 
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Figure 5(b) 

Figure 5: Likert scale distribution in case study analysis tasks (First year group), 

a) Face-to-face, b) Distance mode 

 

Results: Learner behaviours and satisfaction by type of epistemic task 

and activity duration  

 

In the Masters’ class, the activity was given a short time duration due to 

the time restrictions and the nature of the task (pyramid flows to propose 

and agree questions to peers after having presented a paper assignment). 

Results show students enjoyed the activities but had limited satisfaction 

with the timing values for this case, which also had an effect in their per-

ception of usefulness of the discussion feature (Table 3). Second year 

group spent a bit longer time duration and the teacher also observed that, 

“the activity consumed fair time”. The PyramidApp activity was config-

ured with 5 minutes for submission phase and 3 minutes for discussing 

and rating intentionally by the teacher because the task was very challeng-

ing. Students enjoyed the activity but did not come up with the correct 

solution at the end of the flow; yet this was expected by the teacher, who 

proposed a challenging problem to emerge reflection, rich pyramid dis-

cussions and a final plenary discussion in the classroom. 76% of the first-

year group agreed that they had sufficient time for discussion and rating 

and the activity durations were also very fair, but this differed sometimes 

based on the mode of the application (either being face-to-face or distance 

mode). In terms of the utilization of the discussion feature of the applica-
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tion, results indicate that the first-year group did not like it much, while 

the other two groups had appreciated it comparatively. But in the open 

ended opinion seeking task of the same first-year group had a mean of 3.7 

(68% satisfaction) for discussion feature.  

 

Table 3: Activity time and discussion comparison across three populations, three 

different tasks  
Educa-

tion 

level 

Type of the 

task 

Satisfied with 

finally select-

ed options 

(mean value 

of 1 to 5 

Likert scale 

value range) 

Discussion 

with peers 

(mean 

value of 1 

to 5 Likert 

scale value 

range) 

Sufficient 

time to 

discuss and 

rate (mean 

of 1 to 5 

Likert scale 

value range) 

Activity  

enjoy-

ment 

Total 

activity 

dura-

tion 

Masters’ 

class 

 

Question 

formulation 

after group 

presenta-

tions 

4 3.6 3.2 4.2 
5 – 6 

minutes 

Second 

year  

Problem 

solving 

activity 

3.4 3.9 4.1 4.2 
12 

minutes 

First 

year  

 

Case study 

analysis 
3.6 2.9 3.6 3.2 

2 -3 

days 

First 

year  

 

Open ended 

opinion 

seeking 

3.6 3.7 3.6 3.7 
10 

minutes 

 

Results: Activity enjoyment once novelty effect passes  

 

All three populations enacted PyramidApp activities on several days, in 

several rounds (3 to 6) in order to minimize the effect of introducing novel 

technology to the classroom. For first-year group, first round of Pyramid 

flows were conducted in their practical classes (from 26
th
 – 29

th
 Sept., 

2016) where students were using desktop computers and one observer was 

taking observations. With numerous cases, it was observed that students 

were not paying attention for notification on timer expirations and were 

unable to submit options or rating timely. Some groups used the chat fea-

ture extensively where as some did not. In some sessions educators were 

also participating in the pyramids and it was observed that students were 

enjoying discussing and negotiating seeing that the educator was also ac-

tive within the group. The second and third round of PyramidApp activi-

ties were conducted in October and November as shown in Table 4 Re-

sults indicate that a 23% improvement of application comprehension by 

the end of the third round and the opinion of neutral participants (from 
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Likert scale values) had been reduced from 34% to 12%. This indicates 

that any novelty effects that can exist by introducing PyramidApp to the 

classroom are surpassed when they are familiarised. Overall activity en-

joyment shows a slight improvement due to the reason of applying differ-

ent types of tasks in these rounds (second round was an open ended opin-

ion seeking activity whereas the third was a case study analysis).       

 

Table 4: First year experiments indicating learner familiarisation 

Experiment 

date(s) 

Ease of user interface 

comprehension 
Overall activity enjoyment 

Neutral Like Neutral Like 

5
th

 Oct, 2016 34% 
60%,  

mean = 3.7 
35% 

59%,  

mean = 3.5 

2
nd

 & 3
rd

 Nov, 

2016 
12% 

83%,  

mean = 4.3 
31% 

63%,  

mean = 3.7 

 

 

Conclusion and Future work 

 

In this paper, authors looked into potential mobile technology mediation 

in collaborative learning scenarios while providing flexible complex or-

chestration support in collaborative flow orchestration. A particularization 

Pyramid flow was adopted and implemented as PyramidApp incorporat-

ing flexibility aspects to cope with dynamic situations that occur in a real 

education context. PyramidApp authoring tool can be used by teachers for 

flow creation and monitoring. PyramidApp flow enactment tool is used by 

students to engage in pyramid activities. From several teacher training 

workshops conducted, it was observed that teachers valued flow creation 

and monitoring features positively and experienced that such collaborative 

activity authoring was feasible using the tool. Three populations from 

Higher education context were used as experimental settings to assess 

learner behaviours and satisfaction in PyramidApp activity enactment. 

Students enjoyed pyramid activities but the application utilization and 

user satisfaction varied depending on the education level, type of the task 

given or the mode of the application. 

 

Higher the education level, higher the perception of activity enjoyment 

while realizing the utilization of novel technological applications in the 

class. When first rounds of the PyramidApp were administered passing 

the novelty effects, students were comfortable using the application in 

their classrooms. Further investigations would be interesting in lines of 
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observing activity enjoyment and learner behaviour according to the type 

of devices used and to further study how to improve the usage of discus-

sion feature. One such improvement had already being implemented using 

scripted buttons with cues or sentence openers like “these aspects are not 

clear” or “I agree” or “I propose” to structure participants’ discussions and 

negotiations (Dillenbourg et al., 2009; Weinberger, 2003). Also, it is im-

portant to look into different usability aspects of the application such as 

improved notifications feature to grab more learner attention and to im-

plement ways to inject different types of tasks at different levels of Pyra-

mid. In the PyramidApp authoring tool, usability aspects such as visual 

appearance of the activity monitoring and input parameters are concerns 

for further improvements.     
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Appendix A: Analysis of the  
potential scalability of CLFPs 
 

This appendix complements to Chapter 5 and 6 relating to the pos-

sibilities of CLFP extensions to be applicable in large class con-

texts (especially in MOOCs considering its dynamic, unpredictable 

and diverse nature). Most commonly used patterns are being con-

sidered for their adaptability in such contexts, for scalability and 

other related perspectives. A collection of use cases are elaborated 

illustrating potential collaborative learning opportunities, design 

requirements and initial screen designs of such activities and ex-

pected functionality descriptions for novel CSCL orchestration 

services. Contents of the appendix are from a paper accepted to be 

presented at the 9
th

 International Conference on Education and 

New Learning Technologies (EDULEARN, 2017).       

 

A.1: CLFPs within MOOC context 
 
We have inspected how different collaborative learning strategies includ-

ing CLFPs could be adapted within MOOCs. Mostly face-to-face large 

classrooms have a static behaviour in nature whereas MOOCs are so di-

vergent and dynamic, thus we selected MOOCs to be the threshold of the 

analysis. Each strategy is studied further to inspect level of pedagogical 

appealing, how far is it scalable from both students’ as well as practi-

tioners’ perspectives and how this proposed technique is MOOC suitable. 

As “scalable” aspects, here we have considered the practicality and feasi-

bility of managing the learning scenario by practitioners and the ability for 

learners also to easily engage in the activity, irrespective of massive par-

ticipant amounts. Even currently existing collaboration strategies in 

MOOCs are considered to normalize the analysis and assess the applica-

bility. Descriptions of concerned CLFPs can be found at (Hernández-Leo 

et al., 2010).    

 

Peer-assessment (already existing in many MOOC platforms) 

a. MOOC learners those who are willing to participate will take up 

these assessments (e.g., Open response assessments in edX, peer-

reviewed assignments in Coursera, peer review in FutureLearn) 

b. The MOOC platform will guide and help participants to receive 

peer-assessments and feedback when the assignments are submit-

ted. Practitioners are required to design assessment rubrics provid-
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ing criteria and options. Depending on the level of platform im-

plementation, settings like number of responses per student to 

grade and number of peer assessments per response (minimum 

number of students that must grade each response) etc. are modi-

fiable once designed. The strategy adhered is over dimensioning 

to ensure that all responses get required amount of peer responses.    

c. The mechanism is pedagogically interesting since every partici-

pant in the assessment will receive opportunities to evaluate other 

peers and provide feedback. MOOC platforms encourage giving 

useful constructive positive feedback and suggestions to improve 

promoting peer learning with guidance.  

d. Scalable in terms of easy managing for practitioners since they do 

not have to evaluate massive numbers of assignments submitted. 

Based on the number of participants and the criteria specified by 

practitioners, the resources (assessments) will be automatically al-

located by the platform. 

e. MOOC suitable as participants only willing to take peer assess-

ment task are considered. Furthermore, peer-assessment is “over 

dimensioning” and used as a part of grading (penalty) or a condi-

tion to be graded. Since learners who do not participate are not 

considered, minimal effect for a participant to not to receive feed-

back.   

f. Further, the massive amount of assessments are handled and as-

signed automatically when designing the activity and top scoring 

responses can be made visible globally with feedback (edX) or re-

sponses and feedback could be shared with all participants as ei-

ther forum posts or using a different public URL (Coursera) or a 

new discussion can be emerged among the reviewer and the au-

thor once feedback is submitted (FutureLearn). Likewise the peer-

assessment has been implemented in a quite flexible and pedagog-

ically meaningful manner in MOOCs. 

   

Pyramid-based activity enactment within MOOCs 

a. MOOC participants willing to participate in this activity will ac-

cess.  

b. A possible instantiation of a Pyramid flow following a “discussion 

bus” approach (Ferguson & Sharples, 2014), where participants 

individually propose a solution which then will be shared with 

peer solutions in small groups. They would discuss in the local fo-

rum and agree on a common solution to be posted to the next level 
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of the collaboration by voting according to their preference. Itera-

tively, they are required to discuss and vote in much larger groups 

next. Likewise, groups will grow larger; thus the collaborations 

too till only few set of final solutions will be remaining. Solu-

tion(s) having highest votes are posted in the global forum to be 

seen by all participants (or even a highest reviewed response is 

valid) and to be addressed by the MOOC facilitators.       

c. Pedagogical: Everybody has the equal opportunity to express and 

discuss their ideas (individual accountability), social interactions, 

negotiation, accumulated consensus and mutual agreement with 

reasoning (positive interdependence).  

d. Scalable approaches :  

■ From practitioners’ perspective, it is scalable since there 

will be only few final answers/solutions chosen for the global 

forum, irrespective of the massive number of participants. 

■ As for the learners too, this mechanism would filter out 

thousands of responses into few most relevant and pedagogically 

valid replies as a collaborative knowledge building effort 

(Scardamalia & Bereiter, 2006; Weinberger & Fischer, 2006) 

where everyone has equal opportunity to  participate and raise 

their voices. 

e. MOOC-suitable: Only the participants interested in the pyramid 

activity will participate and other MOOC participants are not be-

ing considered. Pyramids are formulated on demand without vio-

lating pedagogical interests and conditions like having a minimum 

number to initiate and interact.   

f. Pairing and grouping can be more interesting and meaningful by 

applying soft constraints (Dillenbourg & Tchounikine, 2007; 

Manathunga & Hernández-Leo, 2016a) into the context. For ex-

ample, when finding pairs or suitable peers elements such as pre-

vious experience or their expertise or friendship (obtained from a 

social network) can be used. Grouping can be homogenous to 

promote knowledge sharing or heterogeneous to promote richer 

interactions with conflict resolutions.  

 

Jigsaw activity suggestion for MOOCs 

a. Jigsaw activity can be enacted when a task can be divided into sub 

problems. Those who like to participate will only be considered as 

activity participants.   
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b. Orchestration services will guide learners to get into Jigsaw and 

Expert groups in respective stages of the activity. Experts will be 

assigned different subtasks of a global problem (e.g., solving one 

aspect of a question or studying one dimension of an essay type 

project) with separately allocated collaboration tools like forums 

dedicated only for these small group discussions. In the Jigsaw 

stage, these experts will share their ideas/knowledge in their 

common forum of the Jigsaw group as peer tutoring and building 

awareness. These Jigsaw discussions can be made visible global-

ly, so that all participants can view and comment.    

c. Pedagogical: Every participant has the capability to actively par-

ticipate in knowledge sharing and co-construction. 

d. Scalable : 

■ From educator’s perspective this idea is not a scalable ap-

proach since educators still have to deal with large numbers of 

Jigsaw groups. Also this situation depends on the role of the 

teacher played within the Jigsaw activity (e.g., individual vs 

group feedback or activity monitoring only)       

■ From student’s perspective, this can be seen as scalable 

when local small peer groups are considered. But not with global 

level Jigsaw discussions.  

e. MOOC-suitable: Participants can join the activity only if they are 

willing to proceed. Further, the pedagogical constraints of the pat-

tern definition will be preserved as group computation will be 

done dynamically. 

f. The approach can be made more interesting using different con-

straints to derive more meaningful groupings like “selecting ex-

perts based on their expertise derived from learner profiles” or 

“Jigsaw belonging to same regions/countries” or “Jigsaw groups 

preferring to work outside MOOC platform, even using social 

networks such as FB”. Services can also help students to locate 

their peers easily by suggesting list of peers belonging to their lo-

cation (or this can be based on social network public details) fol-

lowing the same MOOC and doing the current activity.  

 

Thinking Aloud Pair Problem Solving implementation model for a 

MOOC 

a. MOOC participants willing to participate in the TAPPS activity 

would be paired using the orchestration service. Participants are 
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paired as “listeners” and “solvers” by the TAPPS implementation 

service to solve specific tasks.  

b. The service will guide them to continue solving the problems 

while listener continues commenting for solver’s solutions and the 

roles are interchanged alternatively. Another way of implementing 

TAPPS is by having groups of “solvers” and “listeners” interact-

ing in groups rather than individuals. These interactions could be 

either synchronous or asynchronous in which comprehensive 

technological support has to be provided through the platform to 

maintain synchronicity (eg: online chat rooms or video conferenc-

ing, etc.)      

c. Pedagogical: Participants willing to take the task will take part in 

the assigned role to express their views and to debate and discuss. 

If groups of “solvers” and “listeners” are implemented, individual 

accountability on the discussions are not ensured, thus the actual 

pedagogical value gained will be doubtful from individual’s per-

spective. 

d. Scalable: 

■ From teacher’s perspective, this approach is not scalable 

since there will be massive numbers of pair discussions to han-

dle or to monitor and provide feedback (if they’re supposed to 

do so).  

■ For the students, this is scalable considering their two 

roles only, but this is only possible without teacher monitoring 

or providing feedback for the discussion/activity flow as it is 

impractical.  

e. MOOC suitable: The implementation is challenging since the 

pattern definition states that the solver reads aloud and talks about 

the solution for the listener to follow and comment. In order to 

maintain a synchronous communication, comprehensive task sup-

ported environment with video conferencing or voice and chat 

features are needed (e.g., Tandem (Fondo Garcia, 2016) enables 

synchronous communication in MOOCs). On contrary, typical 

discussion boards could also be used if only asynchronous com-

munication is valued. 

f. Pairing could be more interesting by conditioning. For example, 

when finding pairs, friendship (obtained from a social network) or 

the location (since they can even meet up if they prefer) can be 

considered.   
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Think-Pair-Share application to a MOOC context 

a. Orchestration services will pair the students after giving them 

enough time to attempt a task individually. As the next stage of 

the pattern, pairs will post in a global discussion forum to which 

other peers would vote or comment. 

b. Pedagogical: This would be interesting as every participant indi-

vidually attend a task which will gradually be brought into global 

forum, giving an opportunity to learn from others and critically 

evaluate peers. 

c. Scalable: 

■ From teacher’s perspective, this approach is not clearly 

scalable. It will result in massive number of postings by many 

pairs that the teacher has to monitor and provide feedback. 

■ From student’s perspective too, it is not scalable to follow 

massive amount of discussion posts. 

d. MOOC suitable: Yes, because only those who are willing to par-

ticipate will be considered while preserving the pedagogical con-

straints of the pattern. 

e. Pairing could be made more interesting and meaningful using 

constraints like friendship (in social networks) or learner profile 

factors like location or their expertise, etc. 

f. Also, can achieve scalability in both aspects if the pattern is com-

plemented with a concept like pyramid-agreeing or pyramid-

voting.  

 

After scrutinizing above presented detailed descriptions, following obser-

vations are derived:  

1. The Pyramid CLFP can be identified as more appropriate in the 

context of a MOOC that shows more potential scalability from 

both practitioners and MOOC participants’ perspectives. 

2. The most applicable type of activity is open discussions where 

learners connect with others to generate knowledge. A possible 

collaborative mechanism is reaching upon consensus with accu-

mulated interactions by voting and reviewing content. The sug-

gestions are inspired by concepts like integration oriented consen-

sus building (Weinberger & Fischer, 2006) where learners estab-

lish shared conceptions of a subject matter and use discourse for 
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collaborative problem solving (Scardamalia & Bereiter, 2006) by 

seeking common understanding rather than mere agreement.   

3. There is a possibility of implementing diverse types of CLFPs 

within MOOCs considering that these would complement with 

another (e.g., Pyramid) in order to make the CSCL activity well-

applicable.  

 

A.2: Use cases for potential CLFP orchestration  

services  
  
This section expresses different use case scenarios derived from the above 

analysis and illustrates educator-learner interactions, sample user-

interfaces with explanations and the rationalization. Each use case de-

scribes what practitioners will do during the design stage using the orches-

tration service and how students can engage.  

  

 Pyramid CLFP– Case 01 

 Design a pyramid collaborative learning flow activity in which 

students rate peer responses. Practitioners become active partic-

ipants only at the activity design stage and in the final stage of the 

pyramid (Figure A.1). This activity can be considered as quick 

consensus collaborative knowledge construction (Weinberger & 

Fischer, 2006) with everyone’s engagement. 

a. Want to set or adjust the levels of pyramid 

b. Want to define activities for each level (e.g., Rating peer 

responses and responding to given question/s) 

c. Define grouping criteria  

d. Edit the learning flow  

 Engage in the pyramid activity - students willing to participate are 

the actors (Figure A.2). 

a. Take / sign up for the pyramid activity 

b. Start the activity  

c. Rate the peer response (local and global levels)  

d. Access respective collaboration tools provided (e.g.,: re-

sponse thread / forum, social network, etc..) 
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Figure A.1: Pyramid case 01 interface designs for educators 

 

 
Figure A.2: Pyramid case 01 interfaces for students view 
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 Pyramid CLFP – Case 02 

 Design a pyramid collaborative learning flow activity promoting 

conversational theory and negotiation with positive interac-

tions to achieve a global consensus and select the most valid 

question to be presented (Figure A.3). This follows integration-

oriented consensus building (Weinberger & Fischer, 2006) and 

create knowledge collaboratively.  

a. Teachers set the levels of pyramid 

b. Activity type: Define the question themes for each unit to 

be enacted as pyramid activities (this type of activity can 

be repeated with every topic)  

c. Define soft constraint criteria for pairing or group for-

mation 

d. Edit the learning flow  

 Engage in the pyramid activity - students willing to participate are 

the actors (Figure A.4). 

a. Sign up for the pyramid activity 

b. Start the activity  

c. Access discussion forum and negotiate the question to be 

posted 

 
Figure A.3: Pyramid case 02 interface design for educators 
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Figure A.4: Pyramid case 02 interface designs for students  

 

 Pyramid – Case 03 

 Design a pyramid collaborative learning flow enabling progres-

sive knowledge construction via stating their willingness or con-

flict regarding peer’s perspectives while providing individual ar-

gument (Figure A.5). This methodology of knowledge construc-

tion is conflict - oriented consensus building (Weinberger & 

Fischer, 2006) in collaborative learning which could be enacted as 

a weekly basis on-going activity.   

a. Teachers set the levels of pyramid 

b. Define activities in each level 

c. Define soft constraint criteria for pairing or group for-

mation 

d. Edit the learning flow  

 Engage in the pyramid activity - students willing to participate are 

the actors. 

a. Take/Sign up for the pyramid activity 

b. Start the activity  

c. State willingness or the conflict for the comments and 

provide the rationale (individual perspective) 

d. Access the forums 
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Figure A.5: Pyramid case 03 interface designs for students  

 Jigsaw CLFP – Use case 

The approach would be applicable and scalable only if the practition-

ers’ involvement is less or filtered only for the higher levels, the activi-

ty can be sub divided and that the pattern is complemented with a pyr-

amid structure to avoid lengthy forums discussions. Jigsaw promotes 

individual accountability (Hernández-Leo, 2007), hence the initial lev-

els of Jigsaw will allow students to engage more fruitfully at individual 

levels contributing towards the final goal while sharing conceptions 

and learning from the massive community.   

 Design a Jigsaw activity to collaboratively create knowledge with 

peers by exchanging their specific knowledge obtained as experts 

to educate others (Figure A.6).  

a. Teachers create the Jigsaw activity 
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b. Create the sub tasks for expert groups (discussion orient-

ed tasks on sub topics or any task that could be sub divid-

ed or even project tasks and idea generation activities)    

c. Set soft constraint conditions if required 

d. Edit the learning flow when required 

 Engage in the Jigsaw activity - students willing to participate 

would access the activity (Figure A.7). 

a. Students register with the activity 

b. Access individual Expert and Jigsaw groups  

c. Discuss captured knowledge in forums or other collabora-

tive learning tools 

d. Access global forum to view responses and comment 

 
Figure A.6: Educator interface for a Jigsaw activity design 

 

 
Figure A.7: Student interfaces for Jigsaw use case 
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 TAPPS CLFP- Use case 

To overcome the limitations of this proposed use case and to introduce 

diverse types of activities using TAPPS, a comprehensive technologi-

cal environment should be presented as highlighted under section A.1 

in order to maintain “aloud” feature in the pattern precisely (e.g., pro-

vide synchronous communications mechanisms, etc.). If the activity is 

implemented as asynchronous, following suggestion will be suitable. 

Further, to make the pattern scalable from practitioners’ point of view, 

it can be complemented with a pyramid or the educator becomes a 

mere observer during the activity enactment. 

 Design a series of questions as the task with interchanging prob-

lem solver/ listener roles enabling knowledge construction 

through conversing among themselves.  

a. Teachers create the TAPPS activity. 

b. Create the task / question list related to the topic to guide 

the process 

c. Set soft constraint conditions if required 

d. Edit the learning flow when required. 

 Engage in the TAPPS activity - students willing to participate will 

be actors (Figure A.8). 

a. Students register with the activity 

b. Identify partners and distribute roles 

c. Access required collaboration tools for the activity (e.g., 

video conferencing or chat tool like hangout or the forum)  

 

 
Figure A.8: Interface design for students in a TAPPS activity 
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Appendix B: PyramidApp Design 
and Algorithm mechanisms  
 

This appendix complements to Chapter 5 and 6 relating to the core 

of the main research question of the dissertation i.e., Pyramid pat-

tern instantiation algorithm and the mechanisms addressing scala-

bility and dynamism. Flow creation, flow control and flow aware-

ness rules are discussed in detail. Then the section discloses further 

details about Pyramid authoring system which implements afore-

mentioned mechanisms.  

 

B.1: Algorithm mechanisms 
 
Chapter 5 and 6 provide some explanations about the proposed Pyramid 

instantiation algorithm and the mechanisms. This section further describes 

about these aspects. When designing CLFP scripts for large uncertain 

learning environments, there are two main challenges identified in this 

dissertation as scalability and dynamism. In order to address these two 

aspects, we have incorporated three mechanisms (flow creation, control 

and awareness rules) along with Pyramid flow creation algorithm.     

 

 Flow creation rules are used for Pyramid building. These rules are 

responsible for maintaining scalability by elastically accommodating 

students to Pyramids and by creating multiple Pyramids on-demand 

(Figure B.1). Once a Pyramid is configured, it can grow till a maxi-

mum number calculated as {(minimum students per Pyramid *2) -1}. 

Initially, Pyramids are formulated using the minimum students per 

Pyramid and filled till the maximum amount. Apart from this param-

eter, there are other values like total size of the class, number of lev-

els, number of students per group that contribute for the Pyramid 

formulation. In the learning design, when a practitioner has allowed 

multiple Pyramid creation, automatically the system replicates the 

design specified with one Pyramid to generate several Pyramids.      
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Figure B.1: Flow creation rules showing elastic Pyramid creation  

 

 Flow control rules are used for the Pyramid progression. These rules 

maintain the dynamism of the flow. We introduced two timers for op-

tion submission and rating levels (Figure B.2) to avoid the issue of 

different submission times and drop outs affecting to freeze the Pyr-

amid progression. These timers are the maximum allowed time given 

to complete that particular stage. In order to maintain more dynamic 

behaviour upon completion of Pyramid stages, we use a satisfaction 

percentage (minimum amount of active users completing particular 

task). Upon reaching the satisfaction percentage, a countdown timer 
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(countdown timer < maximum allowed time per stage) will be acti-

vated until the maximum time allocated per stage. If all learners 

complete the task before timer expiration, the group is promoted to 

the next level.  

 
Initial 
stage 

Option submission stage Rating stage (1..N) Final stage 

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

Figure B.2: Process diagram showing dynamic behaviour of the Pyramid flow 

 

 Flow awareness rules are used for visualization purposes. These trig-

ger information related to different status during the activity such as 

Pyramid levels, peers in the group, timer notifications and email noti-

fications for distance mode. Also when Pyramid finishes, most popu-

lar options are visible too.   

 

B.2: PyramidApp activity authoring  
 
Complementing to Pyramid flow authoring as explained in Chapter 6 in 

the dissertation, this section provides further information. Pyramid CLFP 

with scalability support, we propose an instantiation inspired by the pat-

tern, but using discourse for collaborative knowledge building and rating 
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for the consensus reaching mechanism (Scardamalia & Bereiter, 2006; 

Weinberger, 2003). Figure B.3 illustrates the activity authoring process 

with multiple Pyramids to accommodate growing numbers of learners in a 

large learning environment and timers to maintain dynamism. As a result 

of the accumulating collaborations structured by such Pyramid flows, one 

or more options (e.g., a solution, a question, a link or an opinion) will 

result as the most acknowledged option(s) selected from the mass. This 

final number of options is a small quantity even if the initial class size is 

comparatively large, making it easier for the practitioner to attend.  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure B.3: Pyramid flow authoring process 

 

In order to support practitioners in the flow authoring, some initiative 

have been introduced to the flow authoring interface. At the initial page 

load, an animated Pyramid progression is provided to make aware of the 

Pyramid process. Some fields are automatically populated with default 

values (e.g., minimum students per Pyramid, timer values, satisfaction 

percentage) and further more each filed is attached with an information 

bubble providing hints on particular field. Default values for the fields 

were extracted by initial pilot studies as mentioned in Chapter 5. Addi-

tionally, when a practitioner provides the minimum Pyramid size, possible 

values for Pyramid levels and group sizes are automatically populated 

based on the Pyramid size.      
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Appendix C: PyramidApp  
Evaluation Studies  
 

Complementing to the Chapters 4 and 6, a detailed report of the 

evaluation studies is provided in this appendix, starting with the 

characteristics of the experimental settings, the nature of the study 

and data gathered. Evaluation studies conducted during the second 

main iteration of the thesis cycle 3 (see Figure 1.3 in Chapter 1) 

are analysed further by triangulating with survey data. Each case is 

explained along with the analysis. The MOOC rounds analysis is 

also given in this section. General templates of questionnaires ad-

ministered to both practitioners and students are illustrated for fur-

ther reference at the end of the appendix.  

 

C.1: Experimental settings  
 
Diverse educational settings were used during different evaluation stages 

of PyramidApp iterations, following DBR methodology. Several under-

graduate levels from UPF Engineering school (e.g., first year, second year 

and third year), graduate students from several ICT Master programs, stu-

dents from a vocational training centre, one secondary school context, 

MOOC experiment settings and details of different workshops too. Table 

C.1 shows further information of these experimental settings such as the 

study environment (experiment date, subject, sample size and education 

level), the epistemic task given, the mode of PyramidApp (whether it’s 

being used or not, if used, then in face-to-face class or distance mode), 

types of data gathered in the study and significant observations, if there 

are any. These experimental details of the evaluation studies are required 

to understand the overall diverse behaviours and perceptions of partici-

pants (both practitioners and students) and also individual PyramidApp 

observations as explained in section C.2. Yet, secondary school and voca-

tional training cases are already analysed and presented in Chapter 5. 

Workshop analysis is also included in Chapter 6 along with a cross-case 

analysis of undergraduate and masters level cases. Furthermore, cases 

without PyramidApp emulated the Pyramid model where the teacher was 

socially communicating the behaviour and further details can be found in 

section C.3. 
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Table C.1: Diverse experimental scenarios considered in PyramidApp evaluation studies in thesis cycle 3 and 4 

Module Educa-

tional 

setting  

and date 

PyramidApp 

(with / without) 

F2F Or  

Distance 

Student task Type of the 

task 

Sample 

size 

Resources in hand  Observations and comments 

Research 

Methods 

Masters’ 

level 

(28th Oct, 

2016) 

Without tool 

 

F2F 

After completing a survey about 

individual research questions (aim-

ing the master's thesis or not), get 

into groups (small and then larger) 

to discuss three questions given.  

Questions 

answering 

reflecting a 

previous 

assignment 

39  Observations by a 

researcher 

 

Questionnaires from 

39 students 

Ample of interactions and discus-

sions within groups 

 

Leader dominance in groups 

Research 

Methods 

Masters’ 

level 

(25th Nov & 

2nd Dec, 

2016) 

 

Each  

session 

2.5hours  

With tool 

 

F2F 

 

use of  

PyramidApp  

intertwined 

Students wrote a paper and pre-

sented it in groups of 3 to 4  

students. 

Several pyramid rounds - When 

one or several groups finished 

presentations, PyramidApp was 

used to pose questions for the 

presenting team(s) 

Around 5 or 6 rounds of pyramids 

Question 

formulation 

after group 

presentations 

46 5 ILDE designs with 

activity information 

 

Questionnaires from 

46 students 

 

Observations by a 

researcher 

One design was enacted but not 

completed within given time 
 

 

Network 

Protocols 

2nd year 

Engineer-

ing  Under-

graduates 

(20th Oct, 

2016) 

Without app 

 

F2F 

2 tasks (Looking at an example) 

1) Which are the ephemeral port 

number, source and destination 

port numbers of the given UDP 

header? 

2) Consider two houses in east and 

west coast. They exchange mails. 

This household example serves as a 

nice analogy for explaining how 

Problem 

solving 

 

 

43  Questionnaires from 

43 students 

 

Observations by a 

researcher  

 

 

In task 1, 5 pyramids created finally 

by students. They didn’t manage to 

form larger groups. In the class there 

were more than 40 students 

 

In task 2, even more pyramids were 

created as time was limited to find 

the way to join in larger groups 
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the transport layer relates to the 

network layer. And 4 questions 

were given to answer.  

Network 

Protocols 

2nd year 

Engineer-

ing  Under-

graduates 

(16th Nov, 

2016) 

With app 

 

F2F 

TCP protocol problem: 

A la vista de la tabla proyectada 

(con una captura de tráfico TCP), 

¿detectas algún problema de con-

trol de congestión? Explica en una 

frase tu respuesta. 

 

 

 

Problem 

solving 

 

 

 

 

 

39 ILDE design  

 

Questionnaires from 

39 students 

 

 

Observations by a 

researcher 

 

Most students used mobile phones 

individually. Only few partnering 

Both Pyramids had similar most 

popular answers. But both were 

wrong. It was easy to reach this 

(wrong) conclusion as it was a chal-

lenging question (problem). This 

conclusion conflict was sought by 

the teacher to trigger rich discussion 

in the classroom. Good in terms of 

timing 

Network 

Protocols 

2nd year 

Engineer-

ing  Under-

graduates 

(8th Nov, 

2016) 

With app 

 

F2F 

For a given TCP traffic of a  

specific IP,  

A) How many TCP connections do 

you see? B) What is the confirma-

tion number Ack for segment (31)? 

C) And for segment (32)? 

Problem 

solving 

(Problem 

from a  

previous 

year’s exam) 

34  ILDE design  

 

Observations by a 

researcher 

 

Network 

Protocols 

2nd year 

Engineer-

ing  Under-

graduates 

(14th - 16th 

Nov, 2016) 

With app 

 

Distance 

By looking at a table showing TCP 

traffic captured, and considering 

the TCP flow control mechanisms 

(see class B4.2 slides 29 through 

36), why should the TCP segments 

exchanged be small (that is, they 

contain a small number of bytes of 

data)? 

Problem 

solving 

(Problem 

from a  

previous 

year’s exam) 

40 ILDE design  

 

Questionnaires from 

31 students  

(Only 18 actual par-

ticipants & 11 non-

participants due to 

varied reasons) 

Selected options were the best ones 

from those provided. 

In class, some students reported 

problems with the application. They 

said that they tried to submit an 

option on Tuesday (15th) but they 

did not manage. 

 

DAD 

course 

3rd year CS 

undergrad-

uates  

 

Without app 

 

Analysis of 2 case studies for  

Non- functional requirements 

 

Case study 

analysis 

23 Questionnaires from 

23 students 

Case 1: Though they were asked to 

discuss in groups of 3 to 4, they 

discussed in groups of 2. Hard for 
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(18th Nov, 

2016) 

F2F (2 rounds of Pyramid activities) them to team up in large group 

Case 2: Only one group of 3, Many 

kept on working individually or in 

pairs 

DAD 

course 

3rd year CS 

undergrad-

uates  

(18th Nov, 

2016) 

With app 

 

F2F 

Ask the response for a given code 

problem  

 

 

 

 

 

Problem 

solving 

(Code  

analysis 

problem) 

 

 

23 ILDE design  

 

Questionnaires from 

23 students 

 

 

First design was a difficult task, 

submission timer expired. Duplicat-

ed design was a success. Selected 

answers were nice and correct. Oth-

er correct answer was not selected, 

but had proposed by a student. First 

trial may had an effect on their 

opinions 

ITIC 

course 

1st year 

undergrad-

uate (23rd 

Sept, 16)  

 

Without app 

 

F2F 

Propose extracurricular activities 

you prefer. 

Open ended  

Opinions  

> 

120  

Observations by  

three researchers  

 

ITIC 

course 

1st year 

undergrad-

uate (26th to 

29th Sept, 

16) 

With app 

 

F2F 

Are there any aspects of the univer-

sity or school organization or the 

studies that are not sufficiently 

clear or you may like to know 

more? 

Open ended 

question 

answering  

>80  8 ILDE designs  Conducted in laboratory  

environment 

ITIC 

course 

1st year 

undergrad-

uate (5th 

Oct, 16)  

With app 

 

F2F 

What's your main expectation for 

block 2 of Introduction to ICT? 

What would you like to learn? 

Open ended 

opinions 

>96 Questionnaires from 

96 students  

 

2 ILDE designs 

 

ITIC 

course 

1st year 

undergrad-

uate  

(2nd Nov, 

16)  

With app 

 

F2F 

Three case readings were given. 

Class was divided to two and given 

the first two readings ad they par-

ticipated two different pyramid 

activities separately. Then the last 

Case study 

analysis 

 

Open ended 

question 

About 

35  

students 

3 ILDE designs  

 

Questionnaires from 

28 students 

They used one device per initial 

team (2-3 people). Half of them one 

pyramid, other half other pyramid, 

last pyramid by all. Last Pyramid 

did not finish. 
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ITIC 

course 

1st year 

undergrad-

uate  

(2nd Nov, 

16)  

With app 

 

F2F 

case study was for the whole class 

and all participated in a final pyra-

mid activity 

answering About 

31  

students 

3 ILDE designs  

 

Questionnaires from 

31 students 

They used one device per initial 

team (2-3 people). Half of them one 

pyramid, other half other pyramid, 

last pyramid by all. 

ITIC 

course 

1st year 

undergrad-

uate  

(3rd Nov, 

16)  

With app 

 

F2F 

About 

19  

students 

3 ILDE designs  

 

Questionnaires from 

16 students 

They used one device per initial 

team (2-3 people). Half of them one 

pyramid, other half other pyramid, 

last pyramid by all. 

ITIC 

course 

1st year 

undergrad-

uate (18th – 

21st Nov, 

16)  

With app 

 

Distance 

Watch a video (discussing ethical 

dilemmas in ICT) and indicate with 

which of the 24 imperatives in the 

ACM Code of Ethics and Profes-

sional Conduct are related. 

Case study 

analysis (2 

cases to 

analyse) 

194 Questionnaires from 

111 students  

 

ILDE design 

 

MOOC 

run 1 

15th Feb to 

20th Mar, 

16 

With app 

 

Distance 

1) Pose a question about WebGLS-

tudio, the state-of-the-art tool that 

was introduced in Week 1 

2) Submit a question about 

Three.JS API that we are using to 

implement 3D scenes from  

Week 3. 

3) Rate and discuss the links shared 

by fellow learners in previous 

“earth creation” activity step.   

Open 

 questions 

related to  

the topic 

 

 

 

Rating links 

of 3D 

 creations 

>70 

accessed  

19 online  

questionnaires 

 

 

 

MOOC 

run 2 

4th July – 

5th Aug, 16 

With app 

 

Distance 

1) How are your experiments with 

WebGL and 3D objects? 

2) Talk about the programming 

experience in Three.js. 

3) How are you doing so far with 

advanced 3D things? 

Open 

 questions 

related to the 

topic 

 

76  

accessed 

8 online  

questionnaires 
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Initial experiment rounds during the first iteration 

Escola  

Forestal 

Vocational 

training 

16th Feb, 

2016 

 

With 

app 

 

F2F 

Propose questions about a) future career 

opportunities, b) curriculum of school 

c) suggest an outdoor activity 

a) No chat, b) &c) with chat 

 

Open questions 43 43  

questionnaires 

 

Session was in an auditorium and they 

used mobile phones 

ICT  Secondary 

school 

 

25th & 28th  

Jan, 16 

With 

app 

 

F2F 

Ask any doubt or question about Scratch 

and HTML  

 

3 Pyramid rounds with chat 

3 pyramid rounds without chat 

 

Open questions 

related to the 

topic 

3 classes 

 (51 in 

total) 

49 online  

questionnaires 

Experiments were conducted in Lab 

environment 

ITIC  1st year 

undergrad-

uates 

19th & 20th 

Nov, 2015 

 

With 

app 

 

F2F 

Propose questions for peer presentations 

 

8 pyramid rounds 

 

Question for-

mulation after 

group  

presentations 

22 22 online  

questionnaires 

 

Chat feature was not available.  

Students were using mobiles mainly. 

Resulting questions were relevant but 

somehow “sensationalist” 

Distributed 

Applications 

3rd year  

CS under-

graduates 

16th Nov, 

2015 

 

 

 

 

 

 

With 

app  

 

F2F 

Propose a potential exam question Question sub-

mission for a 

given  

theoretical 

content 

23 17 online  

questionnaires 

Students were deeply engaged, result-

ing questions were relevant. High 

interest in knowing answers. Activity 

consumes reasonable time but a bit 

more than desired by the professor 
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Practitioner workshops – for educator experience in PyramidApp authoring  

UPF_1 Masters’ 

students 

from UAB 

program 

1st July, 16 

With app  

 

F2F  

Design Pyramid activities 

suiting for their classroom 

contexts  

Design activities 8 participants 8 questionnaires 

about authoring  

 

Activity logs with 

their Pyramid designs 

 

Highly engaged in discussions 

 

Concerns about the monitoring of the 

activity 

UPF_2 Teachers 

from Cata-

lonia and 

UPF 

6th Sept, 16 

 With app  

 

F2F  

Design Pyramid activities 

suiting for their classroom 

contexts  

Design activities 5 participants 5 questionnaires 

about authoring  

 

Activity logs with 

their Pyramid designs 

 

Highly engaged in discussions 

Ginebro 

school  

Teachers 

from 

Ginebro 

(high) 

school 

16th Jan,17 

With app 

 

F2F 

Design Pyramid activities 

suiting for their classroom 

contexts 

Design activities 19 

participants 

Questionnaires from 

19 about design view 

(1 left early) 

 

Activity logs with 

their Pyramid designs 

 

Design tasks were mostly done in 

small groups and they showed high 

interest in monitoring section 

 

At least 3 teachers used PyramidApp 

with their students after the workshop. 

Others plan to use it in the short term 

 

Dolmen  

school 

Teachers 

from  

Dolmen  

(high) 

school 

07th Mar,17 

 

With app 

 

F2F 

Design Pyramid activities 

suiting for their classroom 

contexts 

Design activities 9 participants Questionnaires from 

8 participants 

  

Activity logs with 

their Pyramid designs 

 

At least 1 teacher used PyramidApp 

with their students after the workshop. 

Others plan to use it in the short term.  
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C.2: Case based analysis 
 
Experiments conducted during the cycle 3 (see Figure 1.3 in Chapter 1) 

are listed here. As mentioned in the above section, some experiments vary 

from the data gathered due to various reasons such as time limitations and 

being initial rounds of exploratory studies within the iteration. Such stud-

ies consist of more qualitative data and observations reported whereas 

other studies provide synopsis supported by both qualitative and quantita-

tive data triangulated.    

  

Research Methods Course (Questions answering - reflecting a       

previous assignment, MSc level, Face-to-face, without tool: desired 

flow is socially communicated by the teacher, n=39)  

After individual level, small groups of 3 to 4 students and larger groups of 

7 to 9 were created. Lots of discussions were observed, especially in small 

group contexts. In larger groups, leader dominance was observed where 

group leaders trying to convince their views when joined with larger 

groups. Small groups had consumed around 7 minutes whereas large 

group discussions were roughly 4 to 5 minutes duration and then whole 

class discussion moderated by the teacher, had consumed around 12 

minutes. Small group discussions (87%) are preferred than larger group 

discussions (61%) and knowing peer ideas (85%) was more desirable fac-

tor for many participants (Figure C.1). More than 76% had enjoyed the 

overall activity and also higher mean values for negotiating, discussing in 

small groups and getting to know peer ideas (mean = 4.3) imply their in-

terests in collaborations.  

 

Network Protocols (Problem solving activity - question answering for 

theory concepts, 2
nd

 year, Face-to-face, without tool, n=43) 

In the class with over 40 students, still 5 pyramids were created when 

teacher asked them to formulate larger groups, leading to difficulties in 

forming larger groups (e.g., 20 students per group could have been ideal). 

In task 2, even more pyramids were created since time was limited to find 

the way to join as larger groups. Lots of discussions emerged in small 

groups, but when merged into larger groups still most of them were dis-

cussing within their small groups as observed. Over 94% liked discussing 

in small groups. Participants enjoyed discussing and negotiating with 

peers (mean = 4.5 and >90%) resulting higher satisfaction about the over-

all activity (mean = 4.7 and >96%) also (Figure C.2). 
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Figure C.1: Mean values and preferences spread in RM class (without tool) 
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Figure C.2: Mean values and preferences spread in Protocols class (without tool) 
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DAD (Case study based learning, 3
rd

 year, Face-to-face, without tool, 

n=23) 

Students were presented with two cases and the activity was structured as 

a Pyramid. In case 1, though they were asked to discuss in groups of 3 to 

4, they discussed in groups of 2. It was difficult for students themselves to 

get into large groups. In case 2 also, there was only one group of 3 and 

others kept on working individually or in pairs though the teacher gave 

instructions for group formation. Group formation difficulty was clearly 

indicated even in feedback data (more than 34% with mean value of 3.3 

were neutral about large group formation). More than 70% enjoyed the 

overall activity which is emphasized with comments like, “it's a good idea 

to discuss/share your opinions with the classmates; it allows you to learn 

even more”. As in Figure C.3, about 80% of the groups liked knowing 

peer ideas and 86% (mean = 4.5) agreed that sufficient time was allocated 

for the activity, starting from group formation up to reaching conclusions.  
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Figure C.3: Mean values and preferences spread in DAD (without tool) 
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ITIC (Open ended task – suggesting opinions, 1
st
 year, Face-to-Face, 

without tool, n>120) 

The same activity was repeated thrice since there were 3 sessions for 3 

groups. 3 observers were taking notes in the sessions. All observers stated 

that lots of discussions occurred within small group settings when com-

pared to larger groups. In one group, when teacher asked to form larger 

groups, several small groups gathered together forming a group of around 

20 and all engaged in the activity very actively and interestingly, discuss-

ing as one group and consensus was reached by voting for the options by 

raising hands. Another common observation across sessions was difficulty 

in group formation when instructed. It was observed that most of the 

times, students form groups as they prefer irrespective of teacher’s re-

quirements. Also in the larger groups of higher pyramid levels (n>2), 

mostly the group leaders from previous smaller groups dominantly took 

the lead of the discussion rather giving equal opportunities.  

 

RM (Question formulation after group presentations, MSc level, 

Face-to-face, with tool, n=46) 

Multiple pyramid rounds (6) were enacted and depending on the amount 

of participants, either one pyramid or two pyramids were created. Majori-

ty of students had commented as a very interesting experience and stated 

that the activity helped in learning. Rating contributions (mean = 4.3 and 

>86%), pyramid progression (mean = 4 and >67%) and viewing highly 

rated options (mean = 4.4 and >89%) implying gaming effects were most-

ly appreciated (Figure C.4) and students mentioned that “really fun activi-

ty”, “the selection and rating of the questions was self-explanatory and 

entertaining by itself”, “I think the pyramid system was more enjoyable 

and useful as a whole”. Many are not satisfied (mean = 3.1) with the tim-

ing values (e.g., time to discuss and rate and waiting time between levels). 

Some of them complained that the chat feature was not useful, mainly 

because they did not have sufficient time due to class time restrictions. 

Some liked the questions posed, “I really liked some of the provocative 

questions but then the answers didn't really seem to answer the questions, 

mainly because we were in quite a rush”, and another had not liked finally 

selected options, “questions were not really good though rated by a lot of 

people”. More than 70% believed such question formulation helped them 

to gain new knowledge about different topics presented whereas more 

than 80% had enjoyed the overall activity.   
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Figure C.4: Mean values and preferences spread in RM class (with tool) 
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activity helped them in learning the concepts and more than 76% (mean = 
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Figure C.5: Mean values and preferences spread in protocols class (with tool) 
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selected, it had been proposed by a student. Third round of PyramidApp 

activity received less students and though the teacher reconfigured the 

ILDE design accordingly, it was not republished and the activity was not 

successful. These partially unsuccessful trials may have an effect on stu-

dent opinions. Irrespective of the unsuccessful attempts, over 90% are 

satisfied with the finally selected options (mean = 4.5) (Figure C.6) com-

plying with the teacher’s comment above. Over 70% had enjoyed Pyrami-

dApp activities and over 80% accept that the activity helped in learning 

(mean = 4.1).  

 

 
Figure C.6: Mean values and preferences spread in DAD class (with tool) 
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sooner than the others, leading those participants to wait till others finish 

which might have led to boredom. In most of the rounds, it was observed 

that some students were not paying attention for timer expirations and that 

they could not submit opinions or rating timely.       

 

ITIC (Open ended opinions, 1
st
 year, Face-to-Face, with tool, n>96) 

In the task, teacher was making them to think openly and letting them to 

decide what they are expecting from the topic. 96 students submitted 

questionnaires and as shown in Figure C.7, over 63% liked rating other’s 

opinions (mean = 3.8) and over 59% (mean = 3.37) had enjoyed the over-

all activity. Results show interesting curiosity towards knowing the most 

popular opinions (>53%), may be because of the type of the task given. 

But they did not desire much the discussion feature (mean = 3.3) as shown 

in the graph. 76% had agreed that the activity time was sufficient for dis-

cussing and rating and another 62% had marked that they did not like the 

waiting time between levels.  

 

 
Figure C.7: Mean values and preferences spread in ITIC class (with tool) 
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ITIC (Case study analysis, 1
st
 year, Face-to-Face, with tool, n>80) 

In three different classes, a similarly structured activity was conducted, in 

which the class was divided to two and given two cases to read and partic-

ipate in two pyramids separately. Then for a third case reading, the whole 

class participated in one pyramid after reading the case. Small groups of 

either two or three members, used only one device (either a smartphone or 

a laptop) to participate in the activity. This group of students were familiar 

with the functionality of the PyramidApp as shown with a higher value for 

the interface comprehension (mean = 4.32 and >83% satisfaction rate) as 

in Figure C.8, since they had used the application several times by the 

time of this activity. Over 63% (mean = 3.68) had enjoyed the overall 

activity, but they were not happy of the timer values in between pyramid 

levels (mean = 2.96).  

  

 

 
Figure C.8: Mean values and preferences spread of ITIC class  

 case study (with tool) 
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preserving scalability. As some had not paid attention for email notifica-

tions, they said that they could not submit because the timer had expired 

for submission when they were accessing the application. More than 75% 

liked the finally selected options while majority was neutral about waiting 

times (>34%) between levels. More than 65% (mean=3.9) had marked the 

interface was easy to comprehend (Figure C.9) and these participants have 

used PyramidApp several times and the result complies with their famili-

arity. Some of them did not like the email notifications saying that they 

have to be aware about the email all the time. Though email notification 

included the time values, some commented that they did not know when 

timer expires. Features adding gamification effect to the application like 

rating peers, levelling up, visualizing popular opinions and notifications 

attracted over 50% from the population. The experiment confirmed well 

the potential scalability considering a comparatively larger class, by allo-

cating students to pyramids and letting them continue with the current 

level tasks while preserving dynamism.     

 

 

 
Figure C.9: Mean values and preferences spread of ITIC class (distance mode) 
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Network Protocols (Close ended problem solving task - questions 

from a previous exam, 2
nd

 year, Distance, with tool, n=40) 

Among 31 questionnaire submissions, only 18 had actually participated in 

the activity, 2 had not marked the survey and other 11 had not participated 

due to varied reasons. Teacher stated that the selected popular options 

were the best from those provided. Feedback survey was administered on 

the next day face to face class and some students reported problems with 

the application. They said that they tried to submit an option on the fol-

lowing day but they could not manage to. This could be attributed to sub-

mission timer expiration and delayed logins as some had mentioned, “I 

participated late, I could not vote for any option” or “it did not allow me 

to answer in level 1”, “it’s related with 1 day delay to access”. With timer 

expirations, preserved dynamism helped active participants to continue 

the activity even in the distance mode. From 18 participants, more than 

53% had enjoyed the overall activity and 83% are satisfied with finally 

selected options from the pyramid (Figure C.10).  

 
Figure C.10: Mean values and preferences spread of Protocols class 

(distance mode) 
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C.3: Analysis of with/without technology orchestration    
 
Few cases, mentioned in section C.2, were enacted by emulating the Pyr-

amid model, orchestrated by the class teacher, without any technological 

mediation. The objectives of conducting these experiments were to assess 

the feasibility of the proposed model and to identify strengths and weak-

nesses in each approach (with/without technology mediation) in face-to-

face classroom contexts. Following is the summarised discussion on how 

does implementing Pyramid activities in class can be compared without 

using PyramidApp tool.    

 

Set of experiments were carried out in each selected population, emu-

lating the Pyramid model but without PyramidApp during face-to-face 

classrooms. Participants were given instructions about the activity before 

presenting the task at the beginning. The teacher was giving instructions 

to structure the Pyramid orchestration at each level while being conscious 

about timing values between levels too, trying as much as possible to 

mimic the proposed Pyramid model. During these sessions, several ob-

servers took notes and students completed a survey at the end of the activ-

ity. For all the cases, initially a common task was given to attend individ-

ually and then after sometime (e.g., 5 - 10 minutes), the teacher instructed 

them to formulate small groups (e.g., 3 or 4 in each) to discuss and come-

up with an agreed solution. As these were typical lecture rooms there were 

space limitations for moving around. Thus neighbouring students formu-

lated groups most of the times. Then again after some minutes, teacher 

asked them to merge those near-by small groups to form larger groups and 

finally to speak up their agreed option for the given task. Lots of interac-

tions and discussions were observed almost in all the populations at the 

small group level, overwhelmingly richer than small group interactions 

observed through PyramidApp. Many were comfortable opening up and 

discussing in small group contexts. This was not the common behaviour 

when groups were merged into larger groups. According to observers’ 

notes, still most of them were discussing within their small groups even if 

they were in large groups.  

 

Group formation was not easy and straightforward in such classroom 

contexts during collaborative learning enactment. They were not follow-

ing teacher’s instructions correctly most of the times (e.g., if the instruc-

tion was to discuss in groups of 3 to 4, but students discussed in groups of 
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2). Larger group formation was even more difficult, once class of 40 stu-

dents ended up having 5 larger pyramids where teacher was expecting 

either 2 or 3 large groups. It was also observed that most of the times, 

students form groups as they prefer in these large groups irrespective of 

teacher’s requirements and comparatively less amount of interactions 

were observed. Mostly the group leaders from previous smaller groups 

dominantly took the lead of the discussion rather giving equal opportuni-

ties to every member in the larger group. On the contrary, through Pyram-

idApp, each individual gets the opportunity of speaking up irrespective of 

the group size. Very interesting interaction behaviour was observed with 

one of the first year groups. When the teacher asked to form larger groups, 

several small groups gathered together forming a group of around 20 (rel-

atively the largest from all other populations) and most of them were en-

gaging in groups discussions very actively and interestingly as one group 

and consensus was reached by voting for the options by raising hands.  

 

Masters students, second and third year engineering undergraduate 

populations clearly indicate that they enjoyed the exercise with an overall 

activity enjoyment mean being above 4.0 and over 70% satisfaction per-

centage. Also they had appreciated the negotiation process of options and 

knowing peer ideas (mean = 4.2). The results show the feasibility of the 

model in a face-to-face classroom with higher interactions and engage-

ment to a certain extent. Yet the orchestration of the desired flow is not 

always achieved. Thus, how far the situation is feasible to monitor and 

orchestrate while forming the groups with no support from technology is 

questionable. This issue can be even more challenging when large classes 

are considered.      

 

C.4: MOOC rounds analysis 
 
PyramidApp was presented as one collaborative activity in the “3D 

Graphics for Web Developers” MOOC by UPF in the FutureLearn plat-

form. Main objectives of the experiment were to evaluate dynamism 

mechanisms proposed by the model, scalability approach and the distance 

mode of PyramidApp and its features like email notifications. The appli-

cation was offered as an external link within the course page in each 

week. Also it was mentioned as an optional activity explicitly in the 

MOOC. Within the course design, there were five rounds of PyramidApp 

activities (Three in the first run and two in the second run of MOOC). 

Figure C.11 shows the level of participation in different stages of Pyrami-
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dApp interactions. New logins are the unique activity participants, total 

number of accesses count everyone who logged into the application irre-

spective of participating or not in the Pyramid flow. A feedback survey 

was attached at the end of the activity and summary of results is given in 

Figure C.12.     

 
Figure C.11: Percentages of participation of MOOC learners at different levels of 

PyramidApp 
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Figure C.12: Mean values and preferences spread of MOOC participants 
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Some interesting comments received from learners are, “very useful tool 

when there are too many students”, “I was keen on voting” and “include a 

history of all questions that were posed by a user”. Diverse learner prefer-

ences were found; some did not like the timing, “time constraints were 

tight considering a FutureLearn course” whereas another stated “seeing 

one question for the whole day is inefficient and frustrating”. Some did 

not like the structure of the flow since it is filtering their options and some 

mentioned that they did not understand how the Pyramid flow works. 

Considering lower mean values (Figure C.12), it’s worthwhile to study 

whether further technological improvements in user-friendliness and ease 

of understanding can overcome these hindering issues.    

 

C.5: Generic questionnaire template for PyramidApp 

enactment system 
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This is a generic template of the questionnaires used during the evalua-

tion studies of PyramidApp enactment system. Customized, particular 

questionnaires were used depending on the case study and the nature of 

the study. For example, when PyramidApp tool was not used, but the 

Pyramid model was adopted, some of the questionnaire elements were 

changed. Also in the distance mode of the application, another version 

of the questionnaire was used. The questionnaires were translated to 

Catalan and Spanish and the understandability of the items cross-

checked by the teacher.  

 

C.6: Generic questionnaire template for PyramidApp 

authoring system  
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Appendix D: Additional Related 
Publications  
 
In addition to the key publications mentioned in above main chapters, 

additional exploratory or complementary work related to the dissertation 

was carried out and published during the dissertation time as following: 

 

 Manathunga K., Hernández-Leo D., Caicedo J., Ibarra J.J., 

Martinez-Pabon F., Ramirez-Gonzalez G. (2015) Collaborative 

Learning Orchestration Using Smart Displays and Personal 

Devices. In: Conole G., Klobučar T., Rensing C., Konert J., 

Lavoué É. (Eds.) Design for Teaching and Learning in a Net-

worked World. Lecture Notes in Computer Science, vol 9307. 

Springer.  

Abstract 

Pervasive classroom environments with interconnected smart devices 

permit enacting diverse pedagogical models in education. This paper 

proposes an extensible architecture integrating smart display, smart 

phones and wearable devices to support flexible orchestration of dynam-

ic collaborative learning activities in face-to-face educational scenarios. 

The paper motivates an architectural design and describes its main com-

ponents based on existing systems like Signal Orchestration System 

(SOS) and a multi-screen cooperation middleware. An applicable sce-

nario illustrates the usage of proposed architecture in which wearable 

devices are used to indicate orchestration mechanisms (group formation, 

change of activity), a shared display visualizes tasks with summary of 

the orchestration and activity progress for collective awareness and 

smart phones are used to interact with the shared display and complete 

the activities. 

 Michos K, Manathunga K, Hernandez-Leo D (2016) Connecting 

pattern-based learning designs with analytics: The case of the 

PyramidApp. Connecting Learning Analytics and Learning De-

sign (CLAD 2016) workshop co-located with 11
th
 European Con-

ference on Technology Enhanced Learning (EC-TEL 2016). 

Lyon, France  

  

https://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007/978-3-319-24258-3_67
https://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007/978-3-319-24258-3_67
https://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007/978-3-319-24258-3_67
http://clad2016.ld-grid.org/submissions/accepted-submissions
http://clad2016.ld-grid.org/submissions/accepted-submissions
http://clad2016.ld-grid.org/submissions/accepted-submissions
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Abstract 

This paper presents preliminary work aiming to identify learning analytics 

that can be presented to teachers or learning designers to support (re)use 

or (re)design of learning scenarios based on the pyramid (a.k.a. snowball) 

pattern by using the PyramidApp. A pattern-based analytics approach 

considers teacher´s metacognition in three levels, the pedagogical intent, 

pedagogical method/structure of a CLFP pattern and the practicalities to 

implement a learning scenario. Learning analytics are proposed to inform 

these three dimensions. A case scenario where N = 38 secondary school 

students in a face to face classroom used the PyramidApp was analysed 

from the log files of the App. The recommended analytics for teachers are 

visualized in such a way that are hypothesized to foster decision making 

for customization of specific design elements of the pyramid pattern. 

 Melero, J., Hernández-Leo, D., & Manathunga, K. (2015). Group-

based mobile learning: Do group size and sharing mobile devices 

matter? Computers in Human Behavior, 44, 377-385.  

Abstract 

Within the field of Game-based Learning (GBL) location-based games are 

based on pervasive and mobile learning to allow the creation of in situ 

learning activities considering gamification mechanisms. In these learning 

activities collaboration often plays an important role. Usually, groups of 

students have to perform different tasks with single mobile device. This 

paper studies the effects of sharing a mobile device within groups and the 

size of groups in students’ engagement and their activity performance in 

an indoor location-based learning activity. In particular, the paper focuses 

on a game designed by a secondary education teacher to support a learn-

ing activity in a contemporary art museum. The teacher’s design has been 

implemented using “QuesTInSitu: The Game” technology. A total of 76 

students played the game during a 3 hours activity in the museum. The 

analysis of the data shows that while there are not important differences in 

the satisfaction with the activity of the students carrying and not carrying 

the mobile device within their groups, carrying the device does have a 

significant (positive) impact in their performance. Group size (4 vs. 5 

members) does not seem to be a variable affecting individuals’ perfor-

mance but students in 4-member groups express higher levels of engage-

ment. 

 

 

 

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0747563214006967
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0747563214006967
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0747563214006967
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